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Foreword 
The purpose of this workshop is to discuss topics related to the challenging problems of autonomous navigation 
and of driving assistance in open and dynamic environments. Technologies related to application fields such as 
unmanned outdoor vehicles or intelligent road vehicles will be considered from both the theoretical and 
technological point of views. Several research questions located on the cutting edge of the state of the art will be 
addressed. Among the many application areas that robotics is addressing, transportation of people and goods seem 
to be a domain that will dramatically benefit from intelligent automation. Fully automatic driving is emerging as 
the approach to dramatically improve efficiency while at the same time leading to the goal of zero fatalities. This 
workshop will address robotics technologies, which are at the very core of this major shift in the automobile 
paradigm. Technologies related to this area, such as autonomous outdoor vehicles, achievements, challenges and 
open questions would be presented. Main topics include: Road scene understanding, Lane detection and lane 
keeping, Pedestrian and vehicle detection, Detection, tracking and classification, Feature extraction and feature 
selection, Cooperative techniques, Collision prediction and avoidance, Advanced driver assistance systems, 
Environment perception, vehicle localization and autonomous navigation, Real-time perception and sensor fusion, 
SLAM in dynamic environments, Mapping and maps for navigation, Real-time motion planning in dynamic 
environments, Human-Robot Interaction, Behavior modeling and learning, Robust sensor-based 3D 
reconstruction, Modeling and Control of mobile robot, Deep learning applied in autonomous driving, Deep 
reinforcement learning applied in intelligent vehicles. 
 
Previously, several workshops were organized in the near same field. The 1st edition PPNIV'07 of this workshop 
was held in Roma during ICRA'07 (around 60 attendees), the second PPNIV'08 was in Nice during IROS'08 (more 
than 90 registered people), the third PPNIV'09 was in Saint-Louis (around 70 attendees) during IROS'09, the 
fourth edition PPNIV'12 was in Vilamoura (over 95 attendees) during IROS'12, the fifth edition PPNIV'13 was in 
Vilamoura (over 135 attendees) during IROS'13, the sixth edition PPNIV'14 was in Chicago (over 100 attendees) 
during IROS14, the seventh edition PPNIV'15 was in Hamburg (over 150 attendees) during IROS15, the heigth 
edition PPNIV'16 was in Rio de Janeiro (over 100 attendees) during ITSC16, the nineth edition PPNIV17 was in 
Vancouver during IROS17 (over 170 attendees), the 10th edition PPNIV’18 was in Madrid during IROS18 (over 
350 attendees), and the 11th edition PPNIV’19 has gathered over 300 attendees in Macau. For the first time, 
PPNIV20 will be organized as a virtual event due to the sanitary conditions in relation to COVID19. 
 
In parallel, we have also organized SNODE'07 in San Diego during IROS'07 (around 80 attendees), MEPPC08 in 
Nice during IROS’08 (more than 60 registered people), SNODE'09 in Kobe during ICRA'09 (around 70 
attendees), RITS'10 in Anchrorage during ICRA'10 (around 35 attendees),  PNAVHE11 in San Francisco during 
the last IROS11 (around 50 attendees), and the last one WMEPC14 in Hong Kong during the last ICRA14 (around 
65 attendees), 

 

This workshop is composed with 4 invited talks and 10 selected papers. 
 
Intended Audience concerns researchers and PhD students interested in mobile robotics, motion and action 
planning, robust perception, sensor fusion, SLAM, autonomous vehicles, human-robot interaction, and intelligent 
transportation systems. Some peoples from the mobile robot industry and car industry are also welcome.  
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This workshop is made in relation with IEEE RAS: RAS Technical Committee on “Autonomous Ground Vehicles 
and Intelligent Transportation Systems” (http://tab.ieee-ras.org/). 
 
Christian Laugier, Philippe Martinet, Marcelo Ang and Denis Wolf 
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Keynote speaker: Wolfram Burgard   
(University of Frieburg, Germany) 

 
Self-Supervised Learning for Perception Tasks in Automated Driving 

 
Abstract: At the Toyota Research Institute we are following the one-system-two-modes 
approach to building truly automated cars. More precisely, we simultaneously aim for the 
L4/L5 chauffeur application and the the guardian system, which can be considered as a 
highly advanced driver assistance system of the future that prevents the driver from making 
any mistakes. TRI aims to equip more and more consumer vehicles with guardian 
technology and in this way to turn the entire Toyota fleet into a giant data collection system. 
To leverage the resulting data advantage, TRI performs substantial research in machine 
learning and, in addition to supervised methods, particularly focuses on unsupervised and 
self-supervised approaches. In this presentation, I will present three recent results regarding 
self-supervised methods for perception problems in the context of automated driving. I will 
present novel approaches to inferring depth from monocular images and a new approach to 
panoptic segmentation. 
 
Biograpghy: Wolfram Burgard is VP for Automated Driving Technology at the Toyota 
Research Institute. He is on leave from his professorship at the University of Freiburg 
where he heads the research group for Autonomous Intelligent Systems. Wolfram Burgard 
is known for his contributions to mobile robot navigation, localization and SLAM 
(simultaneous localization and mapping). He has published more than 350 papers in the 
overlapping area of robotics and artificial intelligence. 
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Keynote speaker: Daniela Rus  

(MIT, USA) 
 

Understanding Risk and Social Behavior Improves Decision Making for Autonomous 
Vehicles 

 
Abstract: Deployment of autonomous vehicles on public roads promises increases in 
efficiency and safety, and requires evaluating risk, understanding the intent of human 
drivers, and adapting to different driving styles. Autonomous vehicles must also behave in 
safe and predictable ways without requiring explicit communication. This talk describes 
how to integrate risk and behavior analysis in the control look of an autonomous car. I will 
describe how Social Value Orientation (SVO), which captures how an agent’s social 
preferences and cooperation affect their interactions with others by quantifying the degree 
of selfishness or altruism, can be integrsted in decision making and provide recent examples 
of developing and deploying self-driving vehicles with adaptation capabilities. 
 
Biograpghy: Daniela Rus is the Andrew (1956) and Erna Viterbi Professor of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science, Director of the Computer Science and Artificial 
Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL) at MIT, and Deputy Dean of Research in the Schwarzman 
College of Computing at MIT. She is also a visiting fellow at Mitre Corporation.  Rus’s 
research interests are in robotics and artificial intelligence. The key focus of her research is 
to develop the science and engineering of autonomy. Rus is a Class of 2002 MacArthur 
Fellow, a fellow of ACM, AAAI and IEEE, and a member of the National Academy of 
Engineering and of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. She is the recipient of the 
Engelberger Award for robotics. She earned her PhD in Computer Science from Cornell 
University. 
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Classical autonomous driving pipeline

Sensor Fusion
What’s happening 

around me?

Detection
Where are 
obstacles?

Localization
Where am I relative 

to the obstacles?

Planning
Where do I go?

Actuation
What control signals 

to take?

Separate problem into smaller sub-modules, tackle each independently 
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Autonomous systems need the ability to handle a wide range of scenarios 
using raw and complex perception sensors

Leveraging large datasets, we learn an underlying representation of 
driving based on how humans drive in similar situations

No Lane Markings Rainy WeatherNight-time Driving

End-to-End Learning
Learn the control directly from raw sensor data

Learned Model
Underlying representation of how humans drive

[11, 12]

Learning Algorithm

Sensor Fusion
What’s happening 

around me?

Actuation
What control signals 

to take?
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Learning to navigate

Raw Perception

(ex. camera)

Coarse Maps

(ex. GPS)

Probabilistic Control

End-to-end optimization formulation
Learn a continuous probability distribution over the space of all control 

Learn to maximize the likelihood over the space 
of all control
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End-to-end optimization formulation

Input a route to compute a deterministic control command for navigation

End-to-end optimization formulation

Entire model is trained end-to-end without any human labelling or annotations
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Generalization to new roads
Perception Input Coarse Streetmap Control Output

Model learned to generalize to new roads and even new types of intersections
(ex. roundabouts never included in training)

… which map are you most likely in? Given this image of your surroundings…

What do we do when our GPS is not accurate or even not available?  
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Given this image of your surroundings 
which map are you in?

What do we do when our GPS is not accurate or even not available?  
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if 
otherwise   ”crash”
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0

100
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SSan Francisco, 4 TB 
[Puttagunta, Civil Maps]

Earth, 40 GB
[Planet.osm]
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Keynote speaker: Mohan M Trivedi 
(University of California, USA) 

 
Safe Autonomous Driving and Humans: Perception and Transitions 

 
Abstract: These are truly exciting times especially for researchers and scholars active in 
robotics and intelligent systems fields. Fruits of their labor are enabling transformative 
changes in daily lives of general public. In this presentation we will focus on changes 
affecting our mobility on roads with highly automated intelligent vehicles. We specifically 
discuss issues related to the understanding of human agents interacting with the automated 
vehicle, either as occupants of such vehicles, or who are in the near vicinity of the vehicles, 
as pedestrians, cyclists, or inside surrounding vehicles. These issues require deeper 
examination and careful resolution to assure safety, reliability and robustness of these 
highly complex systems for operation on public roads. The presentation will highlight 
recent research dealing with understanding of activities, behavior, intentions of humans 
specifically in the context of autonomous driving and transition controls. 

 
Biograpghy: Mohan Trivedi is a Distinguished Professor of Engineering and founding 
director of the Computer Vision and Robotics Research Laboratory, as well as the 
Laboratory for Intelligent and Safe Automobiles (LISA) at the University of California San 
Diego. These labs have played significant roles in the development of human-centered safe 
autonomous driving, advanced driver assistance systems, vision systems for intelligent 
transportation, homeland security, assistive technologies and human-robot interaction 
fields. Trivedi has received the IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Society’s 
Outstanding Researcher Award and LEAD Institution Award, as well as the Meritorious 
Service Award of the IEEE Computer Society. He is a Fellow of IEEE, SPIE, and IAPR. 
He serves very regularly as a consultant to industry and government agencies in the USA 
and abroad. Trivedi frequently participates on panels dealing with technological, strategic, 
privacy, and ethical issues surrounding research areas he is involved in. 
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Safe Autonomous Driving and Humans: 
Issues and Prospects 

 Mohan M. Trivedi 
 
 

LISA: Laboratory for Intelligent and Safe Automobiles 
University of California at San Diego 

http://cvrr.ucsd.edu/LISA 
October 2020 

Safe Autonomous Driving and Humans: 
Issues and Prospects 

 Outline: 
 
•  Celebrating Accomplishments of the PPNIV community 

•  A brief (rear view) look: 1980s till 2015 

•  Recognition of some critical elements 

•  Age of Safe Autonomous Driving 

•  Making of Safe AV:  Understanding and Predicting Human behavior 

•  Exciting journey continues ! 
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Vision for Intelligent Vehicles: Past 1980-2000 

Ernst Dickmanns, "The development of machine vision for road vehicles 
in the last decade." IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, 2002 

Vision for Intelligent Vehicles: Past 1980-2000 

Todd Jochem, Dean Pomerleau, Charles Thorpe, "Vision Guided Lane 
Transition," IEEE Intelligent Vehicles, 1995. 
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[CMU] 

Seeking Full Autonomy, 2003-2009 

2014 Birth of a new age ? 
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Self Driving Cars 2015 

Quest for Fully Autonomous Driving 

Seen this?  
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Seniors and Autonomous Driving SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiors anddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuutttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooonnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooommmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooouuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuusssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiivvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvviiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnngggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg

June 2017 

What happens if the vehicle refuses to let go ? 

What happens if the vehicle doesn’t know it made a 
mistake? 

What happens if the vehicle makes a mistake? 

Towards Human-Centered Autonomous Driving 
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Does the vehicle understand state, preferences, 
intentions, abilities of humans in the vehicle? 

Does the vehicle understand state, intentions, 
abilities  of humans around the vehicle? 

Does the vehicle understand state, intentions, 
abilities  of humans driving surrounding vehicles? 

Towards Human-Centered Autonomous Driving 

Does the vehicle understand state, intentions, 
abilities  of surrounding vehicles? 

Humans in 
 

 vehicle 
cabin 

Humans  
 

in surround 
vehicles 

Humans 
 

 around 
vehicle 

        Safe to deploy airbag? Distracted driver? 

Noticed pedestrian? 

Pedestrian intent? 

Pedestrian trajectory?  New traffic 
rules? 

Distracted 
pedestrian? 

My neighbor’s intent? 

Acknowledge right of 
way? 

Distracted neighbor? 

Ready to take over? Hands on 
wheel? 

Human-Centered Autonomous Driving: LISA Research Agenda 

Ohn-Bar, Trivedi, Humans in the Age of Self-Driving Vehicles, IEEE Trans. Intelligent Vehicles, 2016. 

LISA Publications http://cvrr.ucsd.edu/publications/index.html  
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Holistic Distributed Cognitive Systems Perspective:  
Learning from Naturalistic Driving Studies, Predictive, 
Attentive, Holistic Systems 

 Long-Term Goals:  
Human cohabitation with intelligent robots 

Open Issues: 
Fail-safe, Control transitions, Trustworthy, Performance 
Metrics, standards,  evaluations,  multi-agents, cooperation, 
Reliable communication links, security, etc. etc. 

 Big Picture: 
 Safe, Stress-free, Efficient, Enjoyable Driving/Riding 

LISA Research: Four Points 

LISA Publications http://cvrr.ucsd.edu/publications/index.html  

LISA-T: for Safe Autonomous Driving 
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 Key Research Contributors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Akshay Rangesh                    Kevan Yuen                  Nachiket Deo  

LISA-T: for Safe Autonomous Driving 

LISA-T: for Safe Autonomous Driving 
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Continuous Situational Awareness  

A Rangesh, N Deo, K Yuen, K Pirozhenko, M Trivedi, H Toyoda,  P Gunaratne, "Exploring the Situational Awareness of Humans inside 
Autonomous Vehicles," IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems 2018 

Continuous Situational Awareness  

 
 
Ashish Tawari, Andreas Mogelmose, Sujitha Martin, Thomas Moeslund, and Mohan M. Trivedi, "Attention Estimation by 
Simultaneous Analysis of Viewer and View," IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, (ITSC2014), Oct. 
2014
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Dynamics of Driver Gaze: Explorations in Behavior Modeling and Activity Prediction Control Transitions in Autonomous Vehicles  

Control needs to be 
transferred to driver during 
failure modes 
 
To determine when and how to 
alert the driver, we need to 
continuously estimate  
readiness to take-over 

A Rangesh, N Deo, K Yuen, K Pirozhenko, M Trivedi, H Toyoda,  P Gunaratne, "Exploring the Situational Awareness of Humans inside 
Autonomous Vehicles," IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems 2018 

Cues for take-over readiness: 

Driver gaze activity: 
 
•  Where is the driver 

looking? 
•  Are they 

situationally aware?  

Driver hand activity: 
 
•  How close are the driver’s 

hands to vehicle controls? 
•  What activity are their 

hands performing? 
•  What object are they 

interacting with 

Driver foot activity: 
 
•  How close are the driver’s 

feet to vehicle controls?  

Control Transitions in Autonomous Vehicles  

N. Deo,  M. Trivedi. “Looking at the Driver/Rider to Predict Take-Over Readiness." IEEE Trans Intelligent Vehicles, 2019. UCSD Invention 
disclosure 2019-139 

A Rangesh, N Deo, K Yuen, K Pirozhenko, M Trivedi, H Toyoda,  P Gunaratne, "Exploring the Situational Awareness of Humans inside 
Autonomous Vehicles," IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems 2018 
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Driver Gaze Classification, Hand Localization / Classification 

Classify Window at Wrist 
 - On Wheel 
 - Hover Wheel 
 - On Lap 
 - Radio 
 - In Air 
 - Cupholder 

 - Phone 
 - No Phone 

Looking at Hands 

Kevan Yuen and Mohan M. Trivedi, "Looking at Hands in Autonomous Vehicles:A ConvNet Approach using Part Affinity 
Fields," IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Vehicles, 2020.  

Control Transitions in Autonomous Vehicles  

N. Deo,  M. Trivedi. “Looking at the Driver/Rider to Predict Take-Over Readiness." IEEE Trans Intelligent Vehicles, 2019. 
UCSD Invention disclosure 2019-139 

Observable Readiness Index (ORI) Estimation 
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Control Transitions in Autonomous Vehicles  

N. Deo,  M. Trivedi. “Looking at the Driver/Rider to Predict Take-Over Readiness." IEEE Trans Intelligent Vehicles, 2019. 
UCSD Invention disclosure 2019-139 

Observable Readiness Index (ORI) Estimation 

Take-over Readiness Estimation TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaakkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee--ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooovvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvveeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRReeeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaadddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeessssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss   EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEsssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaattttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiooooooooooooooooooooooooonnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn  

N. Deo,  M. Trivedi. “Looking at the Driver/Rider to Predict Take-Over Readiness." IEEE Trans Intelligent Vehicles, 2019. 
UCSD Invention disclosure 2019-139 

A Rangesh, N Deo, K Yuen, K Pirozhenko, M Trivedi, H Toyoda,  P Gunaratne, "Exploring the Situational Awareness of Humans inside 
Autonomous Vehicles," IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems 2018 

Observable Readiness Index (ORI) Estimation 
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Take-over Readiness Estimation 

N. Deo,  M. Trivedi. “Looking at the Driver/Rider to Predict Take-Over Readiness." IEEE Trans Intelligent Vehicles, 2019. 
UCSD Invention disclosure 2019-139 

A Rangesh, N Deo, K Yuen, K Pirozhenko, M Trivedi, H Toyoda,  P Gunaratne, "Exploring the Situational Awareness of Humans inside 
Autonomous Vehicles," IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems 2018 

Rider Activity Correlations with Observable Readiness Index (ORI) 

TTakkee-over Reaaddddddddddddddddddddddddiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnness Esstimattiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiooooooooooooooonnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn 

Take-over Readiness Estimation 

N Deo, N Meoli, A Rangesh  M. Trivedi, "On Control Transitions in Autonomous Driving: A Framework and Analysis for Characterizing 
Scene Complexity," ICCV Workshop on Autonomous Driving, 2019. 

Exploring Control Transition and Driving Scene Complexity 

TTTTTTTTTaaakkkeee-oooooooooooovvveeeeeerrrrrrrrr RRReeeaaaaadiness Essssssssssssssssstttttttttimationnnn 
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Takeover Time Prediction for Autonomous Vehicles: A Machine Learning Approach, UCSD 
Invention SD2021-070, 2020 

Take over Time Prediction 

 
Safe Autonomous Driving (AD) => Autonomous Vehicles + Humans  
AD = Distributed Cognitive Systems: Human-Vehicle Teams 
 
Research Explorations: 
 
•  Multiple Intelligent Agents,  
•  Holistic Situation Perception with Multimodal Sensors 
•  Understanding Behavior and Interactions 
•  Predicting  Intentions 
•  Continuous Risk Assessment   
•  Smooth/Safe Control Transitions, Fail-safe operation modes, 
•  Large Naturalistic Driving Studies and Sharable Datasets  
•  Evaluations, Metrics, and Benchmarks 
•  Reliability, Robustness and Scalability 

Thanks ! 
 LISA Publications http://cvrr.ucsd.edu/publications/index.html  

Safe Autonomous Driving: Exciting journey continues ! 
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2020 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems 

 

 
 

Keynote speaker: Evangelos Theodorou 
(Georgia Institute of Technology, USA) 

 
Decision Making Architectures for Safe Planning and Control of Agile Autonomous 

Vehicles 
 
Abstract: In this talk I will present novel algorithms and decision-making architectures for 
safe planning and control of terrestrial and aerial vehicles operating in dynamic 
environments. These algorithms incorporate different representations of robustness for high 
speed navigation and bring together concepts from stochastic contraction theory, robust 
adaptive control, and dynamic stochastic optimization using augmented importance 
sampling techniques.  I will present demonstrations on simulated and real robotic systems 
and discuss future research directions. 
 
 
Biograpghy: Evangelos Theodorou is an Associate Professor with the School of Aerospace 
Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology and is also the director of Autonomous 
Control and Decisions Systems (ACDS) laboratory. He is also affiliated with the Institute of 
Robotics and Intelligence Machines, and Center for Machine Learning Research at Georgia 
Tech.  His interests are at the intersection stochastic control and optimization, machine 
learning, statistical physics and dynamic systems theory. Applications of his research 
include robotic and aerospace systems, applied physics, networked systems and bio-
engineering. 
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2020 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems 
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Decision Making 
Architectures for Safe 

Planning and Control of 
Agile Autonomous Vehicles

Evangelos A. Theodorou

Autonomous Control and Decision Systems Lab

Perceptual Decision Making

Reinforcement 
Learning

Model Predictive
Control
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Outline

 Intro & Motivation

 Control Architectures & Perception

 Conclusions and Future

 Control Architectures & Uncertainty

What happens when uncertainty is not considered?
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Nominal Dyn
Re-Optimization

Online Model 
Learning

Planned 
Trajectory

Safety 
Controller

Low Level
Adaptive 
Control

Nominal Dyn
Re-Optimization

Actual Dyn 
Re-Optimization

Information Processing Architectures

 How would you architect your stack?

 Where should learning be incorporated? 

 What notions of robustness we have?

Tubes Full Blown Model
Learning 

Adaptive + Predictive 

Tube-MPPI Robust MPPI

z

MPPI

Model Predictive Path Integral (MPPI) Control

(-) Importance Sampler may get 
stuck to a local minima.

(-) Nominal State is chosen 
independent of Actual State.

(-) Importance Sampling is 
unaware of the underlying 
ancillary controller.

(+) Augmented Importance 
Sampling.

(+) Nice Trade-off between 
agility and robustness.

(-) Robustness issues when 
Large disturbances.
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✓Performance near dynamic limits 
✓Constraint satisfaction 
✓Real-Time Performance

Fast
Re-optimization

GPU

Low Level 
Re-optimization

Fast re-planning on GPU on nominal dynamics/Fast Tracking on a CPU

Robust MPPI

Free Energy Diff < Levels Constraint Satisfaction + Tracking/Uncertainty + Sampling Error

Learning Deep Tubes for Robust MPC
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Learning Deep Tubes for Robust MPC

Sully Miracle on the Hudson
Airbus 320 lost both engines shortly after takeoff due to bird strike.

High Level
Optimization

Medium Level
Optimization

Low Level
Optimization

Time-Scale
Frequency

Slow

Fast

Courtesy: NASA Langley Aerodrome
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Planned 
Trajectory

Safety 
Controller

Low Level
Adaptive 
Control

 Stochastic Control Barrier Functions

 Stochastic Control Lyapunov Functions

Bayesian Neural Networks

Adaptation and Online Learning
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ALPaCA

Algorithm 1: BAyesian Learning-based Safety and Adap-
tation (BALSA)

1 Require: Prior model f̂(x), known g(x), reference
trajectory xrm, choice of modeling algorithm
Δ̄i(x)∼N (mi(x),σi(x)), dt, A, Hu≤b.

2 Initialize: i=0, Dataset D0=∅, t=0, solve P
3 while true do
4 Obtain μrm= ẋ2rm(t) and compute μpd

5 Compute model error and uncertainty
μad=mi(x(t)), and σi(x(t))

6 μqp← Solve QP (17)
7 Set u(t)=g(x)−1(μrm+μpd+μqp−μad−f̂(x))
8 Apply control u(t) to system.
9 Step forward in time t← t+dt.

10 Append new data point to database:
11 X̄t=[x(t)], Ȳt=

(x2(t+dt)−x2(t))/dt−(f̂(x(t))+g(x(t)u(t)).
12 Di←Di∪{X̄t,Ȳt}
13 if updateModel then
14 Update model Δ̄i(x,μ) with database Di

15 Di+1←Di, i← i+1 Stochastic Control Barrier Functions

 Stochastic Control Lyapunov Functions

Bayesian Neural Networks

How do we bring adaptation?

Planned 
Trajectory

Safety 
Controller

Low Level
Adaptive 
Control
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Adaptation and Online Learning

MPPI

Tracking
Controller

Low Level
Adaptive 
Control

Case L1 off L1 on
1) � �
2) � �
3) � �
4) � �
5) � �

1) known dynamics model (since drag is not modeled
in the nominal dynamics, some drag compensation is
expected with L1 augmentation);

2) mass increase by 50%;
3) moment of inertia increase by 100% in all axes;
4) constant nose-up pitching moment disturbance of

0.1 Nm (equivalent to center of gravity offset);
5) reduction in motor thrust control power by 40% (reduc-

tion in both T̄δT and M̄δM ).

Adaptation and Online Learning

MPPI

Tracking
Controller

Low Level
Adaptive 
Control

Case L1 off L1 on
1) � �
2) � �
3) � �
4) � �
5) � �

1) known dynamics model (since drag is not modeled
in the nominal dynamics, some drag compensation is
expected with L1 augmentation);

2) mass increase by 50%;
3) moment of inertia increase by 100% in all axes;
4) constant nose-up pitching moment disturbance of

0.1 Nm (equivalent to center of gravity offset);
5) reduction in motor thrust control power by 40% (reduc-

tion in both T̄δT and M̄δM ).
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x ∼ PID(X ) x ∼ PL(X )System ID Distribution: Local Distribution:

θi+1 = θi − γ (αGL(θi) +GID(θi))

α = max
a∈[0,1]

s.t 〈aGL(θi) +GID(θi), GID(θi)〉 ≥ 0

Proposed Scheme:

θi+1 = θi − γGL(θi)Update Scheme: θi+1 = θi − γ(GL(θi) +GID(θi))

LWPR: y =

L∑
i=1

wi · fi(x− ci), wi =
exp

(− 1
2 (x− cI)

TDi(x− ci)
)

∑L
j=1 exp

(− 1
2 (x− cj)TDj(x− cj)

)

G. Williams et all, arXiv:1905.05162, Submitted

Adaptation and Online Learning

Adaptive Model Predictive Control 

Computation
Size FLOPs/Prediction

LWPR 5,645 (Receptive Fields) > 141, 125
Neural Network 1,412 (Weights and Biases) 2, 688

Base SGD LW-PR2 LWPR
Roll Rate 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Long. Acc. 2.73 2.28 2.30 2.06
Lat. Acc. 1.71 1.29 1.24 1.28

Head. Acc. 8.28 4.48 4.87 4.54
Total MSE 3.18 2.10 2.11 1.97

Active MSE N/A N/A 2.54 N/A

Performance
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Outline

 Motivation & Intro

 Control Architectures & Perception

 Conclusiona and Future

 Control Architectures & Uncertainty

Outline

 Motivation & Intro

 Control Architectures & Perception

 Conclusion and Future

 Control Architectures & Uncertainty
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What is the optimal IPA for perceptual control?

Is the design of IPA imposed by the nature of the data?

Do we have any priors for designing IPAs?

How important is the structure of IPAs for safety in AI?

Questions:

Information Processing Architecture (IPA) 
for Perceptual control

Decision Making 
Control

Perception/ML

Information Processing Architectures : IPA

Plant

World

Policies

End to End
Architectures

PlantControl

World

Costs

Structured
Architectures 
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Filtering MPCSensors Systems

Teacher  - Fully observable MPC Learner

Y. Pan et all  RSS 2018.

IPA-I

Y. Pan et all  RSS 2018.

IPA-I
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IPA-I & Uncertainty Quantification

Aleatoric - Incomplete data
Epistemic- Incomplete  knowledge of the environment.

Types of Uncertainty in ML Models

K. Lee et all  ICRA 2019.

�̂�

�̂�2

IPA-I & Uncertainty Quantification

At Training  Time  Minimize the Loss: 

Total Uncertainty:

At Test Time Sample the structure of the Network:
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Uncertainty Quantification  & Redundancy 

IPA-II: The Macula-Net

3D

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

Model
Prediction
Network

Macula
Network

u

μ
log(σ2)

3D max pooling
3D convolution+ReLU+Dropout+BatchNorm

fully connected+ReLU+Dropout+BatchNorm
linear

(4, 32, 32, 3)

(4, 32, 32, 64)

(4, 16, 16, 128)

(4, 8, 8, 256)

(4, 4, 4, 512)
(4, 2, 2, 512)

(4, 1, 1, 512)

4096 4096

1000

3D

MPC

System
Model

Control 
Trajectory

State
Trajectory

Control

K. Lee et all, arXiv:1904.11898, 
Submitted
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IPA-II: The Macula-Net

3D

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

Model
Prediction
Network

Macula
Network

u

New Objects DropoutVGG [9] PAPC [Ours]

Min: 0.37 m
Avg: 0.39 m
Max: 0.42 m

Min: 4.28 m
Avg: 6.87 m
Max: 9.22 m

Min: 2.20 m
Avg: 2.54 m
Max: 2.86 m

Min: 4.81 m
Avg: 5.48 m
Max: 6.25 m

Min: 0.00 m
Avg: 0.00 m
Max: 0.00 m

Min: 6.80 m
Avg: 7.25 m
Max: 7.83 m

Min: 2.12 m
Avg: 2.25 m
Max: 2.44 m

Min: 7.62 m
Avg: 6.87 m
Max: 8.33 m

Min: 1.28 m
Avg: 2.06 m
Max: 2.44 m

Min: 6.55 m
Avg: 7.51 m
Max: 8.17 m

Min: 0.00 m
Avg: 0.63 m
Max: 2.51 m

Min: 10.58 m
Avg: 11.28 m
Max: 14.96 m

Min: 0.00 m
Avg: 0.26 m
Max: 1.29 m

Min: 6.91 m
Avg: 12.55 m
Max: 14.63 m

Min: 0.00 m
Avg: 0.67 m
Max: 4.11 m

Min: 6.17 m
Avg: 10.09 m
Max: 13.25 m

IPA-II

3D

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

Model
Prediction
Network

Macula
Network

u
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Filtering MPCSensors Systems
Dynamics

Cost

Optimize

IPA-III

IPA-III
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AI in Aerospace Systems

IPA-IV: PixelMPC

ṗ = v

v̇ = g +m−1(Rω
b fT+fD +wf )

q̇ =
1

2

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
−qx −qy −qz
qw −qz qy
qz qw −qx
−qy qx qw

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎣ωx

ωy

ωz

⎤
⎦

Ẋpixel = Fpixel(q,Xpixel,U)

= PolarToEuler(DOF (q,Xpixel,U))

Drone Dynamics Pixel Dynamics

Augmented Dynamics
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IPA-IV: PixelMPC

Outline

 Motivation & Intro

 Control Architectures & Perception

 Conclusions and Future

 Control Architectures & Uncertainty
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Outline

 Motivation & Intro

 Control Architectures & Perception

 Conclusions and Future

 Control Architectures & Uncertainty

Decision Making Architectures

Partial Differential 
Equations

Stochastic Differential
Equations

Stochastic Optimal Control Forward/Backward Stochastic 
Differential Equations (FBSDEs)

Perceptual Decision Making Risk Measures  and Stochastic 
Differential Games

Perceptual Decision Making Control Barrier Functions & 
Barrier Certificates 

Deep Neural Network
Architectures

Perceptual Decision Making Adaptive Control & 
Contraction Theory
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Safety & Deep Learning Theory

xt+1 = ft(xt,ut)

min
u

J(ū;x0) = min
u

[
φ(xT ) +

T−1∑
t=0

�t(xt,ut)

]
State Output Activation

Controls Weights

Time Horizon Number of Layers 

Terminal Cost Loss Functions

Optimal Control Deep Learning

Cost Function

Dynamics

Autonomous Control and Decision Systems Lab

Vertical Lift Research 
Center of Excellence

Students:
Collaborators:

Jim Regh - Georgia Tech

Naira Hovakimyan - UIUC

Ali-akbar Agha-mohammadi
JPL - NASA
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2020 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems 
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Marker-Based Mapping and Localization for Autonomous Valet Parking

Zheng Fang*, Yongnan Chen, Ming Zhou and Chao Lu

Abstract— Autonomous valet parking (AVP) is one of the
most important research topics of autonomous driving in low-
speed scenes, with accurate mapping and localization being its
key technologies. The traditional visual-based method, due to
the change of illumination and appearance of the scene, easily
causes localization failure in long-term applications. In order
to solve this problem, we introduce visual fiducial markers
as artificial landmarks for robust mapping and localization
in parking lots. Firstly, the absolute scale information is
acquired from fiducial markers, and a robust and accurate
monocular mapping method is proposed by fusing wheel
odometry. Secondly, on the basis of the map of fiducial markers
that are sparsely placed in the parking lot, we propose a
robust and efficient filtering-based localization method, which
realizes accurate real-time localization of vehicles in parking
lot. Compared with the traditional visual localization methods,
we adopt artificial landmarks, which have strong stability and
robustness to illumination and viewpoint changes. Meanwhile,
because the fiducial markers can be selectively placed on the
columns and walls of the parking lot, it is not easy to be
occluded compared to the ground information, ensuring the
reliability of the system. We have verified the effectiveness
of our methods in real scenes. The experiment results show
that the average localization error is about 0.3 m in a typical
autonomous parking operation at a speed of 10km/h.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous valet parking is one of the most important
research topics of autonomous driving in low-speed scenes.
With the increasing density of vehicles in the city, parking
space is tight and accidents are frequent during parking op-
erations [1]. Autonomous valet parking technology can help
realize high density parking, make full use of limited parking
space, reduce accidents caused by human errors during
parking, and also bring great convenience to drivers. After
the vehicle is switched to AVP mode, it will automatically
enter the parking lot to look for free parking spaces and park
into any parking space available. However, the technology is
quite far from mature yet and there are still many problems to
be solved. One of the key problems is the lack of robust and
accurate localization information in the absence of GNSS
signals [2]. The schemes of traditional indoor localization
technology , such as localization based on UWB, fixed laser
scanners and other sensors [3], require a large number of
high-cost modifications to the environment. Among SLAM-

This work is supported by the Major Science and Technology
Projects Fundation of Liaoning Province (2019JH1/10100026), the
Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities(No.N182608003,
No.N172608005), Natural Science Foundation of Liaoning
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the Faculty of Robot Science and Engineering, Northeastern Uni-
versity, Shenyang, China; Corresponding author: Zheng Fang, e-mail:
fangzheng@mail.neu.edu.cn

Fig. 1: The smaller figure in the bottom left corner shows
a common scene in underground parking lot with complex
illumination condition. Fiducial markers are applied to pillars
and walls in this scene. As the bigger figure shows, our
system realizes robust and accurate real-time localization
in parking lot by fusing marker detections(as visualized in
smaller figure) and odometry, with the help of a previously-
built map of markers.

based self-localization methods, visual methods are preferred
for its low cost compared to laser methods.

Visual SLAM can accurately estimate the current camera
pose and establish the corresponding environmental map.
ORB-SLAM2 [4], [5] and other feature-based methods have
good results in the scene with rich texture. However, these
methods suffer from environment appearances changes and
complex illumination conditions. Thus, these methods could
only provide visual maps that need to be established within a
short period of time of localization usage, lacking long-term
stability and practicability.

Fiducial marker [6] is a commonly used landmark, which
is often used to estimate the pose of robots [7]. Compared
with traditional geometric features, the fiducial marker has
strong adaptability to illumination changes [8] and has larger
identifiable angle range. In this paper, we propose a mapping
and localization system based on fiducial markers, and utilize
fiducial markers that are sparsely placed in real scenes
and low-cost processors to realize accurate mapping and
localization. Because the fiducial markers can be selectively
placed on the columns and walls of the parking lot, it is not
easy to be obscured compared to the ground information,
which can ensure the reliability of the system. Also, due to
the adoption of visual markers, this system only needs a low-
performance ARM processor to realize robust localization,
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which lays a foundation for the practicality of the system.
The method proposed in this paper can establish a long-term
stable and reusable parking lot map and provide accurate
localization information for vehicles. We test the system on
actual vehicles to verify the effectiveness and accuracy of
our method. The experimental results show that the average
localization error of our proposed methods is about 0.3m
in the low-speed parking process with a vehicle speed of
10km/h. In summary, our main contributions are:
• Propose a robust and accurate marker-based mapping

method by fusing scale information extracted from
fiducial markers with odometry and feature points;

• Based on sparse fiducial marker map, propose a robust
localization method with low computational resource
consumption, by fusing marker detection and wheel
odometry with a particle filter;

• Experiments in real scenes are carried out to verify the
validity of our methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the related works. Section III details the proposed
mapping and localization methods. We validate our method
in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the past ten years, there have been many visual mapping
and localization works in the field of AVP. According to
the different emphases of these methods, we classify them
into mapping and localization methods. Due to parking lots
usually being private area, there are generally no maps
established in advance, and vehicles need to establish their
own maps. Visual SLAM-based mapping method is one of
the commonly used methods. The V-Charge project [9] uses
SFM framework to build a three-dimensional map of the
environment through images collected by the multi-camera
system configured by the vehicle. Chirca et al. [10] created
a three-dimensional map of the environment through EKF-
based visual SLAM. However, the above methods all utilize
traditional geometric features, such as sparse points and
straight lines in the environment. These traditional feature-
based methods will be affected by changes in illumination,
viewpoint and appearance when used in long term. In order
to overcome these influences, high-dimensional environmen-
tal features are used for mapping. Huang et al [11] extract
the ID information of the parking space through the fisheye
camera, and established the semantic map of the parking
lot environment by combining the monocular camera, wheel
odometry and IMU. However, the parking space information
in the parking lot is easily blocked by vehicles. Huang et al.
additionally introduced visual tags to assist in localization.
Similarly, Zong et al. [12] also introduce visual tags, combine
with vehicle kinematics model, to improve the performance
of ORB-SLAM in underground parking lots. In addition,
road-based semantic features [13], [14], such as lane lines,
speed bumps, turn signs and other features, are also applied
to the mapping system. However, most of these ground
semantic features may suffer from occlusion or be worn out
in usage, which can lead to system failure. The computational

consumption is also relatively high compared with traditional
methods.

The vision-based localization methods [15]–[17] use the
established map to obtain the pose of the camera relative
to the map through descriptor matching. However, they are
subject to localization failures in indoor parking lots and
other low illumination environments [18]. Jeevan et al. [19]
proposed a localization method, which fuse fiducial markers
placed on the ground and wheel odometry. Compared with
the feature-based method, it is more robust, but the map is
generated by georeferencing each marker with GPS, thus the
mapping can only be applied to outdoor scenes. For indoor
parking lots, Qin et al. [20] utilize a variety of road semantic
features and combined with wheel odometry to achieve
centimeter-level parking accuracy. However, this method puts
forward higher requirements for onboard hardware (high-
performance processors, high-resolution cameras, etc.)

III. APPROACH

In this paper, we use monocular camera to get the image
information. The monocular camera is installed to the center
of the vehicle, behind the windshield to capture front-view
scenes. Vehicle odometry information formed by steering
wheel angle and vehicle speed is also used in our system. In-
trinsic and extrinsic parameters of all sensors were calibrated
offline in advance.

The framework consists of two parts, as shown in Fig.2.
The first part is mapping, in which we use the front-view
monocular camera to detect fiducial markers, extract scale
and pose information and then fuse with odometry data
to build a global fiducial marker map. This marker map
is saved for localization. Then the vehicle is localized by
matching fiducial markers extracted from monocular image
to the marker map. In the end, a particle filter fuses visual
localization results with odometry, which guarantees the
system survives in the marker-less region and has a smooth
output.

A. Mapping with Fiducial Markers and Vehicle Odometry

The proposed mapping method contains three main mod-
ules: tracking, local mapping and loop closing [21]. In the
initialization part of the tracking module, we use fiducial
markers to recover the scale of monocular camera. In the
local mapping module, the map is extended by adding newly
observed markers and new map points. In addition, the
poses of local keyframes and local map points are optimized
jointly in this module, called local bundle adjustment(BA).
Accumulated drift will be eliminated by loop closing.

1) Scale Recovery From Visual Fiducial Markers: There
are many different kinds of visual fiducial markers. We
choose ArUco marker in our system due to its robustness
and high-efficiency and it is included in OpenCV [22].

Adding the ArUco marker to monocular SLAM [23], [24]
solves the problem of scale ambiguity. At initialization, we
can recover the scale factor s of the monocular camera
trajectory by obtaining the same ArUco Marker observed
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Fig. 2: Block diagram illustrating the full pipeline of the proposed system. In the mapping procedure, it builds a map of the
large-scale indoor parking lot with fiducial markers. Based on this prior map, the localization procedure can provide precise
6-DoF pose through a particle filter fusing fiducial markers with odometry.

by both keyframes as follows.

Rk+1
WC Rk+1

CMi
tk+1
MiC −Rk

WCRk
CMi

tk
MiC = s(tk+1

WC − tk
WC) (1)

where [Rk
CMi

tk
CMi

] is the pose from ith marker to camera at
frame k and [Rk

WC tk
WC] is the pose from camera to world at

frame k.
2) Pose Optimization with Vehicle Odometry Constraints:

Most cars are equipped with wheel encoders [25]. In most
cases, wheel encoders provide a reliable measurement of
the distance traveled by the wheel. In our case, we can
directly read the wheel speed v of the rear wheels and the
corresponding steering wheel angle δ through the vehicle’s
CAN bus. Then we can get the pose Rk+1

WV and tk+1
WV of the

vehicle for frame k+1 according to the vehicle odometry as
Equation 2. xk+1 = xk +∆xcos(θk)−∆ysin(θk)

yk+1 = yk +∆xsin(θk)+∆ycos(θk)
θk+1 = θk +∆θ

(2)

Therefore, in local map optimization, we additionally
introduce vehicle odometry error term on top of the repro-
jection error term by Equation 3

γ = {R j
CW , t j

CW}
γ∗ = argmin(∑k Epro j (k, j)+Evehicle(i, j))

(3)

where Epro j is the reprojection error of current frame j for
given match k . And the vehicle odometry error term Evehicle
between keyframe i and j is denoted by Equation 4.

Evehicle(i, j) = ρ([eT
ReT

t ]∑I [eT
ReT

t ]
T
)

eR = Log((Exp(wv∆t(i, j))T Ri
VW R j

WV )

ep = Ri
VW (t j

WV − t i
WV )− vi

WV ∆t
(4)

where ρ(·) is the robust Huber cost function, ∑I is the
information matrix of vehicle odometry error term.

B. Marker Map-based Real-time Localization
To better suit the need of performing real-time localization

on automotive-grade embedded processors, we propose a
particle filter-based method to fuse visual and odometry
information for localization in indoor parking zone. The
marker map we use is created in previous part.

Initialize

Motion 
Update

Makers 
Detected

Update 
weight

Stationary

Resampling

Y

N

Y

N

Fig. 3: Localization Algorithm Structure

1) Initialization: Our system requires at least one marker
detection to initialize. After localization system is started,
markers in surrounding area are detected by vision and
their IDs and relative poses to vehicle are used for ini-
tialization. With known ID, a marker’s absolute pose can
be acquired from marker map created earlier by matching
its ID to the marker with same ID in the map. Then the
vehicle’s initial pose in map coordinate can be calculated
from marker’s absolute pose and marker’s relative pose to
vehicle. Being vehicle pose in 2D space (x,y,θ), for kth
marker detected during initialization with a relative pose to
vehicle as (x′,y′,θ ′), its absolute pose in map coordinate
being mk = [xk yk θk]

T , then x0
y0
θ0

=

 xk− x′cosθ ′+ y′sinθ ′

yk− x′sinθ ′+ y′cosθ ′

θk−θ ′

 (5)

where X0 = [x0 y0 θ0]
T is vehicle’s initial pose under map

coordinate.
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To improve initialization accuracy, we do this calculation
multiple times and use the results’ average as vehicle initial
pose, and then generate our set of particles with different
poses (xn,yn,θn) around this pose according to normal
distribution, where (stdx,stdy,stdθ ) are preset initialization
parameters.

2) Motion Update: By using wheel odometry we can
obtain vehicle’s relative movements sequentially and use
them to perform a prediction update to our particles. Be-
cause in our system the frequency of marker observations is
significantly lower than that of odometry feedbacks, so the
motion and observation could be considered separately while
updating state probability.

If at moment t-1 the nth particle’s pose state is Xn
t−1 =

[xn
t−1 yn

t−1 θ n
t−1]

T , then after a motion update its state is xn
t

yn
t

θ n
t

=

 N
(
0,x2

σ

)
N
(
0,y2

σ

)
N
(
0,θ 2

σ

)
+ xn

t−1 + cos
(
θ n

t−1 +∆θ
)

∆x− sin
(
θ n

t−1 +∆θ
)

∆y
yn

t−1 + sin
(
θ n

t−1 +∆θ
)

∆x
θ n

t−1 +∆θ

 (6)

where ut = [∆x ∆y ∆θ ]T are translation and rotation incre-
ments measured by wheel odometry, and (xσ ,yσ ,θσ ) are pre-
set motion noises. Motion noises is estimated by experiments
and in our case set to (0.005m,0.005m,0.001rad).

3) Observation Update: While doing motion updates the
marker detector is detecting markers in monocular images at
the same time. Due to the pose ambiguity problem, marker
detection’s accuracy is slightly lower on longer distance, so
we only take detections within a distance threshold(10m).
Once one or more such detections are returned, observation
update is carried out using these detections.

To evaluate the error of each particle’s pose to vehicle’s
actual pose, based on relative pose of marker to vehicle
measured by marker detector and each particle’s pose state,
we calculate the marker poses observed from each particle
and compare them to this marker’s actual pose in the map.
If the relative pose of a marker to vehicle is measured as
Zt = [xob yob θob]

T , then the nth particle in particle set, with
a pose state of Xn = [xn yn θn]

T , the marker pose observed
from this particle under map coordinate is: xob−map

yob−map
θob−map

=

 xob cosθn− yob sinθn + xn
xob sinθn + yob cosθn + yn

θob +θn

 (7)

The particle’s weight can be calculated using error be-
tween this pose and the marker’s real pose, thus the weight
wn of nth particle is:

wn =
e−
((
(xob−map−xob)

2
/σ2

x

)
+
(
(yob−map−yob)

2
/σ2

y

))
/2

2πσxσy
(8)

where σx and σy are observation noises, set to 0.3m and 0.3m
in our case respectively. They are set slightly bigger than
translational errors of marker detections intendedly. Consid-
ered that markers in parking garage is relatively sparse, this

can help the system correct odometry accumulation errors
more gradually and avoid local sharp changes in pose output,
which may have negative effects on motion control and path
planning. Then we complete weights update by normalize
weights of the whole particle set:

wnorm =
w1:n

∑
n=num
n=1 wn

(9)

Where num is particles’ number and wnorm is the array of
normalized particle weights.

4) Resampling: With particle weights updated, we firstly
check vehicle’s moving state through latest odometry read-
out. If odometry shows that vehicle is stationary, we keep the
particle weights update without resampling because vehicle’s
pose is not supposed to change at this moment. If the vehicle
is moving, we resample the particles by their weights and
reinitialize weights of the new particle set as:

w1:num =
1

num
(10)

The Xt probability distribution is approximated by the new
particle set.

Finally, we output vehicle pose every time system state
is updated. To smooth estimated trajectory and reduce
pose jumps, we choose average pose of all particles
(xavg,yavg,θavg) as the final pose output.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to verify the validity of the system proposed in
this paper, we conducted separate experiments for mapping
and real-time localization. The experiment environment is an
underground parking garage with uneven lighting and an area
of about 500 m2. Twenty markers of 0.552m*0.552m size are
placed on the walls and pillars of parking lots where they
are easy to be observed and not easily to be obscured by the
vehicles in the parking lot. The average interval between the
markers is about 8m, excluding the case where there are mul-
tiple markers on different sides of the same pillar. The vehicle
is equipped with two wheel encoders, an Intel RealSense
D435i camera , VLP16 LiDAR and an embedded platform
with Ubuntu 16.04. The vehicle travels at a constant speed of
10km/h. The video link for a demonstration of the proposed
system is: https://youtu.be/11r3eRAjFVA

A. Mapping Metric Evaluation

For mapping metric evaluation, considering the high ac-
curacy and robustness and maturity of the 3D laser SLAM
algorithm in indoor scenarios, we collect laser point cloud
data during the experiment. We use the Lego-Loam [26]
algorithm to process the acquired data and treat the resulting
laser trajectory as ground truth. The total trajectory length
is 143 m. We recorded the camera trajectory as well as
the laser trajectory. Due to the uniqueness of our sensor
configuration, it is hard to directly compare against other
existing algorithms. We compared our method with ground
truth in terms of mapping accuracy.

The mapping result and estimated trajectories are shown in
Fig. 4. The RMSE of absolute trajectory error is 0.438m and
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Fig. 4: (top) Map of the parking lot. The red squares are
visual fiducial markers. (bottom) Estimated trajectories by
our methods and the ground truth.

the normalized estimation error squared(NESS) is 0.306%.
It can be seen that our algorithm performs well by fusing
feature points, visual fiducial markers and vehicle odometry.

B. Localization Accuracy Evaluation

After the marker map is created, we performed real-
time localization experiments in underground parking garage
mentioned above, as shown in Fig. 1, where the blue line
is estimated trajectory, the bigger axes show the absolute
poses of markers in the map and smaller axes show the
poses of markers observed from different particles. We also

TABLE I: Errors in two experiments

Error Mean[m] Max[m] Min[m] RMSE[m]
Experiment 1 0.301 0.775 0.0153 0.347
Experiment 2 0.264 0.687 0.0248 0.307

use trajectories estimated by laser SLAM as ground truth to
evaluate accuracy of our localization method. The results of
two independent experiments are shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and
TABLE I.

As shown above, our method is low on most of the
errors, with an average error around 0.3m. The localization
performance is also stable throughout the whole trajectory.
Due to the fact that marker landmarks are sparsely distributed

in the parking garage(as stated above, the average distance
between markers is 8m), localization error at some places
with few or no markers detectable will be slightly bigger,
especially during turns(as shown at the upper right and
bottom left corners of trajectories in Fig. 5), but these errors
are still acceptable and could be corrected quickly as the
trajectories show.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of marker-based localization and ground
truth(grey line)
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Fig. 6: Localization error graph of two experiments respec-
tively

TABLE II: Running performance of our method on
different hardware

CPU occupation Memory used[MB] Frequency[Hz]
i7 laptop 14% 500 100

A53 embedded 25% 510 100

C. Computational Resource Demand

As mentioned above, our localization method is developed
for online usage on intelligent vehicle’s onboard embedded
processor, so the algorithm’s computational resource demand
needs to be as low as possible. We tested our algorithm on
8-core i7-7700HQ equipped laptop and 4-core A53 equipped
embedded platform respectively. As shown in TABLE II,
while performing localization successfully, the computational
resource consumption of our method is also suitable for real-
time application on intelligent vehicles.
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D. System Robustness

To verify our method’s environment robustness over fea-
ture point-based methods, we tested these methods in long-
term localization. Experiments showed that after signifi-
cant changes occurred in operation environment, appearance
changes in certain locations will lead to false feature point
matches to map(as shown in Fig. 7), causing localization
failures. On contrary, because marker detections are not af-
fected by appearance changes of surrounding area(as shown
in Fig. 8), localization based on marker map is still robust
and effective.

Fig. 7: The false feature point matches of the same place at
different time due to appearance changes

Fig. 8: Marker detections are not affected by changes in
surrounding area

V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to realize the robust localization for autonomous

parking in underground parking lots, we introduce visual
fiducial marker as a stable artificial landmark to establish a
robust and long-term usable map. On this basis, an efficient
localization algorithm based on particle filter is proposed
to perform robust and accurate localization. However, The
method we proposed still requires manually placing markers
in the parking lot. In the future, we plan to replace fiducial
markers with the existing text landmarks in the parking lot
to further improve the practicability of our system.
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Parameter Optimization for Loop Closure Detection in Closed
Environments

Nils Rottmann1, Ralf Bruder1, Honghu Xue1, Achim Schweikard1, Elmar Rueckert1

Abstract— Tuning parameters is crucial for the performance
of localization and mapping algorithms. In general, the tuning
of the parameters requires expert knowledge and is sensitive to
information about the structure of the environment. In order
to design truly autonomous systems the robot has to learn the
parameters automatically. Therefore, we propose a parameter
optimization approach for loop closure detection in closed envi-
ronments which requires neither any prior information, e.g. robot
model parameters, nor expert knowledge. It relies on several path
traversals along the boundary line of the closed environment. We
demonstrate the performance of our method in challenging real
world scenarios with limited sensing capabilities. These scenarios
are exemplary for a wide range of practical applications including
lawn mowers and household robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

Algorithms for simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) [9], [2] such as FastSLAM [24], GMapping [13],
[12] or RTabMap [17], [18] require the tuning of a large
number of parameters. A correct setting of these parameters
is crucial for the performance of these algorithms [1].
In general, finding convenient parameters for a certain
mapping task requires prior knowledge on the structure of the
environment and the robot itself. However, truly autonomous
systems are expected to be able to adapt themselves to
any environment and thus, being able to learn the required
parameters autonomously. A well-known method for such
meta-parameter learning problems is classical Reinforcement
Learning (RL) [31], more specifically Bayesian Optimization
(BO) [29], [30]. BO is a black box optimizer that only
requires a definition of a cost function. A proper definition of
the cost function is critical for the success of the parameter
learning procedure. For mapping algorithms, a natural choice
would be to define the cost as the difference between the
estimated map and the respective ground truth. However,
the ground truth is not known a priori such that other cost
measures have to be developed for the meta-parameter
learning.

An area of increasing importance in the last decade is
the field of low-cost robotics [7], [15]. Robots such as
lawn mowers or vacuum cleaners are used ubiquitously in
households and work exclusively in closed environments,
e.g. on a lawn or in an apartment. In general, these robots
have only limited sensing capabilities due to the low-cost
design. Algorithms dealing with the mapping problem for

1Institute for Robotics and Cognitive Systems, Univer-
sity of Luebeck, Ratzeburger Allee 160, 23562 Luebeck,
Germany {rottmann, bruder, schweikard,
rueckert}@rob.uni-luebeck.de

this type of robots are proposed in [26] and [6], where
sonars or infrared sensors are used and linear features
required. An indoor mapping approach using a wall following
scheme has been presented in [34], where map rectification
has been used under the assumption of straight wall segments.

Where there is an active research for SLAM approaches for
autonomous vacuum cleaner, e.g. vision SLAM [16], [19],
[20], autonomous lawn mowers still move randomly within
the area of operation. Thereby, they use a boundary wire
enclosing the working area which emits an electromagnetic
signal that can be detected by the robot. Towards efficient
localization and planning, a first step can be taken by
mapping the enclosure. In [10], a map generation approach
based the loop closure detected by returning to the home
station has been introduced. Thereby, the lawn mower was
driving along the boundary wire while measuring movements
with the wheel odometry. However, using only a single loop
closure requires to distribute the error along all estimated
positions equally. Hence, detecting additional loop closures
is favorable for a robust mapping approach. In [28], the
authors proposed a loop closure detection approach for
low-cost robots based on odometry data only. The data
is collected when the robot is following the boundary of
the closed environment. The performance of this approach
depends highly on the correct meta-parameter setting which
requires a priori knowledge about the closed environment.
Hence, to enable truly autonomous behavior the robot has to
learn the parameter by itself such that it can adapt to any
arbitrary closed environment. Therefore, we developed a RL
approach for learning meta-parameters under the assumption
that the average distance traveled by the robot along a closed
environment is equal to its circumference. We demonstrate
the performance and robustness of our approach in different
challenging simulation and real world scenarios.

The contributions of the paper are three-fold. First, we adapt
and improve the method introduced in [28] by introducing
relative error measurements for each loop closure using
the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) approach [4]. Second, we
insert a feasibility check in order to cope with recurrent
symmetric structures and third, we introduce a RL scheme
for learning the meta-parameters to enable true autonomous
behavior. For our approach, we require that the robot is able
to travel several times along the boundary line of the closed
environment, e.g. by using a perimeter wire.

We start by summarizing and adapting the mapping method
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from [28], Section II. In Section III, we derive the RL pro-
cedure for meta-parameter learning. The procedure is divided
into two stages, parameter learning for loop closure detection
and pose graph optimization. We evaluate our approach in
simulations and on real data in Section IV and in Section V
we conclude.

II. MAPPING PROCEDURE

As the robot follows the boundary line of the closed envi-
ronment, e.g. by means of the electromagnetic wire signal,
a path based on the robot odometry data can be recorded.
This path can then be transferred into the well-known pose
graph representation [11]. Loop closures can be identified
by comparing the neighborhoods of the pose graph vertices
with each other, e.g. due to shape comparison. Based on
the identified loop closing constraints the pose graph can be
optimized by reducing the sum of weighted residual errors.
Both, finding good loop closing constraints and optimizing the
pose graph are strongly dependent on the correct parameter
tuning. In the following, we shortly recapture pose graph
representation as well as the general idea for detecting loop
closing constraints. In Table I, we listed our notations for the
different variables used throughout this paper.

A. Pose Graph Representation

Let p = {p0, . . . ,pN} be a set of N+1 poses representing the
position and orientation of a mobile robot in a two dimensional
space, hence pi = [x>i , ϕi]

>. Here, xi ∈ R2 is the cartesian
position of the robot and ϕi ∈ [−π, π] the corresponding
orientation as an euler angle with the integer i = 0:N . The
relative measurement between two poses i and j is then given
as

ξij =

[
R>i (xj − xi)
ϕj − ϕi

]
= pj � pi, (1)

where Ri = Ri(ϕi) is a planar rotation matrix and � the
pose compounding operator introduced by [21]. The pose
graph is then a directed graph G(V, E) with N + 1 vertices,
representing the poses, and N + M edges, representing
the relative pose measurements. In our case, these pose
measurements are composed of N odometric constraints
and M loop closing constraints. In Figure 1, an example
of a pose graph with four odometric and one loop closing

TABLE I: Variable definitions used throughout this paper.

p R3 poses
x R2 positions in meters
ϕ R orientations in rad
R R2×2 two-dimensional rotation matrix
ξ R3 relative measurements
P R3×3 cov. matrix to the noise of the rel. measurements
N N number of odometric constraints
M N number of loop closing constraints
LNH R neighborhood length in meters
cmin R minimum comparison error
γ1, γ2 R pose graph optimization parameters
U R circumference of the closed environment in meters
u R path distance between loop closing pairs in meters
∆ϕ R difference in orientation in rad
ϕcycle R feasibility check parameter

Fig. 1: Pose graph with five vertices connected with five edges.
Four of the edges are odometric constraints and one is a loop
closing constraint. On the right, the incidence matrix is shown
divided into the parts containing the odometric constraints and
the loop closing constraints.

constraint is shown. The connection between the vertices
by the edges can be compactly written using an incident
matrixA, which is exemplarily shown on the right in Figure 1.

To account for noise in the relative pose measurements, we
include zero mean Gaussian noise εij ∼ N (0,Pij), where

ξ̂ij = ξij + εij , (2)

denotes the with noise corrupted relative pose measurements.
The overall optimization problem is then to minimize the sum
of weighted residual errors rij(p) with respect to the pose
estimates p,

min
p

∑
(i,j)∈E

||rij(p)||2Pij , (3)

where

||rij(p)||2Pij = [(pj � pi)− ξ̂ij ]>P−1ij [(pj � pi)− ξ̂ij ]. (4)

Here, Pij is the covariance matrix corresponding to the noise
of the relative measurements ξ̂ij .

B. Loop Closure Detection

Based on the pose graph, loop closing constraints are detected
by comparing the shape of the neighborhood regions of each
vertex with another. Therefore, a piecewise linear function

θ(x) = φi for li−1 ≤ x < li, i = 0, 1, . . . , N. (5)

representing the shape of the pose graph is constructed by
accumulating the orientation and distance differences between
the poses

φi = φi−1 + ∆φi

li = li−1 + ||vi||.
(6)

Here, vi = xi − xi−1 and ∆φi = ϕi − ϕi−1 starting by
φ0 = ϕ0 and l0 = 0. Figure 2 shows such a constructed piece-
wise orientation function. By defining the neighborhood of a
vertex i as [li − LNH, li + LNH], a comparison error between
two vertices i and j is given as

Cij =

∫ +LNH

−LNH

[θ(li + x)− φi]− [θ(lj + x)− φj ] dx. (7)
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Fig. 2: Example for the piecewise linear orientation function
θ(x). The green circled regions show similar path segments.
The vertices or dominant points (DPs) of the pose graph are
pictured as red dots. The estimated circumference U for the
closed environment is exemplarily depicted for a possible loop
closing pair.

We rewrite Equation (7) as a sum over m linearly distributed
evaluation points

Cij =
1

m

m∑
k=1

[θ(li + xk)− φi]− [θ(lj + xk)− φj ] (8)

with x1 = −LNH, xm = +LNH. In Figure 3, a resulting error
matrix between all vertices is graphically illustrated. A loop
closing pair SPk = {pi,pj} for i 6= j is defined as a local
minimum of Cij for which holds Cij,min < cmin. A local
minimum represents thereby the best possible loop closure
in a certain region of the error matrix and the threshold
cmin ensures that not every local minimum is selected as
loop closing pair, but only sufficient accurate ones. Thus,
the parameters LNH and cmin are crucial for efficiently
finding convenient loop closing pairs and will be learned
through Bayesian Optimization. This process is discussed in
Section III-A.

After detecting a loop closure between the vertices i and j
of the pose graph, the loop closing constraint as a relative
measurement ξ̂ij has to be added. Therefore, the neighborhood
regions of both poses i and j are discretized as distinct points,
represented by the sets Xi = {xi,1, . . . ,xi,K} and Xj =
{xj,1, . . . ,xj,K}, and transformed such that both poses i and
j are equal with p̂i = p̂j = [0, 0, 0]>. By using an adapted
ICP approach [3], which minimizes the distance error

min
Rβ ,t

Edist(Rβ , t) = min
Rβ ,t

K∑
k=1

||Rβxi,k + t− x∗i,k|| (9)

with x∗i,k being the point of Xj closest to xi,k, a two
dimensional rotation Rβ with β being the rotation angle and
a translation vector t = [tx, ty]> can be calculated. The loop
closing constraint can then be derived using Equation (1) by
transforming p̂j given the rotation and translation which leads
to

ξ̂ij =
[
tx ty β

]>
. (10)
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Fig. 3: Comparison error of the shapes of the neighborhood
between the vertices of the pose graph. For better reading we
plotted the error in the form log(1−Cij) and only a section
of the matrix. The variables xi and xj are representing the
position l of the vertices i and j in meter along the pose graph.
The estimated circumference U for the closed environment can
be read directly from the graphic.

The corresponding covariance matrix can be calculated using
the correlation error Cij and tuneable parameters γ1 and γ2

Plc,ij = diag
([
γ1 γ1 γ2

])
Cij . (11)

The parameters γ1 and γ2 are constant for all loop closing
constraints and will be learned through Bayesian Optimization.
This process is discussed in Section III-B. For the odometric
constraints we generate the covariance matrices as

Podometric,ij = diag

cos(ϕi)(α3δT + α4δR)
sin(ϕi)(α3δT + α4δR)

α1δR + α2δT

 (12)

on the basis of the odometry model presented in [32] and
under the assumption that only one translation δT and one
rotation δR occur. The parameters α1, . . . , α4 can be learned.
Here, we assume these parameters are given due to a known
odometry model of the underlying differential drive system.

C. Recurrent Symmetric Structures

A problem for the approach introduced above are recurrent
symmetric structures. Such structures are present in many real
world scenarios, and hence an autonomous robot needs to be
able to cope with them. Therefore, we introduce a feasibility
check

|π −mod (∆ϕij , 2π) | > ϕcycle (13)

for every loop closing pair {pi,pj} with the respective dif-
ference in orientation ∆ϕij = ϕj − ϕi. Here, mod(a, b)
is the modulo function which gives back the remainder of
the Euclidean division of a by b. Only loop closing pairs
which pass the check of Equation (13) are considered for
pose graph optimization. The feasibility check is based on
the assumption, that, on average, the orientation error of the
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odometric measurements will sum up to zero. However, the
orientation difference can largely differ and thus the meta-
parameter ϕcycle ∈ [0, π] has to be selected accordingly.

III. META-PARAMETER LEARNING

To learn the unknown meta-parameters for the above map-
ping algorithm, we define an optimization problem with the
objective

min
θ
c(θ) (14)

as a general cost function. This cost is then minimized
through episodic BO [29] with expected improvement [23]. To
optimize both terms, the loop closing parameters LNH, cmin,
ϕcycle and the pose graph optimization parameters γ1, γ2 we
define a two-stage optimization process. First, we optimize
the loop closing parameters LNH, cmin, ϕcycle which gives
us as a by-product an estimate of the circumference of the
closed environment U . Based on the estimated circumference
U we can define a cost function for optimizing the pose
graph parameters γ1, γ2. Hence, a joint optimization of all
parameters is not suitable. In the following, we derive the two
cost functions required for the optimization process.

A. Stage 1 – Optimization of Loop Closing Parameters

We assume that the odometric error between two poses i and j
is on average zero. This is a quite strong assumption, however,
a non-zero mean value will be inherent in the generated map
and thus compensated when navigating with the same robot
odometry. To model this error, we use a Gaussian Distribution
ε ∼ N (0,P ) with the covariance matrix P . Let u then denote
the distance along the pose graph between a loop closing pair
i, j

u =

j−1∑
k=i

||xk+1 − xk||. (15)

Given the assumption from above, the path distances for all
loop closing pairs u = [u1, u2, . . . , uM ], identified by cycling
around a closed environment, are, on average, multiples of
the circumference nU . Here, n ∈ N+ is a positive integer,
representing the number of cycles before the loop closure
detection. Hence, if all loop closures are detected properly, a
histogram of the path distances u has only equally distributed
peaks at positions nU . The right panels of Figure 4 show
such histograms for ill-detected loop closures (top) and well-
detected loop closures (bottom). To transform this idea into a
cost function, we can learn a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
[27] with the probability distribution

p(u) =
K∑
k=1

πkN (u|µk,Σk) (16)

from observed path distances u. Here, K is the number of
mixture components and πk, µk, Σk the mixture weight, the
mean and the variance of the k-th component respectively. As
part of the cost function we use the negative log likelihood of

20 40
3000

3500

4000

20 40
0

500

1000

1500

Fig. 4: For the top panels, the mapping parameters have
been ill-chosen. The upper left panel shows the negative log
likelihood history and the upper right panel the histogram for
the path distances of the loop closing pairs. In the bottom
panels the mapping parameters have been well-chosen. Again,
in the left panel the negative log likelihood history is shown
and in the right the histogram.

the GMM

−L = − ln p(u|π,µ,Σ) = −
M∑
i=1

ln

[
K∑
k=1

πkN (ui|µk,Σk)

]
(17)

over the data set u = [u1, u2, . . . , uM ]. The log likelihood
decreases if the dataset u meets the above assumption of
evenly distributed peaks at positions nU . A common strategy
for training GMMs is to iteratively increasing K until the
log likelihood does not improve further. In the left column
in Figure 4, the evolution of the negative log likelihood with
respect to the number of components of the GMM is shown.
For fitting the GMM the iterative Expectation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm is used [8], [22]. The EM algorithm starts with
a randomly selected model and then alternately optimizes the
allocation of the data u, i.e. the weighting πk, to the individual
parts of the model and the parameters of the model µk and
Σk. If there is no significant improvement, the procedure is
terminated.

We define the cost function for the loop closure detection as

min
θ
c(θ) = min

θ
(−L− log(M)) , (18)

with the unknown parameters θ = [LNH, cmin], the length of
the neighborhood and the minimum comparison error, and M
being the number of loop closures found. The cost function
represents a trade-off between the number of loop closures,
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where more reliable loop closures result in a better pose
graph optimization, and a restrictive choice of loop closures
to avoid false detection. Based on the best GMM fit, the
circumference of the closed environment U can be estimated.

To also learn the meta-parameter ϕcycle for the feasibility
check for recurrent symmetric structures, we can calculate
the negative log likelihood for orientation differences of the
loop closing pairs ∆ϕij , similar to Equation (17), under the
assumption that all ∆ϕij for accurate loop closures are close
to n2π with n ∈ N+. Equation (18) than turns into

min
θ
c(θ) = min

θ
(−L− Lϕ − log(M)) , (19)

with θ being now θ = [LNH, cmin, ϕcycle]. The additional
cost term −Lϕ represents the negative log likelihood
of the GMM from Equation (17) over the data set
∆ϕ = {∆ϕ1,∆ϕ2, . . . ,∆ϕM}, thus

−Lϕ = − ln p(∆ϕ|π,µ,Σ). (20)

B. Stage 2 – Optimization of Pose Graph Parameters

Based on our assumption of a zero mean odometric error we
can assume the estimated circumference U from the first stage
of our optimization process to be the true circumference of the
closed environment. Hence, we can define a cost function for
learning the pose graph optimization parameters γ = [γ1, γ2]
as

min
γ
c(γ) = min

γ
|U − Û | (21)

where Û represents the estimated circumference after pose
graph optimization. Thus, we punish deviations between the
estimated circumference based on the original pose graph and
the optimized one. In order to estimate the circumference after
pose graph optimization, a fit onto GMMs is performed as
proposed in Section III-A.

IV. RESULTS

We evaluated the accuracy of the pose graph optimization
(performance) and the generality of our approach in different
environments (robustness). As a measure for the performance,
we used an error metric based on the relative displacement
between poses

Erel(ξ) =
1

N

∑
i,j

trans
(
ξi,j � ξ

∗
i,j

)2
+ rot

(
ξi,j � ξ

∗
i,j

)2
(22)

as introduced in [5]. Here, ξi,j are the relative transformations
after pose graph optimization, ξ∗i,j ideally the true relative
transformations and trans and rot separate the translational and
rotational components. Additionally, we used a second error
metric for comparing results obtained on real lawns where the
true poses of the robot are unknown but a groundtruth of the
environment is available. Therefore, we constructed a polygon
defined by the points X out of the optimized pose graph data
and compare this polygon with a polygon representing the
groundtruth, Xtrue. We then transform

X ← R ·X + t, (23)

3 m

3
 m

(a) Map 1

4 m

3
 m

(b) Map 2

5 m

3
 m

(c) Map 3

Fig. 5: Simulation environments used for evaluating the pro-
posed learning procedure for mapping in closed environments.
From left to right: A symmetric environment (U = 77m), a
curved environment (U = 52m) and an apartment environ-
ment (U = 100m).

such that the deviation between the enclosed areas A, Atrue of
the polygons

∆A = 1− Atrue ∩Aestimate

Atrue ∪Aestimate
(24)

is minimized. Here, R is a rotation matrix and t a translational
vector. The minimized difference then serves as secondary
error metric.

We compared to the original approach from [28] using hand
crafted and learned parameters. The handcrafted parameters
have been selected according to the following rules:
The neighborhood LNH should be chosen such that 2LNH is
slightly larger then half of the true circumference. Thus, we
like to use slightly more than 50 % of U for shape comparison.
The comparison error threshold cmin should be chosen accord-
ing to the complexity of the given map. A more complex map
requires a larger comparison error threshold to account for
more complicated comparisons. The meta-parameter ϕcycle has
to be chosen with regard to the recurrent symmetric structures
of the given map. Here, only Map 1 has such structures with
which we can cope by setting ϕcycle = π/2. The pose graph
optimization parameters γ1, γ2 are kept constant with γ1 = 1
and γ2 = 1.

A. Simulation

We show the robustness of the approach applying our mapping
procedure in different simulated closed environments with
hard features, such as recurrent structures, large dimensions
or curvatures. For the simulation environment, we used the
odometry motion model presented in [32]. We calibrated
the odometry model by tracking lawn mower movements
using a visual tracking system (OptiTrack) and computed
the parameters using maximum likelihood estimation [25].
The calibrated parameters for the Viking MI 422P robot
are presented in Table II and are used for the simulation.
To generate movement data, we used a wall-following
algorithm cycling for T = 2000 s along the boundary of the
closed environment. We statistically evaluated our approach
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TABLE II: Measured Parameters for the odometry motion
model [32].

α1 α2 α3 α4

0.0849 0.0412 0.0316 0.0173

3 m

3
 m

(a) Odometry Measurements

3 m

3
 m

(b) Original Approach

3 m

3
 m

(c) Adjusted Approach

3 m

3
 m

(d) Learned Parameters

Fig. 6: Exemplary mapping results with the simulation en-
vironment ”Map 3” and an odometry error of αi = 0.2. In
(b)-(d) the blue line shows the true shape of the environment
and the red line the map estimate.

simulating 20 runs with a maximum of 30 iterations for the
Bayes Optimizer. This optimization is designed for global
optimization of black-box functions and does not require any
derivatives.

In Table III, the simulation results for the different maps from
Figure 5 with different combinations of hand-crafted param-
eters are presented. Our adjusted approach, using the ICP
method, clearly outperforms the original method. In all 20 runs
it leads to better map estimates after pose graph optimization.
Moreover, learning the parameters enables the algorithm to
generalize to different environments without prior knowledge
about the odometry error, the shape or the circumference of the
environment. This prior knowledge is essential for choosing
suitable hand-crafted parameters. Without such knowledge,
the parameters have to be manually tuned which might lead
to disastrous mapping results. For example, changing the
neighborhood parameter LNH for Map 3 to LNH = 15 results in
a large increase of the mapping errors. In addition, a change in
odometry error accuracy can be compensated by learning the
mapping meta-parameters, as demonstrated in simulations with
odometry model parameters αi = 0.1, 0.2 for i = 1, . . . , 4.

B. Real Data

For generating real data, we drove the lawn mower along
the boundary line of two different lawn areas. The velocity
of the lawn mower driving along the boundary has been set
to 0.3 m s−1. The odometry data has been sampled with a
frequency of approximately 20 Hz.
In Figure 7, the university courtyard, the measured odometry
data and the generated map estimate are shown. The ground
truth is available as CAD data, such that we can compare
our map estimations using Equation (24). Based on the
circumference U = 106.8m and the complexity of the
environment, the hand crafted parameters have been set to
LNH = 30, cmin = 0.3. The resulting mapping error for the
original approach is ∆A = 11.49%, for the adjusted approach
∆A = 9.77% and the mapping error with learned parameters
cmin = 0.1967, LNH = 32.32, ϕcycle = 1.57, γ1 = 0.0104,
γ2 = 0.0122 is ∆A = 9.24%. Again, the adjusted approach
outperforms the original approach and learning the parameters
with the proposed cost functions leads to sufficiently accurate
results.

In addition, we evaluated the mapping approach in a second
real environment, a representative of a typical private lawn. In
Figure 8 from left to right, we show a part of the private lawn,
the measured odometry data and the map estimate. Since we
do not have ground truth data for this lawn, we compared the
map results qualitatively with the image of the real garden.
As demonstrated, the approach is capable of mapping large
closed environments with narrow corridors based on severely
distorted odometry data.

V. CONCLUSION

Towards efficient localization and planning for low-cost
robots, a first step is the generation of an accurate map
estimate of the enclosed environment. Thereby, the robot
has to learn required meta-parameters automatically to be
able to adapt to different environments. Here, we have
made improvements to the mapping algorithms for closed
environment introduced in [28], which significantly enhance
the performance by allowing the algorithm to cope with
recurrent symmetric structures as well as reducing the relative
displacement error. Moreover, we proposed a cost function
for meta-parameter learning for mapping algorithms in
closed environments. This cost function does neither require
any a-priori information about the environment nor domain
expert knowledge and thus enables the robot to act truly
autonomously. We demonstrated the feasibility, robustness
and performance of our approach in both simulated and real
closed environments. Thereby, we showed that based on
the proposed mapping procedure, accurate map estimates of
underlying closed environments can be produced. These map
estimates are the first step towards intelligent behavior for
low-cost robots, such as autonomous lawn mowers.
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TABLE III: Simulation results for different maps and hand-crafted parameters for the original approach from [28], the adapted
approach and with learned parameters. The table shows the mean and the standard deviations for the relative displacement
errors.
∗the measured odometry parameters from Table II are used

Map LNH cmin αi
Original Approach Adjusted Approach Learned Parameters

Etrans Erot Etrans Erot Etrans Erot

1 20 1.0 ∗ 0.0036 ± 0.0028 0.0076 ± 0.0053 0.0021± 0.0034 0.0052± 0.0055 0.0006 ± 0.0015 0.0093 ± 0.0166
2 15 0.5 ∗ 0.0406 ± 0.0943 0.0569 ± 0.0399 0.0183 ± 0.0068 0.0564 ± 0.0404 0.0002± 0.0005 0.0003± 0.0003
3 30 0.3 ∗ 0.1290 ± 0.5532 0.0049 ± 0.0098 0.0020± 0.0050 0.0021± 0.0021 0.0024 ± 0.0036 0.0262 ± 0.0780
3 30 1.5 ∗ 2.787 ± 12.16 0.0095 ± 0.0093 0.5442 ± 2.004 0.0063 ± 0.0136 0.0017± 0.0026 0.0335± 0.0607
3 15 0.3 ∗ 35.57 ± 158.0 0.0191 ± 0.0214 31.03 ± 137.6 0.0139 ± 0.0220 – –
3 30 0.3 0.1 0.0151 ± 0.0418 0.0060 ± 0.0086 0.0085 ± 0.0296 0.0025 ± 0.0020 0.0070± 0.0079 0.0665± 0.1932
3 30 0.3 0.2 44.54 ± 188.8 0.0304 ± 0.0580 1.65 ± 6.88 0.0158 ± 0.0285 0.0205± 0.0387 0.0352± 0.0642

(a) The courtyard of our Institute. We used the inner
lawn area for testing the proposed mapping method.

10 m

1
0

 m

(b) The estimated path of the robot generated from
its wheel odometry.

6 m

6
 m

(c) The estimated map (red) and the true shape of
the test environment (blue).

Fig. 7: The real courtyard depicted (a), the collected odometry data (b) and the map estimate with learned parameters (c).

(a) The top view onto a part of a lawn of a typical
private household.

8 m

8
 m

(b) The estimated path of the robot generated from
its wheel odometry.

6 m

6
 m

(c) The estimated map.

Fig. 8: A typical lawn (a), the collected odometry data (b) and the map estimate with learned parameters (c).

A. Discussion

The underlying assumption of a zero mean odometry
error is quite strong and might not hold true under many
circumstances, for example if one of the wheels is slightly
smaller (e.g. due to air pressure). However, fusing the
wheel odometry with IMU measurements, we are able
to compensate for such inaccuracies. Moreover, we can
detect wheel slippage. Otherwise, a non-zero odometric
mean error will be inherited in the final map estimate and
thus compensated by navigating with the same robot odometry.

In future work, we will investigate the possibilities of prob-
abilistic approaches for efficiently mowing the lawn with
high-confidence. Therefore, coverage grid maps with ”already

mown lawn” probabilities similar as in [14] can be used in
combination with an adjusted intelligent complete coverage
path planning algorithm, e.g. neural network approach [33].
Thereby, the ”mowing probabilities” of the grid map are
actualized based on a particle filter estimation.
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Radar-Camera Sensor Fusion for Joint Object Detection
and Distance Estimation in Autonomous Vehicles

Ramin Nabati1 and Hairong Qi1

Abstract— In this paper we present a novel radar-camera
sensor fusion framework for accurate object detection and
distance estimation in autonomous driving scenarios. The pro-
posed architecture uses a middle-fusion approach to fuse the
radar point clouds and RGB images. Our radar object proposal
network uses radar point clouds to generate 3D proposals
from a set of 3D prior boxes. These proposals are mapped
to the image and fed into a Radar Proposal Refinement (RPR)
network for objectness score prediction and box refinement.
The RPR network utilizes both radar information and image
feature maps to generate accurate object proposals and distance
estimations.

The radar-based proposals are combined with image-based
proposals generated by a modified Region Proposal Network
(RPN). The RPN has a distance regression layer for estimating
distance for every generated proposal. The radar-based and
image-based proposals are merged and used in the next stage for
object classification. Experiments on the challenging nuScenes
dataset show our method outperforms other existing radar-
camera fusion methods in the 2D object detection task while
at the same time accurately estimates objects’ distances.

I. INTRODUCTION

Object detection and depth estimation is a crucial part of
the perception system in autonomous vehicles. Modern self
driving cars are usually equipped with multiple perception
sensors such as cameras, radars and LIDARs. Using multiple
sensor modalities provides an opportunity to exploit their
complementary properties. Nonetheless, the process of multi-
modality fusion also makes designing the perception system
more challenging. Over the past few years many sensor
fusion methods have been proposed for autonomous driving
applications. Most existing sensor fusion algorithms focus on
combining RGB images with 3D LIDAR point clouds [1].
LIDARs provide accurate depth information that could be
used for 3D object detection. This is particularly useful in
autonomous driving applications where having the distance
to all detected objects is crucial for safe operation.

While LIDARs are becoming popular in autonomous
vehicles, radars have been used in autonomous and also non-
autonomous vehicles for many years as an indispensable
depth sensor. Radars operate by measuring the reflection
of radio waves from objects, and use the Doppler effect to
estimate objects’ velocity. Although radars provide accurate
distance and velocity information, they are not particularly
good at classifying objects. This makes the fusion of radar
and other sensors such as cameras a very interesting topic in

1Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA. Email:
mnabati@vols.utk.edu, hqi@utk.edu

autonomous driving applications. A radar-camera fusion sys-
tem can provide valuable depth information for all detected
objects in an autonomous driving scenario, while at the same
time eliminates the need for computationally expensive 3D
object detection using LIDAR point clouds.

Due to their unstructured nature, processing depth sensor
data is a very challenging problem. Additionally, the point
cloud obtained by depth sensors are usually sparse with very
variable point density. In LIDAR point clouds for example,
nearby objects have significantly more measurements than
far away objects. This makes the point cloud-based object
detection a challenging task. To overcome this problem, some
methods apply image-based feature extraction techniques by
projecting the point cloud into a perspective view [2], [3], [4],
e.g. the bird’s eye view (BEV). Other methods [4], [5], [6]
partition the point cloud into a regular grid of equally spaced
voxels, and then learn and extract voxel-level features. More
recently, Qi et al. [7], [8] proposed PointNet, an end-to-end
deep neural network for learning point-wise features directly
from point clouds for segmentation and classification.

Although point cloud feature extraction and classification
methods have proven to be very effective on dense point
clouds obtained from LIDARs, they are not as effective on
sparse radar point clouds. For one object, an ideal radar
only reports one point, compared to tens or hundreds of
points obtained by a LIDAR for the same object. Addi-
tionally, most automotive radars do not provide any height
information for the detected objects, essentially making the
radar point clouds a 2-dimensional signal, as opposed to
the 3-dimensional point clouds obtained from a LIDAR.
Another difference between radar and LIDAR point clouds

(a)

Fig. 1: Sample data from the NuScenes dataset showing
Radar point cloud (red), 3D ground truth boxes (green) and
LIDAR point cloud (grey).
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is the amount of processing needed to extract useful features.
Automotive radars have built-in functionalities to extract
very useful features for every detection, such as relative
object speed, detection validity probability and stationary or
moving classification for objects. While one can use these
features directly without any further processing, LIDAR
point clouds require extensive processing to obtain object-
level features. These differences make processing radar point
clouds different and sometimes more challenging compared
to LIDAR point clouds.

Some existing point-based proposal generation methods
process point cloud by first projecting it to different views
or using voxels to represent it in a compact form. 2D or
3D convolutional networks are then used to extract features.
Other methods extract features from the raw point clouds
directly using networks such as PointNet [8]. These methods
are usually designed for dense LIDAR point clouds and
do not perform equally well on sparse radar point clouds.
Additionally, unlike LIDAR point clouds, radar point clouds
do not provide a precise 3D image of the object, as an
ideal radar reports only one point for an object. Aggregating
multiple radar readings obtained in different time-stamps
can help provide more points in the point cloud, but these
points are not a good representation of the objects’ shape and
size. Fig. 1 visualizes some of these differences by showing
radar and LIDAR point clouds for a sample scene from the
nuScenes dataset.

In this work, we propose a radar-camera fusion algo-
rithm for joint object detection and distance estimation in
autonomous driving applications. The proposed method is
designed as a two-stage object detection network that fuses
radar point clouds and learned image features to generate
accurate object proposals. For every object proposal, a depth
value is also calculated to estimate the object’s distance from
the vehicle. These proposals are then fed into the second
stage of the detection network for object classification. We
evaluate our network on the nuScenes dataset [9], which
provides synchronized data from multiple radar and camera
sensors on a vehicle. Our experiments show that the proposed
method outperforms other radar-camera fusion methods in
the object detection task and is capable of accurately esti-
mating distance for all detected objects.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we highlight some of the existing works on
object detection and sensor fusion for autonomous vehicles,
categorizing them into single-modality and fusion-based ap-
proaches.

A. Single-Modality Object Detection

Most vision-based object detection networks follow one
of the two approaches: two-stage or single-stage detection
pipelines [10]. In two-stage detection networks, a set of class-
agnostic object proposals are generated in the first stage,
and are refined, classified and scored in the second stage.
R-CNN [11] is the pioneering work in this category, using
proposal generation algorithms such as Selective Search [12]

in the first stage and a CNN-based detector in the second
stage. Fast R-CNN [13] also uses an external proposal
generator, but eliminates redundant feature extraction by
utilizing the global features extracted from the entire image
to classify each proposal in the second stage. Faster R-
CNN [14] unifies the proposal generation and classification
by introducing the Region Proposal Network (RPN), which
uses the global features extracted from the image to generate
object proposals.

One-stage object detection networks on the other hand
directly map the extracted features to bounding boxes by
treating the object detection task as a regression problem.
YOLO [15] and SSD [16] detection networks are in this
category, regressing bounding boxes directly from the ex-
tracted feature maps. One-stage detection networks are usu-
ally faster, but less accurate than their two-stage counterparts.
By addressing the foreground-background class imbalance
problem in single-stage object detection, RetinaNet [17]
achieved better results than the state-of-the-art two-stage
detection networks.

Most of the point-based object detection networks focus
on dense point clouds obtained from LIDARs. Some of these
methods process the points by discretizing the 3D space
into 3D voxels [18], [19], while others process the point
clouds in the continuous vector space without voxelization
to obtain individual features for each point [7], [8]. For object
detection and classification using radar data, [20] proposes
radar grid maps by accumulating radar data over several
time-stamps, while [21] uses CNNs on a post-processed
range-velocity map. The radar data can also be processed as
a 3D point cloud. [22] and [23] both use PointNet to perform
2D object classification and segmentation, respectively.

B. Fusion-based Object Detection

Most fusion-based methods combine the LIDAR point
clouds with RGB images for 2D or 3D object detection [24],
[25]. In [2] the network uses a multi-view representation of
the 3D LIDAR point clouds. The network projects the points
to the Bird’s Eye View (BEV) and front view planes, and uses
the BEV to generate object proposals. [26] projects radar
detections to the image and generate object proposals for
a small CNN classification network. In [27], authors map
radar detection to the image plane and use a radar-based
RPN to generate 2D object proposals for different object
categories in a two-stage object detection network. Authors
in [28] also project radar detections to the image plane,
but represent radar detection characteristics as pixel values.
The RGB image is then augmented with these values and
processed in a CNN to regress 2D bounding box coordinates
and classification scores.

III. OUR FRAMEWORK

Our proposed sensor fusion network is shown in Fig. 2.
The network takes radar point clouds and RGB images as
input and generates accurate object proposals for a two-stage
object detection framework. We take a middle-fusion ap-
proach for fusing the radar and image data, where outputs of
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Fig. 2: The proposed network architecture. Inputs to the network are radar point cloud, camera image and 3D anchor boxes.
radar-based object proposals are generated from the point cloud and fused with image features to improve box localization.

each sensor are processed independently first, and are merged
at a later stage for more processing. More specifically, we
first use the radar detections to generate 3D object proposals,
then map the proposals to the image and use the image
features extracted by a backbone network to improve their
localization. These proposals are then merged with image-
based proposals generated in a RPN, and are fed to the
second stage for classification. All generated proposals are
associated with an estimated depth, calculated either directly
from the radar detections, or via a distance regressor layer
in the RPN network.

A. Radar Proposal Network

Our proposed architecture treats every radar point as a
stand-alone detection and generates 3D object proposals for
them directly without any feature extraction. These proposals
are generated using predefined 3D anchors for every object
class in the dataset. Each 3D anchor is parameterized as
(x, y, z, w, l, h, r), where (x, y, z) is the center, (w, l, h) is
the size, and (r) is the orientation of the box in vehicle’s
coordinate system. The anchor size, (w, l, h), is fixed for
each object category, and is set to the average size of the
objects in each category in the training dataset. For every
anchor box, we use two different orientations, r = {0◦, 90◦}
from the vehicle’s centerline. The center location for each
anchor is obtained from the radar detection’s position in the
vehicle coordinates. For every radar point, we generate 2n
boxes from the 3D anchors, where n is the number of object
classes in the dataset, each having two different orientations.

In the next step, all 3D anchors are mapped to the image
plane and converted to equivalent 2D bounding boxes by
finding the smallest enclosing box for each mapped anchor.
Since every 3D proposal is generated from a radar detection,
it has an accurate distance associated with it. This distance is
used as the proposed distance for the generated 2D bounding
box. Since 3D anchors with the same size as objects of
interest are used to generate the 2D object proposals on
the image, the resulting proposals capture the true size of
the objects as they appear in the image. This eliminates the
need for adjusting the size of radar proposals based on their
distance from the vehicle, which was proposed in [27].

Fig. 3(b) illustrates 3D anchors and equivalent 2D propos-
als generated for a sample image. As shown in this figure,
radar-based proposals are always focused on objects that are
on the road plane. This prevents unnecessary processing of
areas of the image where no physical object exists, such as
the sky or buildings in this image.

In the next step, all generated 2D proposals are fed into the
Radar Proposal Refinement (RPR) subnetwork. This is where
the information obtained from the radars (radar proposals) is
fused with the information obtained from the camera (image
features). RPR uses the features extracted from the image
by the backbone network to adjust the size and location
of the radar proposals on the image. As radar detections
are not always centered on the corresponding objects on
the image, the generated 3D anchors and corresponding 2D
proposals might be offset as well. The box regressor layer in
the RPR uses the image features inside each radar proposal
to regress offset values for the proposal corner points. The
RPR also contains a box classification layer, which estimates
an objectness score for every radar proposal. The objectness
score is used to eliminate proposals that are generated by
radar detections coming from background objects, such as
buildings and light poles. The inputs to the box regressor
and classifier layers are image features inside negative and
positive radar proposals. We follow [14] and define positive
proposals as ones with an Intersection-over-Union (IoU)
overlap higher than 0.7 with any ground truth bounding box,
and negative proposals as ones with an IoU below 0.3 for all
ground truth boxes. Radar proposals with an IoU between 0.3
and 0.7 are not used for training. Since radar proposals have
different sizes depending on their distance, object category
and orientation, a RoI Pooling layer is used before the box
regression and classification layers to obtain feature vectors
of the same size for all proposals. Fig. 3(d) shows the radar
proposals after the refinement step.

B. Image Proposal Network

Our architecture also uses a RPN network to generate
object proposals from the image. The radar proposal network
is not always successful in generating proposals for certain
object categories that are harder for radars to detect but are
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Fig. 3: Radar-based proposals. (a): 3D anchors for one radar detection (r = 90◦). (b): 2D proposals obtained from 3D anchors.
(c): 2D proposals for all radar detections inside the image. (d): Refined radar proposals after applying box regression. Radar-
based distances in meters are shown on the bounding boxes.

easily detected in the image, such as pedestrian or bicycles.
On the other hand, the image-based proposal network might
fail to detect far away objects that are easily detected by
the radar. Having an image-based object proposal network
in addition to the radar-based network improves the object
detection accuracy, as they complement each other by using
two different modalities for proposal generation and distance
estimation.

Image-based object proposals are generated by a network
similar to the RPN introduced in Faster R-CNN [14]. The
input to this network is the image feature maps extracted
by the backbone CNN. To estimate distance for every object
proposal, we add a fully connected distance regression layer
on top of the convolutional layer in RPN, as shown in
Fig. 2. This layer is implemented with a 1×1 convolutional
layer similar to the box-regression and box-classification
layers in the RPR network. However, because it’s difficult
to directly regress to distance from an image, we use the
output transformation of Eigen et. al [29] and use d =
1

σ(d̂)
−1 where d̂ is the regressed distance value. The distance

regression layer generates k outputs, where k is the number
of 2D anchor boxes used in the RPN network at each location
on the feature map. We use a cross entropy loss for object
classification and a Smooth L1 loss for box distance regressor
layers.

C. Distance Refinement

The outputs of the radar and image proposal networks
need to be merged for the second stage of the object
detection network. Before using the proposals in the next
stage, redundant proposals are removed by applying Non-
Maximum Suppression (NMS). The NMS would normally
remove overlapping proposals without discriminating based
on the bounding box’s origin, but we note that radar-based
proposals have more reliable distance information than the
image-based proposals. This is because image-based dis-
tances are estimated only from 2D image feature maps with
no depth information. To make sure the radar-based distances
are not unnecessarily discarded in the NMS process, we
first calculate the Intersection over Union (IoU) between
radar and image proposals. Next we use an IoU threshold
to find the matching proposals, and overwrite the image-
based distances by their radar-based counterparts for these
matching proposals. The calculated IoU values are reused
in the next step where NMS is applied to all proposals,

regardless of their origin. The remaining proposals are then
fed into the second stage of the detection network to calculate
the object class and score.

D. Second Stage Detection Network

The inputs to the second stage detection network are
the feature map from the image and object proposals. The
structure of this network is similar to Fast R-CNN [13]. The
feature map is cropped for every object proposals and is fed
into the RoI pooling layer to obtain feature vectors of the
same size for all proposals. These feature vectors are further
processed by a set of fully connected layers and are passed to
the softmax and bounding box regression layers. The output
is the category classification and bounding box regression
for each proposal, in addition to the distance associated to
every detected object. Similar to the RPN network, we use
a cross entropy loss for object classification and a Smooth
L1 loss for the box regression layer.

E. Loss Function

We follow Faster R-CNN [14] and use the following multi-
task loss as our objective function:

L(pi, ti) =
1

Ncls

∑
i

Lcls(pi, p
∗
i )+ λ

1

Nreg

∑
i

p∗iLreg(ti, t
∗
i ).

where i is the anchor index, pi is the i’th anchor’s
objectness score, p∗i is the ground truth score (1 if anchor is
positive and 0 if negative), ti is the vector of 4 parameters
representing the predicted bounding box and t∗i is the ground
truth bounding box. We use the log loss over two classes for
the classification loss Lcls, and the the smooth L1 loss for
the regression loss, Lreg . Ncls and Nreg are normalization
factors and λ is a balancing parameter.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset and Implementation Details

Our network uses FPN [17] with ResNet-50 [30] pre-
trained on ImageNet as the backbone for image feature
extraction. We use the same RPN architecture as Faster R-
CNN [14], and only add the distance regression layer on
top of its convolution layer for distance estimation. For the
second stage of the network, the classification stage, we use
the same architecture as Fast R-CNN.
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TABLE I: Performance on the nuScenes validation set.

Weighted AP AP AP50 AP75 AR MAE
Faster R-CNN No 34.95 58.23 36.89 40.21 -
RRPN No 35.45 59.00 37.00 42.10 -
Ours No 35.60 60.53 37.38 42.10 2.65
Faster R-CNN Yes 43.78 - - - -
CRF-Net Yes 43.95 - - - -
Ours Yes 44.49 - - - -

TABLE II: Per-class performance

Car Truck Person Bus Bicycle Motorcycle
Faster R-CNN 51.46 33.26 27.06 47.73 24.27 25.93

RRPN 41.80 44.70 17.10 57.20 21.40 30.50
Ours 52.31 34.45 27.59 48.30 25.00 25.97

TABLE III: Per-class Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for dis-
tance estimation

Category Car Truck Person Bus Bicycle Motorcycle
MAE 2.66 3.26 2.99 3.187 1.97 2.81

We use the nuScenes dataset [9] to evaluate our network.
Out of 23 different object classes in this dataset, we use 6
classes as shown in Table II. The nuScenes dataset includes
data from 6 different cameras and 5 radars mounted on
the vehicle. We use samples from the front- and rear-view
cameras together with detection from all the radars for both
training and evaluation. The ground truth annotations in the
nuScenes dataset are provided in the form of 3D boxes in
the global coordinate system. As a preprocessing step, we
first transform the annotations and radar point clouds to
the vehicle coordinate, then convert all 3D annotations to
their equivalent 2D bounding boxes. This is achieved by
mapping the 3D boxes to the image and finding the smallest
2D enclosing bounding box. For every 3D annotation, we
also calculate the distance from vehicle to the box and use
it as the ground truth distance for its 2D counterpart. The
official nuScenes splits are used for training and evaluation,
and images are used at their original resolution (900×1600)
for both steps. No data augmentation is used as the number
of labeled instances for each category is relatively large. We
used PyTorch to implement our network and all experiments
were conducted on a computer with two Nvidia Quadro
P6000 GPUs.

B. Evaluation

The performance of our method is shown in Table I. This
table shows the overall Average Precision (AP) and Average
Recall (AR) for the detection task, and Mean Absolute
Error for the distance estimation task. We use the Faster R-
CNN network as our image-based detection baseline, and
compare our results with RRPN [27] and CRF-Net[28],
which use radar and camera fusion for object detection. CRF-
Net only uses images from the front-view camera and also
uses a weighted AP score based on the number of object
appearances in the dataset. For fair comparison, we use the
weighted AP scores to compare our results with this network.
The CRF-Net also reports some results after filtering the
ground truth to consider only objects that are detected by at
least one radar, and filtering radar detections that are outside

3D ground truth bounding boxes. We do not apply these
filtering operations and only compare with their results on
the unfiltered data. Since CRF-Net does not report AR, per-
class AP, or AP for different IoU levels, we only compare
our overall AP with theirs.

According to Table I our method outperforms RRPN and
CRF-Net for the detection task, improving the AP score by
0.15 and 0.54 points respectively. Our proposed method also
accurately estimates the distance for all detected objects, as
visualized in Fig. 4. We use Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
as the evaluation metric for distance estimation. Our method
achieves an MAE of 2.65 on all images. The per-class MAE
values are provided in Table III. According to this table,
larger objects such as trucks and buses have a higher distance
error compared to other classes. This behavior is expected
and could be explained by the fact that radars usually report
multiple detections for larger objects, which results in several
object proposals with different distances for the same object.
Additionally, most radar detections happen to be at the edge
of objects, while the ground truth distances are measured
from the center of objects. This results in higher distance
mismatch error for larger objects, where the distance between
the edge and center of the object is significant.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a radar-camera fusion algorithm for joint
object detection and distance estimation for autonomous
driving scenarios. The proposed architecture uses a multi-
modal fusion approach to employ radar point clouds and
image feature maps to generating accurate object proposals.
The proposed network also uses both radar detections and
image features for distance estimation for every generated
proposal. These proposals are fed into the second stage of
the detection network for object classification. Experiments
on the nuScenes dataset show that our method outperforms
other radar-camera fusion-based object detection methods,
while at the same time accurately estimates the distance to
every detection.

As a future work, we intend to work on reducing the
distance error introduced by the mismatch between radar
detections and ground truth measurements. This can be
alleviated to some extent by a pre-processing step, where
the ground truth distances are re-calculated based on the
distance between the edge of the bounding boxes to the
vehicle. Additionally, a clustering algorithm could be used
to group the Radar detections and reduce the distance error
introduced by having multiple detections for larger objects.
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SalsaNext: Fast, Uncertainty-aware Semantic Segmentation
of LiDAR Point Clouds for Autonomous Driving

Tiago Cortinhal1, George Tzelepis2 and Eren Erdal Aksoy1,2

Abstract— In this paper, we introduce SalsaNext for the
uncertainty-aware semantic segmentation of a full 3D LiDAR
point cloud in real-time. SalsaNext is the next version of Sal-
saNet [1] which has an encoder-decoder architecture consisting
of a set of ResNet blocks. In contrast to SalsaNet, we introduce
a new context module, replace the ResNet encoder blocks with a
new residual dilated convolution stack with gradually increasing
receptive fields and add the pixel-shuffle layer in the decoder.
Additionally, we switch from stride convolution to average
pooling and also apply central dropout treatment. To directly
optimize the Jaccard index, we further combine the weighted
cross entropy loss with Lovász-Softmax loss [2]. We finally inject
a Bayesian treatment to compute the epistemic and aleatoric
uncertainties for each LiDAR point. We provide a thorough
quantitative evaluation on the Semantic-KITTI dataset [3],
which demonstrates that SalsaNext outperforms the previous
networks and ranks first on the Semantic-KITTI leaderboard.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scene understanding is an essential prerequisite for au-
tonomous vehicles. Semantic segmentation helps gaining a
rich understanding of the scene by predicting a meaningful
class label for each individual sensory data point. Safety-
critical systems, such as self-driving vehicles, however,
require not only highly accurate but also reliable scene
segmentation with a consistent measure of uncertainty. This
is because the quantitative uncertainty measures can be
propagated to the subsequent units, such as decision making
modules to lead to safe manoeuvre planning or emergency
braking, which is of utmost importance in safety-critical
systems. Therefore, semantic segmentation predictions inte-
grated with reliable confidence estimates can significantly
reinforce the concept of safe autonomy.

In this work, we introduce a novel neural network archi-
tecture to perform uncertainty-aware semantic segmentation
of a full 3D LiDAR point cloud in real-time. Our proposed
network is built upon the SalsaNet model [1], hence, named
SalsaNext. The base SalsaNet model has an encoder-decoder
skeleton where the encoder unit consists of a series of
ResNet blocks and the decoder part upsamples and fuses
features extracted in the residual blocks. In SalsaNext, our
contributions lie in the following aspects:

• To capture the global context information in the full
360◦ LiDAR scan, we introduce a new context module
before encoder, which consists of a residual dilated con-
volution stack fusing receptive fields at various scales.

1Halmstad University, School of Information Technology, Center for
Applied Intelligent Systems Research, Halmstad, Sweden

2Volvo Technology AB, Volvo Group Trucks Technology, Vehicle Au-
tomation, Gothenburg, Sweden

• To increase the receptive field, we replaced the ResNet
block in the encoder with a novel combination of a set
of dilated convolutions (with a rate of 2) each of which
has different kernel sizes (3, 5, 7). We concatenated
the convolution outputs and combined with residual
connections yielding a branch-like structure.

• To avoid any checkerboard artifacts in the upsampling
process, we replaced the transposed convolution layer in
the SalsaNet decoder with a pixel-shuffle layer [4] which
directly leverages on the feature maps to upsample the
input with less computation.

• To boost the roles of very basic features (e.g. edges
and curves) in the segmentation process, the dropout
treatment was altered by omitting the first and last
network layers in the dropout process.

• To have a lighter model, average pooling was employed
instead of having stride convolutions in the encoder.

• To enhance the segmentation accuracy by optimizing
the Jaccard index, the weighted cross entropy loss was
combined with the Lovász-Softmax loss [2].

• To further estimate the epistemic (model) and aleatoric
(observation) uncertainties for each 3D LiDAR point,
the deterministic SalsaNet model was transformed into
a stochastic format by applying the Bayesian treatment.

All these contributions form the here introduced SalsaNext
model which is the probabilistic derivation of the SalsaNet
with a significantly better segmentation performance. The
input of SalsaNext is the rasterized image of the full LiDAR
scan in the panoramic view. The final network output is
the point-wise classification scores together with uncertainty
measures. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work showing the both epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty
estimation on the LiDAR point cloud segmentation task.

Quantitative and qualitative experiments on the Semantic-
KITTI dataset [3] show that the proposed SalsaNext signifi-
cantly outperforms other state-of-the-art networks in terms of
pixel-wise segmentation accuracy while having much fewer
parameters, thus requiring less computation time. SalsaNext
ranks first place on the Semantic-KITTI leaderboard. We
release our source code and trained model to encourage
research on the subject 1.

II. RELATED WORK

As comprehensively described in [5], there exists two
mainstream deep learning approaches addressing the seman-

1https://github.com/TiagoCortinhal/SalsaNext
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tic segmentation of 3D LiDAR data only: point-wise and
projection-based neural networks.

Point-wise methods [6], [7] directly process the raw ir-
regular 3D points without applying any additional trans-
formation or pre-processing. Shared multi-layer perceptron-
based PointNet [6], the subsequent work PointNet++ [7], and
superpoint graph SPG networks [8] are considered in this
group. Although such methods are powerful on small point
clouds, their processing capacity and memory requirement,
unfortunately, becomes inefficient when it comes to the full
360◦ LiDAR scans.

Projection-based methods instead transform the 3D point
cloud into various formats such as voxel cells [9], [10],
[11], multi-view representation [12], lattice structure [13],
[14], and rasterized images [1], [15], [16], [17]. For in-
stance, voxel-based methods discretize the 3D space into
3D volumetric space and assign each point to the corre-
sponding voxel. Sparsity and irregularity in point clouds,
however, yield redundant computations since many voxel
cells may stay empty. A common attempt to overcome this
sparsity problem is to project 3D point clouds into 2D
image space either in the Bird-Eye-View [1], [18], [19]
or spherical Range-View (RV) [20], [15], [16], [17], [21].
Unlike point-wise and other projection-based approaches,
such 2D rendered image representations are more compact,
dense and computationally cheaper as they can be processed
by standard 2D convolutionals. Therefore, our SalsaNext
model projects the LiDAR point cloud into 2D RV image.

Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) learn approximate
distribution on the weights to further generate uncertainty
estimates. There are two types of uncertainties: Aleatoric
which can quantify the intrinsic uncertainty coming from the
observed data, and epistemic where the model uncertainty is
estimated by inferring with the posterior weight distribution,
usually through Monte Carlo sampling. Bayesian modelling
helps estimating both uncertainty types.

Gal et al. [22] proved that dropout can be used as
a Bayesian approximation to estimate the uncertainty in
classification, regression and reinforcement learning tasks
while this idea was also extended to semantic segmentation
of RGB images by Kendall et al. [23]. Loquercio et al. [24]
proposed a framework which extends the dropout approach
by propagating the uncertainty that is produced from the
sensors through the activation functions without the need
of retraining. Recently, both uncertainty types were applied
to 3D point cloud object detection [25] and optical flow
estimation [26] tasks. To the best of our knowledge, BNNs
have not been employed in modeling the uncertainty of
semantic segmentation of 3D point clouds, which is one of
the main contributions in this work.

III. METHOD

SalsaNext is built upon the base SalsaNet model [1] which
follows the standard encoder-decoder architecture with a
bottleneck compression rate of 16. The original SalsaNet
encoder contains a series of ResNet blocks each of which is
followed by dropout and downsampling layers. The decoder

blocks apply transpose convolutions and fuse upsampled
features with that of the early residual blocks via skip
connections. To further exploit descriptive spatial cues, a
stack of convolution is inserted after the skip connection.
We, in this study, improve the base structure of SalsaNet
with the following contributions:

Point Cloud Representation: We project the unstructed
3D LiDAR point cloud onto a spherical surface to generate
the LIDAR’s native Range View (RV) image. This leads
to dense and compact representation which allows standard
convolution operations. Following the work of [20], we con-
sidered the full 360◦ field-of-view in the projection process.
During the projection, 3D point coordinates (x, y, z), the
intensity value (i) and the range index (r) are stored as
separate RV image channels. This yields a [w×h×5] image.

Contextual Module: The global context information gath-
ered by larger receptive fields plays a crucial role in learning
complex correlations between classes [29]. To aggregate the
context information in different regions, we place a residual
dilated convolution stack that fuses a larger receptive field
with a smaller one by adding 1×1 and 3×3 kernels right at
the beginning of the network. This helps us capture the global
context alongside with more detailed spatial information.

Dilated Convolution: Receptive fields play a crucial role
in extracting spatial features. A straightforward approach to
capture more descriptive spatial features would be to enlarge
the kernel size. This has, however, a drawback of increasing
the number of parameters drastically. Instead, we replace the
ResNet blocks in the original SalsaNet encoder with a novel
combination of a set of dilated convolutions having effective
receptive fields of 3, 5 and 7. We further concatenate each
dilated convolution output and apply a 1 × 1 convolution
followed by a residual connection in order to let the network
exploit more information from the fused features coming
from various depths in the receptive field. Each of these new
residual dilated convolution blocks is followed by dropout
and pooling layers.

Pixel-Shuffle Layer: The original SalsaNet decoder in-
volves transpose convolutions which are computationally
expensive layers in terms of number of parameters. We
replace these standard transpose convolutions with the pixel-
shuffle layer [4] which leverages on the learnt feature maps to
produce the upsampled feature maps by shuffling the pixels
from the channel dimension to the spatial dimension. More
precisely, the pixel-shuffle operator reshapes the elements of
(H ×W ×Cr2) feature map to a form of (Hr×Wr×C),
where H,W,C, and r represent the height, width, channel
number and upscaling ratio, respectively. We additionally
double the filters in the decoder side and concatenate the
pixel-shuffle outputs with the skip connection before feeding
them to the additional dilated convolutional blocks.

Central Encoder-Decoder Dropout: Lower network lay-
ers extract basic features such as edges and corners which
are consistent over the data distribution and dropping out
these layers will prevent the network to properly form the
higher level features in the deeper layers. We, therefore,
insert dropout only to the central encoder and decoder layers
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Pointnet [6]

50K pts

46.3 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.0 61.6 15.8 35.7 1.4 41.4 12.9 31.0 4.6 17.6 2.4 3.7 14.6
Pointnet++ [7] 53.7 1.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.9 1.0 0.0 72.0 18.7 41.8 5.6 62.3 16.9 46.5 13.8 30.0 6.0 8.9 20.1
TangentConv [27] 86.8 1.3 12.7 11.6 10.2 17.1 20.2 0.5 82.9 15.2 61.7 9.0 82.8 44.2 75.5 42.5 55.5 30.2 22.2 35.9
RandLa-Net [28] 94.2 26.0 25.8 40.1 38.9 49.2 48.2 7.2 90.7 60.3 73.7 38.9 86.9 56.3 81.4 61.3 66.8 49.2 47.7 53.9
LatticeNet [14] 92.9 16.6 22.2 26.6 21.4 35.6 43.0 46.0 90.0 59.4 74.1 22.0 88.2 58.8 81.7 63.6 63.1 51.9 48.4 52.9

P
ro

je
ct

io
n-

ba
se

d

SqueezeSeg [15]

64×2048
pixels

68.8 16.0 4.1 3.3 3.6 12.9 13.1 0.9 85.4 26.9 54.3 4.5 57.4 29.0 60.0 24.3 53.7 17.5 24.5 29.5
SqueezeSegV2 [16] 81.8 18.5 17.9 13.4 14.0 20.1 25.1 3.9 88.6 45.8 67.6 17.7 73.7 41.1 71.8 35.8 60.2 20.2 36.3 39.7
RangeNet53++ [20] 91.4 25.7 34.4 25.7 23.0 38.3 38.8 4.8 91.8 65.0 75.2 27.8 87.4 58.6 80.5 55.1 64.6 47.9 55.9 52.2
3D-MiniNet [21] 90.5 42.3 42.1 28.5 29.4 47.8 44.1 14.5 91.6 64.2 74.5 25.4 89.4 60.8 82.8 60.8 66.7 48.0 56.6 55.8
SqueezeSegV3 [17] 92.5 38.7 36.5 29.6 33.0 45.6 46.2 20.1 91.7 63.4 74.8 26.4 89.0 59.4 82.0 58.7 65.4 49.6 58.9 55.9

SalsaNet [1] 64×2048
pixels

87.5 26.2 24.6 24.0 17.5 33.2 31.1 8.4 89.7 51.7 70.7 19.7 82.8 48.0 73.0 40.0 61.7 31.3 41.9 45.4
SalsaNext [Ours] 91.9 48.3 38.6 38.9 31.9 60.2 59.0 19.4 91.7 63.7 75.8 29.1 90.2 64.2 81.8 63.6 66.5 54.3 62.1 59.5

TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON ON SEMANTIC-KITTI TEST SET (SEQUENCES 11 TO 21). IOU SCORES ARE GIVEN IN PERCENTAGE (%).

which leads to higher network performance.
Average Pooling: In the base SalsaNet model the down-

sampling was performed via a strided convolution which
introduces additional learning parameters. Given that the
down-sampling process is relatively straightforward, we hy-
pothesize that learning at this level would not be needed.
Thus, to allocate less memory SalsaNext switches to average
pooling for the downsampling.

Uncertainty Estimation: In SalsaNext, the epistemic un-
certainty is computed using the weight’s posterior which
is approximated by using dropout as shown in [22]. By
following the work in [24], we compute the optimal dropout
rate for an already trained network by applying a grid
search on a log-range of a certain number of possible
rates. To measure the epistemic uncertainty, we employ a
Monte Carlo sampling during inference: we run n trials with
this optimal dropout rate and compute the average of the
variance of the n predicted outputs. To be able to track the
aleatoric uncertainty, we propagate the known LiDAR noise
characteristic through the network via Assumed Density
Filtering (ADF) [30]. A forward pass in this ADF-based
modified network finally generates output predictions with
their respective aleatoric uncertainties [24].

Loss: To cope with the imbalanced class problem, we
follow the same strategy in SalsaNet and add more value
to the under-represented classes by weighting the softmax
cross-entropy loss with the inverse square root of class
frequency. This reinforces the network response to the classes
appearing less in the dataset. In contrast to SalsaNet, we
here also incorporate the Lovász-Softmax loss [2] in the
learning procedure to maximize the intersection-over-union
(IoU) score, i.e. the Jaccard index. The IoU metric is the
most commonly used metric to evaluate the segmentation
performance. Nevertheless, IoU is a discrete and not deriv-
able metric that does not have a direct way to be employed
as a loss. In [2], the authors adopt this metric with the help
of the Lovász extension for submodular functions. Finally,
the total loss function of SalsaNext is a linear combination
of weighted cross-entropy and Lovász-Softmax losses.

Optimizer and Regularization: As an optimizer, we
employed stochastic gradient descent with an initial learning
rate of 0.01 which is decayed by 0.01 after each epoch.
We also applied an L2 penalty with λ = 0.0001 and

a momentum of 0.9. The batch size and spatial dropout
probability were fixed at 24 and 0.2, respectively. To prevent
overfitting, we augmented the data by applying a random
rotation/translation, flipping randomly around the y-axis and
randomly dropping points before creating the projection.
Every augmentation is applied independently of each other
with a probability of 0.5.

Post-processing: We further applied the kNN-based post-
processing technique [20] to prevent the projection-based
information loss when the RV image is re-projected back
to the original 3D space.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate the performance of SalsaNext and com-
pare with the state-of-the-art semantic segmentation methods
on the large-scale challenging Semantic-KITTI dataset [3]
which provides over 43K LiDAR data. Obtained quanti-
tative results compared to state-of-the-art point-wise and
projection-based approaches are reported in Table I. Our Sal-
saNext model considerably outperforms the others by leading
to the highest mean IoU score (59.5%) which is +3.6% over
the previous state-of-the-art method [17]. In contrast to the
original SalsaNet, we obtain 14% improvement.

Following the work of [24], we further computed the
epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty without retraining the
SalsaNext model. Fig. 1 depicts the quantitative relationship
between the epistemic (model) uncertainty and the number of
points that each class has in the Semantic-KITTI test set. This
plot has diagonally distributed samples, which clearly shows

Fig. 1. The relationship between the epistemic uncertainty and the number
of points (in log scale) in each class.
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Fig. 2. A sample qualitative result. At the bottom, the range-view image
of the network response is shown. The top camera image on the right shows
the projected segments whereas the middle and bottom images depict the
projected epistemic and aleatoric uncertainties, respectively. Note that the
lighter the color is, the more uncertain the network becomes.

that the network becomes less certain about rare classes
represented by low number of points (e.g. motorcyclist).

Fig. 2 shows sample qualitative segmentation and uncer-
tainty results. In this figure, only for visualization purposes,
segmented object points are also projected back to the
respective camera image. Note that these camera images have
not been used for training of SalsaNext. As depicted in Fig. 2,
SalsaNext can, to a great extent, distinguish road, car, and
other object points. In Fig. 2, we additionally show the es-
timated epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty values projected
on the camera image for the sake of clarity. In line with
Fig. 1, we obtain high epistemic uncertainty for rare classes
such as other-ground (see Fig. 2). We also observe that high
level of aleatoric uncertainty mainly appears around segment
boundaries and on distant objects as shown in Fig. 2. In the
supplementary video2, we provide more qualitative results.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a new uncertainty-aware semantic segmen-
tation network that can process the full 360◦ LiDAR scan in
real-time. SalsaNext builds up on SalsaNet and can achieve
over 14% more accuracy. In contrast to state-of-the-art meth-
ods, SalsaNext returns +3.6% better mIoU score. SalsaNext
can also estimate both data and model-based uncertainty.
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VI. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

A. Ablation Study

In this ablative analysis, we investigate the individual
contribution of each improvements over the original SalsaNet
model. Table II shows the total number of model parameters
and FLOPs (Floating Point Operations) with the obtained
mIoU scores on the Semantic-KITTI test set before and after
applying the kNN-based post processing.

As depicted in Table II, each of our contributions on
SalsaNet has a unique improvement in the accuracy. The
post processing step leads to a certain jump (around 2%) in
the accuracy. The peak in the model parameters is observed
when dilated convolution stack is introduced in the encoder,
which is vastly reduced after adding the pixel-shuffle layers
in the decoder. Combining the weighted cross-entropy loss
with Lovász-Softmax leads to the highest increment in the
accuracy as the Jaccard index is directly optimized. We can
achieve the highest accuracy score of 59.5% by having only
2.2% (i.e. 0.15M) extra parameters compared to the original
SalsaNet model. Table II also shows that the number of
FLOPs is correlated with the number of parameters. We note
that adding the epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty compu-
tations do not introduce any additional training parameter
since they are computed after the network is trained.

B. Runtime Evaluation

Runtime performance is of utmost importance in au-
tonomous driving. Table III reports the total runtime perfor-
mance for the CNN backbone network and post-processing
module of SalsaNext in contrast to other networks. To obtain
fair statistics, all measurements are performed using the
entire Semantic-KITTI dataset on the same single NVIDIA
Quadro RTX 6000 - 24GB card. As depicted in Table III, our
method clearly exhibits better performance compared to, for
instance, RangeNet++ [20] while having 7× less parameters.
SalsaNext can run at 24 Hz when the uncertainty computation
is excluded for a fair comparison with deterministic models.
Note that this high speed we reach is significantly faster
than the sampling rate of mainstream LiDAR sensors which
typically work at 10 Hz [31]. Fig. 3 also compares the
overall performance of SalsaNext with the other state-of-
the-art semantic segmentation networks in terms of runtime,
accuracy, and memory consumption.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, there is a clear split between
projection-based and point-wise networks in terms of ac-

mean IoU mean IoU Number of
(w/o kNN) (+kNN) Parameters FLOPs

SalsaNet [1] 43.5 44.8 6.58 M 51.60 G
+ context module 44.7 46.0 6.64 M 69.20 G
+ central dropout 44.6 46.3 6.64 M 69.20 G
+ average pooling 47.7 49.9 5.85 M 66.78 G
+ dilated convolution 48.2 50.4 9.25 M 161.60 G
+ Pixel-Shuffle 50.4 53.0 6.73 M 125.68 G
+ Lovász-Softmax loss 56.6 59.5 6.73 M 125.68 G

TABLE II
ABLATIVE ANALYSIS.

Processing Time (msec)

CNN kNN Total Speed (fps) Parameters FLOPs

RangeNet++ [20] 63.51 2.89 66.41 15 Hz 50 M 720.96 G
SalsaNet [1] 35.78 2.62 38.40 26 Hz 6.58 M 51.60 G
SalsaNext [Ours] 38.61 2.65 41.26 24 Hz 6.73 M 125.68 G

TABLE III
RUNTIME PERFORMANCE ON THE SEMANTIC-KITTI TEST SET

curacy, runtime and memory consumption. For instance,
projection-based approaches (shown in green circles in
Fig. 3) achieve the state-of-the-art accuracy while run-
ning significantly faster. Although point-wise networks (red
squares) have slightly lower number of parameters, they can-
not efficiently scale up to large point sets due to the limited
processing capacity, thus, they take a longer runtime. Sal-
saNext falls into the projection-based networks and achieves
the highest score while achieving real-time performance
with relatively low number of parameters. It is also highly
important to note that unlike SalsaNext, both point-wise
and projection-based approaches in Fig. 3 lack uncertainty
measures, i.e. confidence scores, for their predictions.

Fig. 3. Mean IoU versus runtime plot for the state-of-the-art 3D point cloud
semantic segmentation networks on the Semantic-KITTI dataset [3]. Inside
parentheses are given the total number of network parameters in Millions.
All deep networks visualized here use only 3D LiDAR point cloud data as
input. Note that only the published methods are considered.
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SDVTracker: Real-Time Multi-Sensor Association and Tracking for
Self-Driving Vehicles

Shivam Gautam1, Gregory P. Meyer1, Carlos Vallespi-Gonzalez1 and Brian C. Becker1

Abstract— Accurate motion state estimation of Vulnerable
Road Users (VRUs), is a critical requirement for autonomous
vehicles that navigate in urban environments. Due to their
computational efficiency, many traditional autonomy systems
perform multi-object tracking using Kalman Filters which
frequently rely on hand-engineered association. However, such
methods fail to generalize to crowded scenes and multi-sensor
modalities, often resulting in poor state estimates which cas-
cade to inaccurate predictions. We present a practical and
lightweight tracking system, SDVTracker, that uses a deep
learned model for association and state estimation in conjunc-
tion with an Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) filter. The
proposed tracking method is fast, robust and generalizes across
multiple sensor modalities and different VRU classes. In this
paper, we detail a model that jointly optimizes both association
and state estimation with a novel loss, an algorithm for de-
termining ground-truth supervision, and a training procedure.
We show this system significantly outperforms hand-engineered
methods on a real-world urban driving dataset while running
in less than 2.5 ms on CPU for a scene with 100 actors, making
it suitable for self-driving applications where low latency and
high accuracy is critical.

I. INTRODUCTION

Self-Driving Vehicles (SDVs) depend on a robust auton-
omy system to perceive actors and anticipate future actions
in order to accurately navigate the world. Interacting well
with Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs) [1] such as pedestrians
and bicyclists requires good motion estimates. A classical
autonomy system that uses structured prediction for ac-
tor trajectory prediction [2], [3], [4] needs not only high
detection rates to identify objects in the scene, but also
robust tracking performance to estimate the motion state.
Probabilistic tracking using filters can be a reliable method
to estimate the motion state [5]. These methods attempt to
refine the motion estimates of previously tracked objects by
associating them with a given set of detections in the scene
at the current timestamp.

Failures in association cause inaccurate state estimates,
often leading to cascading errors in future associations, state
estimations, and trajectory predictions resulting in improper
autonomy behavior [6]. In simple scenes, engineered solu-
tions do well. However, associating VRUs in crowded, urban
environments is challenging due to occlusions, crowd den-
sity, varying motions and intermittent detector false positives
or false negatives. Any errors in association break the strict

This work is part of the work done at Uber Advanced Technologies
Group.

1 All authors work with the Perception team at Uber ATG. {sgautam,
gmeyer, cvallespi, bbecker}@uber.com

Fig. 1. Association and tracking of pedestrians is challenging in dense,
urban environments. We propose a real-time learned association and tracking
system with IMM filtering that incorporates LiDAR + camera modalities and
show improvements on the task of both association and state estimation.

assumption for probabilistic filtering regarding observations
belonging to the same actor, leading to egregious errors.
Incorporating detectors for additional sensor modalities, such
as LiDAR and camera detectors, improves overall recall, but
increases the likelihood of mis-association, especially as each
sensor has different failure modes and noise characteristics.
Learned approaches offer improved performance, but are
often restricted to the 2D image plane [7], require a fixed
number of objects [8], need expensive feature extraction on
specialized GPU hardware [9], or can run only offline [10],
making them unsuitable to self-driving applications.

To address these limitations, we propose SDVTracker,
a learned association and tracking system for improving
motion estimation of VRUs in challenging, self-driving do-
mains. Fig. 1 demonstrates our approach performing well
in dense crowds across many classes of VRUs including
pedestrians, bicyclists, and skateboarders. As the number of
VRUs in the scene increases, we show that this method scales
better than classical approaches. Our approach generalizes
to multi-sensor tracking, improving recall and tracking when
both LiDAR and camera detections are used as asynchronous
input. In addition to learning association, we propose a novel
method to jointly estimate association and state, which leads
to improved performance. Further, we show a method of
incorporating our learned association and state within a track-
ing system that uses an Interacting Multiple Model (IMM)
filter. Finally, SDVTracker offers real-time performance on
commodity CPUs, making it well-suited for compute-limited
platforms.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the association and tracking system. SDVTracker scores the candidate pairs with a learned model to estimate the association probability.
After enforcing 1-to-1 correspondence through greedy assignment, we use the learned associations and motion estimates as observations within an IMM
update.

II. RELATED WORK

As more autonomous capabilities are added to vehicles,
it is critical for these intelligent vehicles to understand and
predict the behavior of humans that they interact with to
operate safely. Ohn-Bar and Trivedi [11] provide a thorough
survey into three areas of active research where humans
and automated vehicles interact, including humans inside the
intelligent vehicle, humans around the vehicle, and humans
operating surrounding vehicles. In this work, we focus on
understanding the motion of humans around the SDV.

A. Filter-based Tracking
A conventional algorithm to perform the motion state

estimation from observations is the Kalman Filter (KF)
[12]. This algorithm works in two steps that get applied
recursively: prediction and update. In the prediction step,
the filter produces estimates of the state variables and their
uncertainties. The update step is performed when the new
measurement arrives, in which the filter corrects the state
by combining the new measurement and the filter prediction
weighted by their certainties. This filter, and its variants, are
a common class of filter-based methods [13], and are widely
used due to their ability to produce better state estimates
than those based on a single measurement. However, the
KF is limited to linear functions for the state transition as
well as the observation model. In our case, this reduces
our ability to correctly track objects that can have non-
linear motions, such as accelerations. The Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) overcomes this constraint by linearizing these
functions, but it is often difficult to tune a single filter for
all the motion modalities we encounter for each object. In
this paper, we use the Interacting Multiple Model (IMM)
[14] algorithm because it overcomes these limitations by
tracking with multiple models concurrently and fusing their
predictions weighted by their confidences. Furthermore, the
IMM has been shown to offer performance similar to the
best motion model.

B. Tracking-by-Detection
Most recent work on Multi-Object Tracking (MOT) utilize

the tracking-by-detection paradigm [10], [15], [16], [17],

[18], [19], [20], [7], [21], [8], [22] where detections are
provided each time-step by a detector, and tracking is per-
formed by linking detections across time. As a result, the
task of object tracking becomes a data association problem.
Most tracking-by-detection methods solve the association
problem in one of two ways, either in an online (step-wise)
fashion [15], [16], [17], [18], [20], [7], [8], [22] or in an
offline (batch-wise) manner [10], [19], [21]. Online methods
associate new detections at each time-step to the existing
tracks, and the association is posed as a bipartite graph
matching problem. On the other hand, offline methods often
consider the entire sequence, and data association is cast
as a network flow problem. Online methods are appropriate
for real-time applications like autonomous driving where
offline approaches are well-suited for offline tasks like video
surveillance. In this work, we leverage a step-wise approach
as we are interested in real-time autonomous navigation
where computation efficiency is as important as accuracy.

C. Classical Association Techniques
To solve the data association problem, incoming detections

at the current timestamp need to be paired to existing
objects from the last timestamp. To avoid matching in the
entire measurement space, every detection that lies within a
certain region, or gating region, of an object is considered
a candidate. A problem arises when multiple candidates fall
within this region. A common way to solve this involves
ranking each object-detection pair and then performing a
bijective mapping. The bijective mapping forces each object
to associate with only one detection. This mapping can
be performed using common matching algorithms such as
greedy best-first matching or the Munkre’s algorithm [23].

A common method for ranking each object-detection is to
score each detection based on the proximity to the predicted
object [24]. Based on this, we consider three functions:

1) Intersection-over-Union (IoU) score: Many trackers use
ranking functions based a measurement of overlap be-
tween predictions and detections [25]. This score is
defined as the ratio between the area of intersection
and the area of union of the detection and predicted
polygons.
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2) L2 Distance: As part of the update step, the IMM needs
to compute the residual or innovation, which is the
difference between the predicted detection and the new
detection. The L2 norm of the residual can be used as
a matching score.

3) Mahalanobis Distance: The IMM computes the gain or
blending factor that determines the relative weight of
the new detection in the update step. This gain is used
to scale the residual vector, and the L2 norm of the
resulting vector can be used as a matching score. This
association metric has been previously explored in [26],
where it is used to filter infeasible associations.

D. Learned Association Techniques

More recently Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have
been used for association [8], [20], [7], which motivates our
use of a RNN for association in this work. However, our
proposed method and the previous work utilize RNNs in
different ways. [8] uses a single Long-Short Term Memory
(LSTM) to associate all detections to all tracks. However,
it requires the number of objects to be fixed and known
beforehand, which is not feasible for autonomous driving
in urban environments. [20] uses an LSTM to estimate the
affinity matrix between all detections and tracks one row
at a time. Most similar to our approach is the work of
Sadeghian et al. [7], who use three separate LSTMs to model
the appearance, motion, and interaction of the tracked objects
over time. Each track has its own memory for each of the
LSTMs, and appearance, motion, and interaction features
are extracted for each detection using a set of Convolution
Neural Networks (CNNs). The output of the LSTMs and the
CNNs are fed into a multi-layer neural network to estimate
the likelihood that the detection should be associated to
the track. Unlike [7], our proposed method uses a single
LSTM to model multimodal features of an object over time.
Furthermore, in addition to an association probability, our
approach predicts a score for each possible match in order
to improve association in heavily crowded scenes, and we
estimate the state of the object to improve tracking. Finally,
our method tracks objects in 3D where [7] tracks objects in
the 2D image plane.

E. 3D Object Tracking

The vast majority of the previous work performs object
tracking in the image plane [10], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20], [7], [21]. However, to autonomously navigate
a vehicle through the world, we need to reason about the
environment in 3D or from a bird’s eye view. Furthermore,
the bird’s eye view is a natural representation for fusing
multiple sensor modalities like LiDAR, camera and RADAR.
Rangesh et al. [22] extends [18] to the bird’s eye view to
track vehicles. In [22], vehicles are detected with an image-
based detector and localized in the bird’s eye view using a flat
ground assumption or with 3D measurements from LiDAR
when available. The life-cycle of tracks is handled through a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) where the policy is learned,
and tracks are associated with detections using a Support

Vector Machine (SVM). In this work, our proposed method is
capable of fusing detections from various sensing modalities
including LiDAR and image-based detectors. Furthermore,
we associate objects across sensors and time using a RNN.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The overall architecture of the system is depicted in Fig. 2.
We use detections generated at each time step independently
from LiDAR and camera sensors. To generate detections
from LiDAR, we use LaserNet [27], and the detections
from the camera sensors are generated using RetinaNet [28].
Similar to [22] and [29], the image-based detections are then
augmented with a range estimate by projecting the LiDAR
points in the image plane and using the median range value
of the points associated to create 3D bounding boxes.

The proposed method is depicted in Fig. 3. During in-
ference, the model takes an object-detection pair as input,
and produces its association and state. For each object, we
generate a set of potential association candidates with a
corresponding score. The set of potential association candi-
dates is created by predicting an association/mis-association
probability for every pair. If the probability of association
is higher than mis-association, then we add the pair to
our set of potential association candidates. Afterwards, we
perform greedy assignment based on the predicted score to
create unique object-detection associations. We refine the
detections with our predicted state estimate before using
them as observations in the IMM.

After updating the state for objects, we need to prune our
existing hypothesis set of objects that are currently alive in
the scene. Objects that have not been observed for more than
τ time-steps are removed from the scene. For objects that
have not been observed for ≤ τ time-steps, we extrapolate
their position to the next timestamp based on their past
velocity.

In the following sections, we describe in detail feature ex-
traction from detection-object pairs, the network architecture,
the multi-task loss function and the ground-truth association
used during training.

A. Feature Extraction

We extract three different types of features: shape, motion
and difference features. The shape features include polygon
length, width, height and center coordinates. The motion
features include the object’s previous and predicted state.
The difference features, as the name suggests, are obtained
by subtracting two attributes ( difference in predicted object
position and the detection position, difference between the
object box dimensions and the detection box dimensions).
We also use the timestamp and detector confidence as input
to the model. While we could use a separate network for
feature extraction or use the features from the internal
activation layers of the detectors, we decided to utilize these
lightweight features in order to keep our method real-time
and sensor-agnostic.
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Fig. 3. Proposed architecture of the learned association and state estimation model. We perform feature extraction for each candidate pair and learn
whether the pair is a true association and the posterior state estimate of the object with uncertainties. We learn a probability of association and an association
score to break ties between multiple competing candidates. We show that learning both a probability and a score are beneficial to the task of association,
as well as the learned posterior state estimate improves overall tracking performance.

Fig. 4. Network architecture used for LSTM and MLP networks. (a) For the
LSTM, we use a single LSTM cell with 64 hidden units and a single layer
fully-connected encoder-decoder. The network takes the feature descriptor,
the cell state (Ct−1) and the hidden state (Ht−1) for the object as input to
produce association outputs and new cell (Ct) and hidden states (Ht). (b)
For the MLP, we use six fully connected layers with 64 units each.

B. Learning Joint Association and Tracking

The learned model produces association probabilities,
scores and state estimates. For this work, we implement
a single-cell LSTM as well as a Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP). Both network architectures can be seen in Fig. 4
and we compare the performance of each in Section IV-D.

To learn association and tracking jointly, we utilize a
multi-task loss. For the task of association, we propose
learning a unique training target comprised of an associ-
ation probability and score. The association probability is
framed as a binary classification problem in which we try
to categorize candidates as associations or mis-association.
The association probability is used to identify a list of
potential candidates that could potentially be associated.
Furthermore, the score is used to rank associations, when
there are more than one potential candidates for association.
The loss function for the association task is defined as,

`assoc = `prob + wscore · `score, (1)

where `prob is the binary cross entropy used to learn the
association probability, `score a L2 loss on the regressed
score, and wscore is used to weight the two losses.

In addition to learning association, we learn a posterior
state update for the object. The state of the object at time t
is defined as follows:

st = [xt, yt, v
x
t , v

y
t ] (2)

σt = [σxt
, σyt

, σvx
t
, σvy

t
] (3)

where (xt, yt) is the position of the object, (vxt , v
y
t ) is

the velocity of the object, and (σxt
, σyt

, σvx
t
, σvy

t
) are the

corresponding standard deviations. We learn the state using
the following loss [30]:

`state =
∑
i

((
st,i − s∗t,i

)2
2σ2

t,i

+ log σt,i

)
(4)

where st,i is the i-th element of the state vector at time t,
σt,i is the corresponding standard deviation, and s∗t,i is the
ground-truth state. The total multi-task loss is

`total = `assoc + wstate · `state, (5)

where wstate is used to weight the relative importance of the
two tasks.

C. Training Procedure

For training the network for association and tracking, we
use a dataset with time-consistent IDs for labels. To provide
direct supervision for the association task, we require a
function that maps a candidate object-detection pair to a
binary value indicating a true or false association, along with
a score.

Given a set of detections Dt = {D1
t , D

2
t , . . . , D

N
t } at

time t and a set of objects Ot−1 = {O1
t−1, O

2
t−1, . . . , O

M
t−1}

from time t − 1, the goal of ground-truth association is to
define a mapping f : Ot−1 7→ Dt using the labeled data
Lt−1 and Lt at time t− 1 and t. To handle the case where
the object does not match to any detection, a null detection is
added to Dt. For each object Oi

t−1 ∈ Ot−1, we first identify
the label Lj

t−1 ∈ Lt−1 with the maximum IoU overlap with
the object. Afterwards, we find all detections in Dt with
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an IoU ≥ 0.1 with the label Lj
t at time t. All candidate

detections are added to the training set as a true association,
and their score is defined as

yscore = ‖φ(Lj
t−1)− φ(Oi

t−1)‖2 + ‖φ(L
j
t )− φ(Dk

t )‖2 (6)

where Dk
t is a candidate detection and φ(·) computes the

object’s centroid.
During inference the model will encounter mis-

associations as well. Therefore, the model needs to
learn to identify false associations. To accomplish this, we
augment the dataset with examples of mis-associations.
For every true association, Dk

t and Oi
t−1, we identify all

Dn
t ∈ Dt where ‖φ(Oi

t−1)− φ(Dn
t )‖2 < r and do not have

an IoU ≥ 0.1 with Lj
t . We add a random subset of such

examples to our dataset as false associations.
By predicting an association probability and a score,

our method is robust to false positives due to duplicate
detections. The probability allows us to identify all potential
association candidates, including the true detection as well
as false positives. The score then allows us to select the
best candidate and discard the duplicate detections. In our
experiments, we demonstrate the importance of predicting
both.

Another advantage of breaking the problem of association
into learning a probability and a score is that it eliminates
the need for any engineered threshold to identify matches.
Finding such thresholds can be challenging in the context
of using different sources for detections with different er-
ror characteristics, e.g. image-based detections may have a
higher range of uncertainty as compared to LiDAR detec-
tions. Besides, different VRU classes have different motion
characteristics, e.g. bikes can move faster than pedestrians;
therefore, different classes could have different scores. Our
proposed method, considers all candidates with an associa-
tion probability greater than the mis-association probability,
and it identifies the best match with the score. As a result,
we eliminate the need for any engineered thresholds.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluate our method on the ATG4D dataset which
contains 5,000 sequences in the training set, 900 sequences
for the test set and 500 sequences for validation set. Each
sequence is captured at 10Hz intervals. The data is collected
using a Velodyne 64E LiDAR along with a camera sensor,
while driving in an urban setting. For the experiments in the
paper, we generate detections as described in Section III. To
reduce the detection-object pairs that we run inference for,
we prune the list of all possible pairings based on a gating
radius, r. This is common practice within tracking [24] and
makes the problem tractable by not considering impossible
associations.

For our experiments, we set r = 4 m since it accom-
modates both slow moving pedestrians and fast moving
bikes and τ = 5 for our object track life management.
We set wscore = 0.02 and wstate = 0.06 while training

models. Finally, the individual motion models in the IMM
are designed to be adapted to the different motion modalities
we encounter: static, constant velocity, and accelerating.

B. Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the performance of methods using standard
multi-object tracking metrics [31], [32] to compare tracking
methods. These include evaluating the Multi-Object Track-
ing Accuracy (MOTA), Multi-Object Tracking Precision
(MOTP), Mostly Tracked (MT), Mostly Lost (ML) and ID
Switches (IDSW). However, these metrics fail to capture
the quality of velocity estimates. Measuring the accuracy of
the estimated velocity is imperative to evaluating tracking
performance for trackers that are used by dependent systems
to predict behavior. To resolve this gap in the metrics, we
propose two new metrics: Multi-Object Tracking Velocity
Error (MOTVE) and Multi-Object Tracking Velocity Outliers
(MOTVO).

We define MOTVE as the average velocity error for all
true positive objects. This is computed as

MOTVE =

T∑
t=0

M∑
i=1

||vit − v̂it||2
T∑

t=0
gt

(7)

where v̂it and vit refer to the estimated velocity of i-th
object and its corresponding ground-truth label at time t
respectively. The number of object-label pairs present at time
t are denoted by gt.

We define MOTVO as the fraction of the object-label pairs
where the velocity error is greater than a threshold,

MOTVO =

T∑
t=0

n∑
i=1

1[‖vit − v̂it‖2 > ν]

T∑
t=0

gt

(8)

where 1[·] is an indicator function. For this evaluation, we
set ν to 1 m/s for pedestrians and 1.5 m/s for bicyclists. This
measures the number of egregious velocity errors and gives
an indication about how robust the system is to producing
velocity outliers.

C. Performance Comparison

We compare our learned method for joint association and
tracking to the classical association methods described in
Section II-C, due to their widespread use in filter-based
tracking for real-time systems. We evaluate all methods on
unimodal (LiDAR Only) and multimodal (LiDAR + Camera)
configurations. All methods use the same IMM tracker. The
results are detailed in Table I. Our proposed SDVTracker sig-
nificantly improves system performance over other methods
for both sensor modalities. For the LiDAR only system, we
see improvements such as a 16% reduction in MOTVE, a
6.23% reduction in ID switches and a 2% reduction in false
positives, over the next best method. Mahalanobis association
has the best MOTP by 0.09 cm, but does not translate to
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF TRACKING METHODS ACROSS MULTIPLE SENSOR MODALITIES

Sensing
Modalities

Method MOTA ↑ MOTVO ↓ MOTVE ↓ FP ↓ FN ↓ IDSW ↓ MOTP ↓ MT ↑ ML ↓ Frag ↓
Ped Bike Ped Bike

LiDAR

IoU-based Association 67.6486 3.572 2.377 0.170 0.287 394840 510918 44855 0.3527 0.389 0.164 39385
L2 Association 67.9379 3.204 2.373 0.158 0.281 391298 508561 42092 0.3519 0.390 0.163 38850
Mahalanobis Association 68.4670 2.956 2.041 0.157 0.271 370060 516321 37788 0.3466 0.386 0.165 40026
SDVTracker (Ours) 68.9816 2.199 1.633 0.131 0.248 362560 510970 35433 0.3475 0.391 0.162 38438

LiDAR
+

Camera

IoU-based Association 66.5809 4.236 2.549 0.192 0.295 416723 503642 51731 0.3586 0.384 0.167 43417
L2 Association 68.1027 3.303 2.334 0.162 0.294 386467 497147 43991 0.3554 0.388 0.163 40572
Mahalanobis Association 68.6031 3.056 2.118 0.160 0.287 366913 504202 39521 0.3498 0.385 0.165 41251
SDVTracker (Ours) 69.4405 2.204 1.827 0.133 0.268 346651 504744 33118 0.3485 0.388 0.162 40008

TABLE II
EFFECT OF LEARNING JOINT TRACKING AND ASSOCIATION

Network IMM Learning State MOTA ↑ MOTVO ↓ MOTVE ↓ IDSW ↓
MLP X 69.2221 2.448 0.1446 37594
MLP X X 69.3863 2.385 0.1413 34698

LSTM X 69.2877 2.428 0.1419 35862
LSTM X 69.3971 2.240 0.1528 34031
LSTM X X 69.4405 2.292 0.1393 33118

TABLE III
EFFECT OF LEARNING PROBABILITY AND SCORE

Association Output MOTA ↑ MOTVO ↓ MOTVE ↓ IDSW ↓
Probability Only 69.1837 2.544 0.1466 35419

Score Only 69.3618 2.551 0.1448 39461
Probability and Score 69.4405 2.292 0.1393 33118

better velocity estimates. This further demonstrates the need
of metrics that measure higher order states when evaluating
object tracking in 3D.

Furthermore, as more sensors are added to the system, we
see an improvement in the overall MOTA and false negatives
of methods. However, this comes at the cost tracking more
objects, increasing the absolute number of velocity outliers.
We show that our learned methods can better incorporate
new sensor observations by reducing velocity outliers by
17%, ID switches by 16% and false positives by 5%. While
Mahalanobis association sees a degradation in performance
by around 3.3%, our learned method sees an increase in
velocity outliers by 0.2%, all the while tracking more objects.

D. Impact of Recurrent Networks

We implement two learned network architectures for our
learned association and tracker. For the recurrent network,
we train on truncated sequences of length 20. We compare
the performance of a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to
a feedforward Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) in Table II.
While both networks outperform classical association meth-
ods, we see a small increase in performance with the
recurrent network.

E. Ablation on Joint Association-State Estimation

To understand the impact of jointly learning association
and state estimation, we trained a recurrent and a feed-
forward network with and without including state estimation
learning as a model output. The results are outlined in Table
II. We see that regressing the state information improves

Fig. 5. As the number of pedestrians in a scene grows, our method is
increasingly more effective at reducing velocity outliers than engineered
methods. Analysis was performed on over 900 scenes bucketed by the
number of pedestrians across a 25s interval, with each bucket including
at least 20 scenes.

performance for both network architectures. Further, we
investigate how the model’s learned state compares with the
filtered IMM state. We see that while the model’s learned
state produces fewer velocity outliers, its average velocity
and MOTA are worse compared to using the IMM, which
motivates our hybrid method.

F. Ablation on Score Regression

We evaluate the effectiveness of learning both an asso-
ciation probability and a score, as discussed in Section III,
in Table III. For the probability only model, we break ties
between candidate detections based on the higher probability.
For the score only model, we considered all scores below
0.1 as candidate associations. Based on the results, we see
that neither breaking ties with the probability or thresholding
based on the score perform better than explicitly learning a
probability and a score.

G. Impact of Pedestrian Density

In dense crowds, a mis-association can cause a tracked
object to have poor velocity estimates, which degrades
system performance. Fig. 5 examines the performance of
SDVTracker as the number of pedestrians in a scene is
increased in terms of ID switches and velocity outliers. As
pedestrian density increases, our proposed method performs
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Fig. 6. (left) Classical Mahalanobis association and tracking. (right) SDVTracker, our system for learned association and tracking, which shows fewer
velocity outliers. Circles represent tracked VRUs and orange vectors represent velocity estimates. See attached supplemental material for video versions.

better than hand-engineered association on both metrics. In
scenes with 100+ pedestrians, the learned model reduces
poor velocity estimates by 45%, demonstrating our learned
model approach scales better than classical methods.

H. Runtime Performance

We show the runtime performance of the system in Fig. 7,
evaluated on a four core Intel i7 CPU and a NVIDIA RTX
2080Ti GPU. We see that model runs under 5 ms for 500
actors on a CPU and under 3 ms on a GPU. It is interesting
to note that for scenes with less than 100 VRUs, it is faster
to run on CPU than using a dedicated GPU.

I. Qualitative Performance

Fig. 6 shows representative output of the classical Maha-
lanobis association and tracking compared to SDVTracker
on a typical scene with VRUs. We see fewer velocity
outliers, which yields better self-driving vehicle performance.
Please refer to the provided supplemental video to see the
SDVTracker in operation.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented SDVTracker, a method for learning multi-
class object-detection association and motion state estima-
tion. We demonstrate that this algorithm improves tracking
performance in a variety of metrics. In addition, we introduce
new tracking metrics important in self-driving applications
that measure the quality of the velocity estimates and show
that SDVTracker significantly outperforms the compared
methods. Furthermore, we demonstrate that SDVTracker
generalizes to multiple sensor modalities, increasing recall
with the addition of the camera sensing modality. Finally,
we show this method is able to handle scenes of 100 actors
under 2.5 ms, making it suitable for operation in real-time
applications.

The performance of the learned state obtained directly
from the LSTM was similar to the one obtained by the IMM,
opening a door for new experiments to potentially remove the
IMM from the algorithm while maintaining the performance.
We plan to also augment the algorithm to learn the object
life policy, controlling when to birth new objects and reap

old ones. Finally, we further plan to extend SDVTracker by
adding additional sensors, such as RADAR, to the system.

Fig. 7. Model inference runtime on CPU and GPU as a function of the
number of actors in a scene. The model scales approximately linearly with
the number of actors and for a typical scene with 100 actors runs under 2.5
ms on CPU.
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Situation Awareness at Autonomous Vehicle Handover: Preliminary
Results of a Quantitative Analysis

Tamás D. Nagy1,2, Dániel A. Drexler1, Nikita Ukhrenkov1, Árpád Takács1 and Tamás Haidegger1,3

Abstract— Enforcing system level safety is a key research
domain within self-driving technology. Current general develop-
ment efforts aim for Level 3+ autonomy, where the vehicle con-
trols both lateral and longitudinal motion of the dynamic driv-
ing task, while the driver is permitted to divert their attention,
as long as she/he is able to react properly to a handover request
initiated by the vehicle. Consequently, situation awareness of
the human driver has become one of the most important metrics
of handover safety. In this paper, the preliminary results of a
user study are presented to quantitatively evaluate emergency
handover performance, using custom-designed experimental
setup, built upon the Master Console of the da Vinci Surgical
System and the CARLA driving simulator. The measured
control signals and the questionnaire filled out by participants
were analyzed to gain further knowledge on the situation
awareness of drivers during handover at Level 3 autonomy. The
supporting, custom open-source platform developed is available
at https://github.com/ABC-iRobotics/dvrk_carla.

Index terms—Autonomous Vehicle Safety, Self-driving, Situ-
ation Awareness, Driving Simulator, Hand-over.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous driving technologies are on the rise world-
wide, aiming to increase road safety in general. However,
significant system and human failures have happened in the
near past, indicating that the underlying technology and reg-
ulations are still just evolving [1]. The Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) provided the most recognized scale for
the levels of automation in the case of self-driving [2], a
classification that is often used in different research domains
as well [3], [4]. These Levels of Autonomy are:

• L0: no autonomy
• L1: user assistance
• L2: partial automation
• L3: conditional automation
• L4: high automation
• L5: full automation.
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At L3 (conditional automation), most of the essential
driving functions are automated, however, the driver should
be ready to take control whenever it is necessary. Hazardous
situations are typical sources of this transfer of control,
when the automated system cannot handle the situation,
and thus it notifies the user to resolve it. In the case of
L3, safety considerations are crucial: due to the fact that
most of the functions are automated, the driver can easily
be distracted, unfocused and bored, while a smooth transfer
of control requires constant attention from the user. Further-
more, drivers usually over-trust the system, causing lower
level of Situation Awareness (SA) [1], [5]. One solution for
this problem chosen by manufacturers is to implement higher
level of automation directly (L4+), without these restricting
conditions. Another, technically more feasible approach is
to maintan high SA; the driver has a constant task to
perform, such as handling the pedals solely, while it means
retrogression in technology.

In driving automation, the term “handover” refers to
taking back the control from the vehicle, and “takeover”
(time) indicates the necessary timeframe in witch it actually
happens [6]. Takeover is typically between 1.9 and 25.7
seconds in non-critical cases, however, it may get prolonged
under critical conditions [7]. Takeover can be estimated from
a control system model introduced in [8].

Situation Awareness is a key factor of driving safety
(especially at L2 and L3). SA is defined on 3 levels based
on the cognitive understanding of the (past–present–future)
environment [9], [10]:

• Level 1 SA: Perception of the environment;
• Level 2 SA: Comprehension of the current situation;
• Level 3 SA: Projection of future status.
SA can be categorized into the following classes: spatial

(locations), identity (salient objects), temporal, goal and
system awareness (Fig. 1).

In this paper, we introduce an SA experiment, which
examines the handover in emergency situations. In order
to simulate these emergencies, we used a widely available
driving simulator, CARLA1 and the Master Console of the
da Vinci Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale,
CA). We studied seven subjects’ handover performance un-
der critical conditions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The da Vinci Surgical System was originally devel-
oped for the purpose of robot-assisted minimally inva-

1http://carla.org/
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sive surgery [11]. Its human–machine interface is versatile
enough to be used for the purpose of self-driving handover
experiments. The head-in type stereo display is an excellent
tool to control and monitor the driver’s attention—just like
the surgeon’s attention in the conventional, clinical use.
When the driver’s head is not inserted, they are not able to see
the simulation, and likewise, when their head is inserted, no
external visual disturbances may pass into their field of view.
Furthermore, thanks to the built-in photogates, the insertion
of the head into the display area can be easily detected. The
Master Tool Manipulators (MTMs) of the da Vinci Master
Console, as well as the foot pedals were tailored to offer
similar functionality to the steering wheel and foot pedals of
a car [12].

The implemented system (Fig. 2) was built upon two
mayor open-source software components: the Da Vinci Re-
search Kit (DVRK) [13] and the CARLA Simulator [14].
The MTMs of the Master Console mimic the behavior of a
steering wheel, relying on the impedance control built into
the DVRK; the built-in head sensor is also interfaced to
the control PC through the DVRK platform; the foot pedals
extended with Hall effect sensors are connected using an
Arduino board (Arduino Co., Somerville, MA) [15], sending
the measured values to a Robot Operating System2 (ROS)
environment; the stereo display is connected to the PC using
DVI interface. The control PC runs the cisst-component [16]
to interface DVRK—and so do the MTMs and the head
sensor—to ROS and the CARLA server, responsible for
the simulation. Moreover, a ROS node sets the gains of
the impedance control dynamically, and a CARLA client
forwards the control values to the CARLA server and sends
the stereo video stream to the displays.

The MTMs of the da Vinci are programmable using the
open-source DVRK platform [16], which is based on the
highly modular ROS, used widely in robotics research [17].
At the tips of the MTMs, 3D printed wheel segments were
fixed (Fig. 3). The motion of this DVRK steering wheel is
restricted to a circular trajectory around a virtual center point
using the built-in impedance control of the DVRK [12], and

2https://www.ros.org/

Fig. 1. Hierarchical representation of Situation Awareness (SA) in
self-driving vehicles. For every level of autonomy(L2 Advanced Driver-
Assistance System (ADAS), L3 Partial Automation and L4 High Automa-
tion), the quantitative metrics must fulfill the requirements for each category.

the steering angle value is interfaced to the CARLA client
over ROS (Fig. 2).

The usage of the foot pedals of the da Vinci Master
Console for the driving experiments was an obvious choice.
However, those pedals offer simple binary output by de-
fault. To get continuous reading, the pedals were completed
with Hall effect sensors and small-sized magnets, connected
to the PC using an Arduino board, serving as accelera-
tor and break pedals. The sensor values were read using
the rosserial_arduino package, and were forwarded
through ROS topics towards the CARLA client (Fig. 2).

The two displays of the da Vinci—serving as stereo dis-
play pair—have been replaced with LCD screens to enhance
image quality—, which is a commonly used enhancement of
the DVRK platform. These screens were connected to the PC
over DVI to provide the stereo video stream to the driver. The
head-in type display allowed attention control for the drivers,
as they were not aware of the environment and the simulator
at the same time. Moreover, using the built-in photogates
of the console, the insertion of the driver’s head was also
monitored. The signal of the photogates was forwarded to a
ROS topic through one of the DVRK controllers (Fig. 2).

The CARLA Simulator was chosen to be used in the
experiment; this open-source driving simulator is used widely
in the research of autonomous driving, furthermore, it offers
built-in scenarios, autopilot and ROS communication [14].
The CARLA Server offers the core of the simulation, while a
CARLA client forwards the steering angle and pedals values
form ROS using Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). Moreover,
it defines the two cameras to ensure stereo vision (Fig. 2.),
forwarding the video stream to the display of the da Vinci
Master Console.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

In the experiments, it was our aim to model hand-over pro-
cesses at L3 autonomy during emergencies. Each individual
experiment was divided into 8 successive scenarios, none of
the subjects participated in more than one experiment. Before
each experiment, the subjects had one minute to practice
driving in the simulator.

Every scenario started by the car driving autonomously,
while the subject was instructed to type a text message
on a smartphone, and not to insert her/his head into the
simulator display nor pay attention to it. After 40–60 seconds
of autonomous driving the system raised an emergency audio
alarm and yielded the control to the human subject. This
time delay was randomly chosen for the 8 scenarios at
the beginning of the experiment, and was the same for
each subject. This way, despite subjects would not expect
the alarm at the same time instant, the results remained
comparable between subjects. Then, the subjects had to take
control of the vehicle and tried to solve the traffic situation.
The subjects were also instructed that unnecessary braking
(e.g., in the case of false alarm, see below) was unwanted
and inflicted penalty. Each of the the 8 emergency scenarios
happened at the same location on the simulation’s map, with
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the experimental setup. The display, the head sensor, the input manipulators and the pedals of the da Vinci Master Console are
used to create a handover simulation user interface. The Da Vinci Research Kit is used for control, while the setup is interfaced to the CARLA Simulator
via ROS components.

Fig. 3. The da Vinci MTMs with the 3D printed steering wheel seg-
ments, push-fitted and fixed by the built-in hook-and-loop fasteners. Using
impedance control, the arms are mimicking the behavior of steering wheels,
and rotate around a virtual axis.

the combination of the two states of the following three
conditions:

1) True/False alarm: A pedestrian was involved in the
emergency in all of the designed scenarios. In the case
of the true alarm, the pedestrian stepped in front of the
vehicle from behind a vending machine (Fig. 4), and
the car was about to hit him. In the case of the false
alarm, the pedestrian was moving on the sidewalk,
parallel to the road. This case could have also been

done without a pedestrian, however, we decided to
leave the pedestrian in the scenario because his motion
could also trigger braking at some of the subjects. The
audio alarm was always raised three seconds before
reaching the pedestrian’s location;

2) Car coming from front/No car coming from front:
To make the scenarios more challenging, opposing
traffic was added to the scenario at the location of the
emergency at some of the scenarios. In the case of no
car coming from the opposite lane, there were no other
vehicles on the road;

3) Clear weather/Heavy rain: To change visual condi-
tions, the weather was also changed between scenarios.

Using the three varying conditions above, the following
order of scenarios was compiled (the same for each subject):

1) True alarm, No car, Clear weather;
2) False alarm, Car coming from opposite lane, Clear

weather;
3) True alarm, Car coming from opposite lane, Heavy

rain;
4) True alarm, Car coming from opposite lane, Clear

weather;
5) False alarm, Car coming from opposite lane, Heavy

rain;
6) False alarm, No car, Heavy rain;
7) True alarm, No car, Heavy rain;
8) False alarm, No car, Clear weather.
In parallel to the scenarios on the simulator, the subjects

were also asked to fill in a questionnaire. Before the intro-
ductory driving practice and the scenarios, they were asked to
read and agree to a consent form; the data gathered was com-
pletely anonymous. Afterwards, some general questions were
asked regarding their age and driving experience. Following
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the simulation in one of the emergency scenarios.
The pedestrian is stepping down to the road ahead the vehicle from behind
a vending machine; the weather is clear with good visual conditions and
there is no traffic on the road.

each scenario, questions regarding the simulated event and
the details of the environment were asked to gain further
information on their SA. Furthermore, after each scenario,
they were asked to evaluate their own reaction on a scale
1–5. See the details of the questionnaire in Section IV.

IV. RESULTS

We measured the SA of the participants by asking ques-
tions about their surroundings. They got 1 point for the good
answer, 0 point for neutral answer (I do not know) and
−1 point for a wrong answer. There was a specific case
when they were asked about the direction of travel after
the accident scene, where straight and left was also a good
answer, although the road turned to left in a short distance;
in this case straight was also accepted as a good answer with
0.5 point. The evolution of the SA along the scenarios are
shown in Fig. 5 for all the participants.

We measured the takeover time as the difference between
the time of the handover request (alarm sound) and the
time of the first physical reaction (large change in steering
wheel angle or break pedal operation) after the handover
request. The car switched to manual drive as the handover
was initiated, thus by the time the participants looked into the
display, the car already started drift off the lane. As a result,
an immediate intervention was always necessary in all the
scenarios. The values of takeover times for each participant
and each scenario are shown in Fig. 6.

The takeover time for each scenario is shown in Fig. 7,
using a compact box plot. The circles are outlier data, dotted
circles indicate the median. The thick lines show the range,
where the second and third quadrant of the data are, and
the thin lines show the range of other non-outlier data. One
can observe a slight decrease in the takeover time medians
as the scenario index increases, which may imply that as
the subjects gained SA, thus their handover performance
increased.

The increase of SA can be observed in the slight increase
of general satisfaction in Fig. 8. The figure shows how the
mean satisfaction increased (based on the survey) during
different scenarios. The satisfaction for each scenario was
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Fig. 5. The evolution of Situation Awareness (SA) of the participants along
the scenarios.

acquired from the questionnaire, where the participants were
asked to rate their own reaction on a scale from 1–5 (1–bad,
5–excellent). The SA was also checked by asking questions
about the surroundings, which become more accurate as the
participants moved forward in the experiments. Fig. 8 shows
that polling the self-satisfaction might be indicative of the
SA of the subject.

The mean satisfaction of the subjects is shown versus their
mean takeover time in Fig. 9. The subjects could be divided
into three groups intuitively. The first group consisted of
subject 7, who had the smallest mean takeover time, and
the largest satisfaction. The second group was composed of
subjects 1 and 3, who had the larges takeover time, but still
high satisfaction. The third group was composed of subjects
2,4,5,6, who had relatively small takeover time, but also
small satisfaction. This shows that general satisfaction does
not correlate with the mean takeover time.

Although Fig. 9 shows that the mean satisfaction does not
correlate with mean takeover time, Fig. 8 and the answers
from the questionnaire show that mean satisfaction correlates
with SA. This may imply that SA has does not correlate with
mean takeover time, but this implication is wrong. Subject 1
had large mean takeover time, however, this is because of
the large takeover time in scenario #1, and as the SA of
subject 1 increases, the takeover times decreases (Fig. 6). For
subject 3, the takeover time was large for the first and the
last scenarios, but there is a weak decreasing tendency in the
takeover times, which may be connected to increasing SA.
The large takeover times can be associated with the unique
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Fig. 6. The takeover times of the participants in the 8 scenarios.
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Fig. 7. The takeover times in the 8 scenarios depicted in a compact box
plot: circles show outliers, dotted circles are the medians, the thick lines
show the ranges where the second and third quadrant of the takeover times
are (25–75%), and thin lines show the range of all the other takeover times
in the current scenario.

personal capabilities of subject 3. This alludes that using
plots like Fig. 9 for evaluation of a handover system may be
misleading due to the different abilities of the subjects.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a preliminary user study was presented based
on our objective human performance assessment platform,
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Fig. 8. The mean satisfaction (averaged for all the participants) for each
scenario. Satisfaction was asked from the participants after each scenario,
they rated their performance on a scale of 1–5 (1–bad, 5–excellent).
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Fig. 9. The mean satisfaction of the subjects and their mean takeover
times. Repeated scenarios’ outcome was averaged for the same subject. Two
subjects presented a certain self-biased behavior during the experiment. One
subject was arguably best.

built on DVRK and CARLA Simulator. The system was
used to evaluate the handover process during emergency
situations of autonomous driving at L3. The user trial,
including a questionnaire, was conducted on 7 test subjects,
in 8 successive scenarios. We found the resulting takeover
times on the simulator to be concordant with the values
described in the literature, which projects that our results
in the simulated environment can be translated into real life
situations. It was observed the slight decrease of takeover
time over the successive scenarios, which may imply the
increasing Situation Awareness of the test subjects. The SA
scoring, based on the questionnaire, shows an increasing
tendency during the scenarios, that, similarly to the takeover
time, implies the gaining of SA of the subjects. However,
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the results of the rating of the subjects’ own performance
from the questionnaire, which should also be closely related
to SA, do not seem to correlate with the takeover time.
This contradiction is possibly originating from the subjective
nature of this question of the questionnaire. In the upcoming
user studies, with a greater number of subjects and improved
scenarios, these questions might be answered with higher
certainty.

The open-source implementation of the platform
is available on GitHub at https://github.com/
ABC-iRobotics/dvrk_carla.
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Abstract—Autonomous surveying systems for agricultural ap-
plications are becoming increasingly important. Currently, most
systems are remote-controlled or relying on a single global
map representation. Over the last years, several use-case-specific
representations for path and action planning in different contexts
have been proposed. However, solely relying on fixed represen-
tations and action schemes limits the flexibility of autonomous
systems. Especially in agriculture, the surroundings in which
autonomous systems are deployed, may change rapidly during
vegetation periods, and the complexity of the environment may
vary depending on farm size and season. In this paper, we
propose a context-aware system implemented in ROS that allows
to change the representation, planning strategy and execution
logics based on a spatially grounded semantic context. Our
vision is to build up an autonomous system called Autonomous
Robotic Experimental Platform (AROX) that is able to generate
crop maps over a whole vegetation period without any user
interference. To this end, we built up the hardware infrastructure
for storing and charging the robot as well as the needed software
to realize context-awareness using available ROS packages.

Index Terms—Autonomous systems, Context awareness, Nav-
igation, Path Planning

I. INTRODUCTION

To successfully deploy autonomous vehicles for long-term
autonomy in dynamic environments like agriculture, it is
necessary to take the current application context into account.
In agriculture, unlike classic indoor scenarious, the shape of
the environment may change rapidly. Hence, solely relying
on established gridmap-based solutions is not possible. De-
pending on the time of year, the state of the crops, and the
field’s layout, more specialized solutions are needed. On the
other hand, established methods for simpler use cases are well
tested and understood, and might still be able to solve specific
sub-problems. To fuse the usage of classic algorithms and

The DFKI Niedersachsen Lab (DFKI NI) is sponsored by the Ministry
of Science and Culture of Lower Saxony and the VolkswagenStiftung. Work
by Wiemann and Focke Martinez is supported by the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research within the framework of the BonaRes programme
(grant number: 031B0684D). Work by Höllmann and Tieben is supported by
the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture within the experimental field
Agro-Nordwest project (grant number: 28DE103E18)

novel, application-specific methods, we propose to take the
geometric and semantic context into account. More specifi-
cally, we present an autonomous system called AROX for crop
monitoring, that is deployed on a real farm. In addition to the
mobile robot, the system consists of a storage and charging
facility placed next to the monitored fields. The storage and
charging station provides the shelter for the AROX robot (cf.
Fig 1). In this scenario, the robot’s objective is to periodically
take scans of a maize field without user interaction. To achieve
this, we built a semantically annotated geometric environment
model that is divided into different navigation zones. Each
zone exhibits different surface properties that require specific
navigation algorithms or parametrization. For example, while
driving and maneuvering within the container with the charg-

Fig. 1. Overview of the used hardware components on the AROX robot (blue)
and storage container (orange) for autonomous long term crop monitoring.
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ing station, the robot will use classic gridmap based navigation
and action planning algorithms for docking. While driving
on the field, it shall use polygonal 3D environment maps
for path planning and execution, which include trafficability
and roughness estimations derived from the recorded sensor
data as described in [1]. The main idea of this work is to
use the most appropriate specialized planning and navigation
method based on the semantic context given in the geometric
environment model. Although such an zone-based approach
is not completely novel conceptually, for future development
we plan to focus more on the integration of semantics for
reasoning. In this paper, we contribute the low level implemen-
tation of the technical aspects of such a semantic system for
robust navigation based on a semantic environment map. We
present the system components of the used surveying system
and the implementation of context-awareness in ROS, and
give a preliminary report on the current state of the already
realized components of the planned system as well as a proof
of concept for the proposed context-aware navigation scheme.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: First,
we present state-of-the-art algorithms and environment rep-
resentations used in our context. Sec. III presents the hard-
ware infrastructure implemented on the actual farm. Sec. IV
presents the implementation of the context-aware planning
and navigation system. Sec. V presents the current state of
implementation by means of exemplary application scenarious.
The final section discusses the achieved results and shows the
planned extensions of the proposed system.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous works like the one by Marder-Eppstein et al. [2]
describe the software components needed for robust robot
navigation. Many of them can be found in various implemen-
tations collected in the ROS Navigation Stack. The usual setup
for such an autonomous system usually consists of an environ-
ment map, which is often some kind of occupancy gridmap [3],
means for localization within such a map like AMCL [4]
for indoor scenarios or the robot localization package by
Charles River Analytics in outdoor contexts to fuse GNSS
position data with IMU and the odometry measurements. Path
planning and execution are typically divided into global and
local planning. Global planning typically involves the static
information about distant parts of the environment encoded in
a topological graph. Local navigation copes with the dynamic
environment within the robots sensory horizon. For each of
those components, various approaches and implementations
already exist in ROS. The system presented in this paper is
similar in that respect to these conventional approaches, but
does not rely on fixed implementations of the single planning
and execution components.

A. Flexible Navigation

An example for such a more or less static execution
stack is move base. However, more recently, Pütz et al. [5]
presented a flexible navigation framework called Move Base
Flex (MBF). It has been introduced specifically to address

the highly dynamic and heterogeneous nature of navigation
contexts, which may require highly different approaches to
solve the aforementioned sub-problems. The main benefit of
using move base flex is that it provides the possibility to easily
switch between different navigation approaches. It uses the
same software interfaces as move_base, but allows for online
reconfiguration and replacement of planning and recovery
movement strategies via a user implemented SMACH state ma-
chine [6]. In contrast to earlier approaches published by Con-
ner et al. [7], it avoids multi-instantiation of core components
and thus does not suffer from such computational overhead.

B. Semantic Context Mapping

Generally, maps for localization and navigation strictly rely
on spatial information. Beyond that, semantic meaning was
introduced early to enhance pure geometrical or topological
representations. Semantic maps add semantic attributes to
the geometric representation that allow to reason about the
environment. First approaches proposed a layered architecture
to fuse the different information domains [8], [9], resulting in
various modern forms of introducing context information to
maps by anchoring knowledge about objects, areas, and spaces
to the geometrical robotic map representation. This context
information is used to improve the performance in various
robotic tasks such as object detection, object retrieval, task
planning, navigation and more [8], [10]–[12].

However, these approaches regarding object localization are
confined to small-scale spaces and are usually limited to
small semantic domain models. In a more general and formal
approach, Lang and Paulus define semantic maps as a form of
hybrid map as defined by Buschka [13], combining geomet-
rical representations of an environment with knowledge about
the entities contained within the represented environment, their
classes and attributes, and the relations between them in a way
that allows inferencing [14].

Following this concept, we propose a way to handle het-
erogeneous navigation contexts derived from geometric layout
and semantic labels. In our setup, we use that information to
navigate on the farm and to switch between multiple, het-
erogeneous contexts requiring different localization methods,
planning algorithms, local planners and recovery strategies by
using a semantically annotated map and MBF.

III. (HARDWARE) INFRASTRUCTURE

For long-term autonomy in agricultural environments, a base
station is needed. In addition to the mobile robot platform, this
station stores required supply equipment and external com-
putation hardware. Furthermore, the overall hardware must
be protected from unauthorized access and extreme weather
conditions. In our setup, a 3.7m×2.55m×2.1m container is
used as base station. The so-called RYTLE HUB is mobile, so
it is possible to transport all parts as a ready-to-operate system.
Access through two electrical sliding gates is authorized with
Bluetooth beacons. Via a mechanically fold-out ramp, the
robot can reach the inductive charging station. Power supply
is provided by a battery system or common line voltage. This
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is required to operate the multi-band RTK GNSS reference
station. For data exchange between base and robot, a high
range WiFi network with 100 meter range is provided by the
container. This is also used to transmit correction data from
the RTK reference station to the rover. In addition to this WiFi
network, both are equipped with a LTE modem to connect to
the internet.

The AROX robot is a two-axes mobile platform based
on an Innok Heros1. For pose estimation, sensor data
from IMU, odometry and RTK GNSS are fused using the
robot localization ROS package. Besides these sensors for
dead-reckoning, two laser scanners, located at the front and
rear of the platform, are used for collision avoidance and local-
ization. For crop monitoring and environment mapping, a high
resolution 3D laser scanner with co-calibrated hyperspectral or
RGB-camera is used. The entire equipment of the base station
and the AROX robot is shown in Fig. 1.

IV. CONTEXT-AWARE NAVIGATION AND PLANNING

Our approach to deal with the rapidly changing and highly
variable environment in agricultural environments is context-
aware navigation and planning. Currently, we model the con-
textual data manually. The spatial dimension of each context
is defined using geo-referenced polygons which can be asso-
ciated with semantic labels. Additionally, we define specific
waypoints, where the robot can switch from one context to
another.

For example, one zone is the container. The corresponding
semantic information is that the robot must navigate carefully
and accurately due to the confined space. For this, the robot
uses classic gridmap-based navigation and action planning.
Another zone is the grass area in front of the container where
the robot can navigate faster and less accurately. For this the
robot uses a polygonal 3D environment map, that encodes the
trafficability of the rough surfaces [1]. An example of such a
waypoint is the gate that separates the container and the grass
area as shown in Fig. 2.

A. Waypoint Server

The waypoint server takes the created zones and waypoints
to build a topological graph. This graph includes all waypoints
as vertices and inserts edges between all waypoints belonging
to the same zone. Each waypoint is associated with both
zones it connects. For each zone, the waypoint server stores
the corresponding path planner, controller, recovery behaviors,
and environment representation, and computes the locomotion
costs for every edge in the graph. To query the waypoint server
for the shortest path between pose A and pose B, both poses
are first added as temporary vertices. Subsequently, edges
are created to connect both of the new vertices to all other
waypoints belonging to the same zones, and the locomotion
costs for these edges are computed. If both poses belong to the
same zone, a direct edge between them is also created. In this
temporary extended graph, the shortest path from A to B is

1https://www.innok-robotics.de/en/products/heros

Fig. 2. A schematic map with waypoints and semantic associations.

Fig. 3. The SMACH state machine for path decomposition.

then calculated using a shortest path algorithm. An exemplary
result is displayed in Fig. 2. The result of the query are the
edges between pose A to B including the contextual dependent
information of the traversed zones .

B. Path Decomposition State Machine

To provide an abstract interface for this process, the Path
Decomposition State Machine acts as an adapter and execution
layer for the waypoint server and the navigation components. It
is implemented as a SMACH hierarchical finite state machine
within an actionlib wrapper to easily integrate into the ROS
architecture of the robot as shown in Fig 3. Initially, it
will be instantiated in s0 by the action wrapper and given
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a goal pose which includes the geometric target pose and
a robot coordinate frame known to the robot within its tf-
tree coordinate frame. From there, it will request the current
location of the robot, ask the waypoint server for the shortest
path from this to the set goal, and transition to the execution
state s1. The retrieved path consists of a list of sub-goals
defined as tuples of geometric poses and parameters such as
the local and global planner plugin to be used, and a list of
recovery strategies. As long as the list of sub-goals is not
empty, the first entry will be removed from the list and passed
along the transition to the navigation state s2, which is a nested
state machine interfacing directly to MBF. When this nested
state machine terminates, the outcome will either be escalated
to the action interface in case of failure, or it will transition
back to the execution state s1 where the next sub-goal will be
passed or, in case the list of sub-goals is empty, terminate to
a success outcome.

C. Sub-Path Execution

The actual movement of the robot to a sub-goal is executed
by the sub-path execution state machine. For this purpose,
the path-decomposition passes a sub-goal to the sub path
execution, which is located in a zone together with the robot.
This zone is associated with a path planner and controller

names, as well as with a list of recovery behaviors as fallback
strategies. In order to be able to flexibly execute and switch
these sub-components of robot navigation, we use the MBF
package mbf costmap nav, which provides a MBF naviga-
tion server based on the well known layered costmap 2d
occupancy gridmap implementation. MBF is used as middle
layer in between the higher level state machine and the low
level navigation modules for planning, motion control, and
recovering, which are implemented as plugins. It allows to
load and run multiple plugins of the same type in a parallel
fashion, e.g, with different configurations and different names.
The actionlib interface of MBF allows to call path planners,
controllers, and recovery behaviors with an associated name
separately to support a high level of flexibility. According
to the MBF interface, the sub-path execution consists of the
three states GetPath, ExePath and Recovery. Using GetPath,
MBF is called with the dynamically specified planner plugin
name and the required start and goal pose parameters, as
well as optional parameters such as the distance and angle
tolerance to the goal pose. Based on this, MBF executes the
corresponding path planning plugin and returns the computed
path if the planning was successful, and a specified error code
otherwise. The called path planner is using the underlying
map representation to compute a path towards the given sub-
target which has been defined as action goal for GetPath. This
path is then used to call the controller within the ExePath
state, in order to move the robot along this execution path.
Using ExePath, MBF is called with a specified controller
name and a list of poses defining the path to periodically
execute the corresponding loaded controller / local planner
plugin in order to move the robot towards the goal pose.
The called navigation controllers manage the robot locomotion
with different implemented strategies. This way, the controllers
try to follow the given path while detecting dynamic obstacles.
In case of error or failure, the MBF transitions to aborted
and back-propagates the controller error code to the SMACH
task level execution. Depending on the outcome, different
strategies and recovery behaviors can be called in order to
resolve the problem, e.g., by clearing the costmap, rotating to
get an overview, waiting for an obstacle to pass, or moving
backwards to escape from a possible collision or local dead
end. However, when the robot reaches the sub-goal, the sub-
path execution transitions to the terminal state succeeded. In
cases of error, i.e., the controller failed, recovery behaviors
which are domain-specifically associated with a certain zone,
are executed by calling the MBF Recovery action with the
corresponding recovery name. If the robot is able to free itself
from a difficult situation with one of the recovery behaviors,
the task level architecture resumes to the sub-path execution.

V. APPLICATIONS

A. Demo Scenario

To show the capabilities of our planning system, we are
currently building an outdoor field survey scenario. Within this
test site, we plan to deploy the AROX robot autonomously in
specified intervals to monitor the development of the crops



TABLE I
THE DIFFERENT ZONES, DOMAIN-SPECIFIC CONTROLLER AND RECOVERY

CONFIGURATIONS, AND LOCALIZATION METHODS.

Zone Type Controller ID Recovery ID Localization

z1 container docking wait AMCL
z2 grassland dynamic green rotate GNSS
z3 field infield wait GNSS
z4 field infield wait GNSS
z5 grassland dynamic green rotate GNSS
z6 garden safety ctrl wait GNSS
z7 courtyard safety ctrl wait GNSS
z8 public road - stop GNSS

on the surrounding fields. For maize, we aim to acquire a
series of 3D laser scans with the terrestrial laser scanner every
week at specific poses to document the growth of the crops.
After the data acquisition, the collected data shall be sent to a
central server where it is processed automatically. Up to now,
we installed the container with the power charging station,
network connection, and GNSS RTK reference base. With
this setup, we are currently able to safely drive to specified
target locations using different controllers and representations
to take 3D laser scans. An exemplary point cloud created from
multiple 3D laser scans is shown in Fig. 5. A virtual fly-
through of that scene video demonstrating the high quality
the recorded colored 3D-point is available at our Youtube
channel2.

For the task at hand, we manually created a map of the
working area using digital ground models (DGM) provided
by the National Agency for Geoinformation and State Survey
of Lower Saxony (LGLN). Within this geo-referenced map,
we marked the respective zones in UTM coordinates to
allow localization of AROX using the installed differential
GNSS system. On top of the zone descriptions, we added a
topological waypoint graph to model the transitions between
the different areas as shown in Fig. 2. Each zone in this
map is associated with a certain controller, a list of recovery
behaviors and localization techniques. The different settings
and zones configurations in the presented environment are
shown in Tab. I.

The Controller ID column in Tab. I and Tab. II correspond
to each other and specify the callable controller name used
in ExePath. Further, Tab. II shows the used controller / local
planner plugin with the specific configuration. For our setup,
we use the elastic-band-planner (EBand) [15], the dynamic
window approach (DWA) [16], and a custom local planner to
dock the robot to the charging station.

B. Navigation Example

In the scenario shown in Fig. 2, the robot is located in
the garden zone z6 and has to navigate to a specific point
inside the northern field zone z4 before returning via z2 to the
container z1 for charging. As listed in Tab. I, the robot starts
in the garden zone (z6) with an safety ctrl controller. It uses

2https://youtu.be/HyhkOWYah34

TABLE II
LIST OF CONTROLLER CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARAMETERS.

Controller ID Controller Plugin Basic Parameters

dynamic green EBand vel x: 0.1 - 3.3 m/s
vel rot: 0.05 - 0.8 rad/s
xy goal tol: 1.0 m
yaw goal tol: 0.8 rad

infield EBand vel x: 0.1 - 2.2 m/s
vel rot: 0.05 - 0.4 rad/s
xy goal tol: 0.15 m
yaw goal tol: 0.25 rad

safety ctrl DWA vel x: 0.1 - 1.0 m/s
vel rot: 0.05 - 0.4 rad/s
xy goal tol: 0.5 m
yaw goal tol: 0.8 rad

docking AI-trained vel x: 0.1 - 0.5 m/s
custom vel rot: 0.05 - 0.4 rad/s

xy goal tol: 0.025 m
yaw goal tol: 0.05 rad

the DWA local planner plugin with a configuration sketched
in Tab. II to ensure an effective dynamic obstacles reaction.

When the robot passes the first waypoint into the grassland
zone z2, the controller is switched to dynamic_green. To
account for the available space and good driveability, the
EBand controller plugin is configured with a higher maximum
velocity and less strict pose tolerances. The last zone that the
robot passes through in the direction of the goal position is the
field zone z4 using the infield controller. Currently this con-
troller is based on a more restricted EBand parameterization as
shown in Tab. II, with lower maximum speed and tolerances
to the goal position, due to the expected high wheel slip in
the loose soil.

To return to the container z1 for battery charging, the robot
has to traverse the grassland zone z2 again as described before.
The waypoint to enter the container is located just before the
container’s ramp.

By passing this point the system will have to switch from
an outdoor multi-band RTK GNSS with fused odometry and
IMU data as means of localization, to AMCL [4]. Currently,
switching the corresponding ROS nodes have yet to be inte-
grated to blend into the system as a whole. As further future
steps we will integrate new path planners and controllers for
the infield zone and additional maps for the outdoor scenario.
Additionally, semantic annotation of the zones should be used
not only to look up predefined configurations, but also to
infer them using reasoning algorithms based on the well
known rete algorithm [17]. Another step to accommodate for
heterogeneous terrain navigation in addition to the 2D gridmap
navigation, 3D polygonal representations will be provided for
some areas, which can be used for 3D Mesh based navigation
as described in previous work by Pütz et al. [1].

C. Towards long-term autonomy

With the current implementation, we realized a working
prototype that is able to safely navigate within the modeled
environment across different zones. To achieve self-sufficient
long-term autonomy, besides robust navigation, an execution
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Fig. 5. Colored 3D point cloud of the data collected with the terrestrial laser scanner of the AROX robot. Color values are derived from the integrated RGB
camery. Annotation with hyperspectral data is also possible.

monitoring system is required to detect unforeseen events and
abnormal behavior of the system. For that, we plan to augment
the current environment representation with a fully symbolic
semantic model.

Having such a representation allows to use rule-based
reasoning to detect process states. In previous work [18],
we combined spatial representations like the one used in
this scenario, to monitor machine states and generate process
events in a maize harvesting campaign. For that, we used
our SEMAP framework [11] that allows to deduct qualitative
spatial relations with explicitly modeled semantic background
knowledge about the involved machines, used facilities and
process events.

The transfer of such a model into the currently developed
system is straight-forward and would allow to monitor the
current state of the autonomous surveying systems. In the
given context, such a semantic monitoring system allows to
automatically detect high level process states like ”charging”,
”driving” or ”scanning” based on the sensor data and semantic
environment model. On the other hand, abnormal or illegal
states could also be detected by defining simple rules like ”the
AROX robot should never be outside the defined zones”, or
”the robot should never start a measurement campaign without
having charged in the container before”. With an according
spatio-semantic model, these and similar rules could be defined
easily to improve the monitoring during the desired long-term
deployment of the autonomous system.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper we presented the first work towards a fully au-
tonomous robotic system in an agricultural surveying scenario.
The system is completely implemented in ROS allowing the
use of proven standard methods as well as more application-
specific algorithms and representations. The current state pre-
sented here serves as an extensible foundation to realize safe
navigation in dynamic environments. In future work it will
be combined with an actual semantic mapping framework to
enable more complex planning and execution monitoring, and
to increase the capabilities of the autonomous system.
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Exploiting Continuity of Rewards:
Efficient Sampling in POMDPs with Lipschitz Bandits

Ömer Şahin Taş, Felix Hauser, and Martin Lauer

Abstract— Decision making under uncertainty can be framed
as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP).
Finding exact solutions of POMDPs is generally computa-
tionally intractable, but the solution can be approximated
by sampling-based approaches. These sampling-based POMDP
solvers rely on multi-armed bandit (MAB) heuristics, which
assume the outcomes of different actions to be uncorrelated. In
some applications, like motion planning in continuous spaces,
similar actions yield similar outcomes. In this paper, we utilize
variants of MAB heuristics that make Lipschitz continuity
assumptions on the outcomes of actions to improve the efficiency
of sampling-based planning approaches. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of this approach in the context of motion planning
for automated driving.

Index Terms— POMDP, multi-armed bandits, Monte
Carlo planning, POSLB, POSLB-V, motion planning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sequential decision making problems in which the system
dynamics are uncertain and the system state is unobservable
can be framed as a POMDP. The POMDP framework
encodes uncertain and incomplete knowledge not by single
states, but by beliefs over all possible states. By optimizing
over a sequence of actions and observations, it considers a
very large number of possible future outcomes. This comes
at the cost of high computational complexity.

A POMDP can typically be solved either by performing
value iteration, or by Monte Carlo tree search. The latter
are real-time capable and are more flexible since they do
not require state discretization. Common approaches are the
algorithms POMCP [1] and TAPIR [2]. They employ the
Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) [3] bandit algorithm to
explore promising actions and exploit good ones.

UCB does not make any assumption on the outcomes of
similar actions. This is essential for certain decision making
problems, e.g. playing board games. However, many real-
world applications operate on compact, continuous spaces in
which the profile of outcomes are continuously differentiable.
Furthermore, the uncertainties present in the environment
have a smoothing effect on any discontinuity, if they can
be represented with a probability distribution whose density
is continuous. Such applications can benefit from Lipschitz
continuity assumptions on the outcomes of actions.

A POMDP solver can exploit the dependence between the
expected rewards of different actions by utilizing a MAB
that assumes Lipschitz continuity. Even though this would

Corresponding author: tas@fzi.de. The authors are with FZI Re-
search Center for Information Technology and Karlsruhe Institute of Tech-
nology, 76131 Karlsruhe, GERMANY.

substantially improve the efficiency of the sampling, cur-
rently there is no POMDP solver that exploits this property.
In this paper, we propose to utilize a Lipschitz MAB that can
work within the POMDP framework. We further investigate
whether the motion planning problem in automated driving
has a continuous reward profile by analyzing the dependen-
cies between actions in different scenarios, including edge
cases like collisions.

In order to highlight the contribution of this work, we first
provide background information on POMDPs in Section II.
Next, in Section III we focus on existing works that deal
with motion planning for automated vehicles by utilizing
the POMDP framework and subsequently introduce our
model, which shows several differences to existing works.
Once the underlying settings are introduced, we provide an
overview on MABs we benchmark in Section IV. We use
a modified version of the POMCP algorithm to efficiently
solve the POMDP problem, presenting those modifications
in Section V, before analyzing the structure of reward profiles
and benchmarking the MABs in the Evaluation section.

II. BACKGROUND

A POMDP operates on spaces of states S, observations O
and actions A. The state s cannot be observed exactly, and
therefore, it is represented as a probability distribution over
the state space, i.e. belief b(s). Transitions from one state
to another and their respective observations are given by a
transition and an observation model. Every time the agent
chooses an action a ∈ A and the environment transitions to
the next state, the agent receives the scalar reward r ∈ R,
computed by the reward function R(s, a). The action-value
Qπ(b, a) represents the expected future reward when taking
action a in belief b and following policy π afterwards.

The POMCP algorithm [1] applies Upper Confidence
Bound for Trees (UCT) [4] to POMDPs by iteratively sam-
pling sequences of states and observations. These sequences
are kept track of in a tree data structure of nodes and edges,
corresponding to states, actions and observations. Key to the
POMCP algorithm is the equivalence of belief b and history
h. A history is the sequence of actions and observations
that have been selected and observed by the agent, ht =
{a1, o1, . . . , at, ot}. When the initial belief b0 is fixed and
known, the belief is represented by the history.

One episode of the sampling procedure samples a single
particle and involves four phases: In the simulation phase
of POMCP, actions are selected by the MAB algorithm.
Based on the generative observation model, the next state
is determined. When simulation reaches a node that is not
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in the tree yet, the tree is expanded by the node and the
simulation stops. The initial value estimate of the new node
is done by rollout policy, which is used as an heuristic
in lieu of expanding the tree further. In the final phase,
backup, the encountered nodes are updated from bottom-up
in light of the newly gathered information.

III. MOTION PLANNING IN AUTOMATED DRIVING WITH
THE POMDP FRAMEWORK

In automated driving, motion planning has to consider
uncertain information such as the unknown intentions and
future directions of other traffic participants, or objects in
occluded areas. One way to consider these uncertainties is
to use the POMDP framework.

A. Related Work

POMDPs have been used in previous works to solve the
motion planning problem for automated driving. Bai et al.
[5] use the POMCP algorithm for planning in an intersection
scenario. They model the uncertain intentions of other drivers
and driving style. Although the POMCP solver is capable of
handling continuous state spaces, the authors used discrete
states. Brechtel introduces a POMDP solver that is able to
work with continuous spaces by learning a problem-specific
representation of the state space [6], [7].

The importance of considering uncertainties in the plan-
ning of motion for automated driving is shown by Sunberg et
al. [8]. They compare different planning frameworks based
on MDPs and POMDPs, which are evaluated on a lane
change scenario. The results clearly indicate the need to
take uncertainties into consideration. For the POMDP variant
the POMCP algorithm is enhanced with a technique called
double progressive widening [9].

Sefati et al. [10] also include uncertainties in the motion
planning for an intersection scenario. They consider the
unknown intentions of other traffic participants by inferring
the state with a Bayesian network model. To solve the
POMDP, the MCVI solver [11] is combined with ideas form
the SARSOP algorithm [12]. Their approach uses several
heuristics to guide the exploration through the action space,
though sparse, containing only three actions.

Bouton et al. [13] study intersection and pedestrian cross-
walk scenarios. They do not deal with intentions of other
road users, but focus on the integration of occlusions. The
action space includes only four or five actions, depending on
the scenario. The POMDP problem with multiple participants
is split into many problems involving only one other agent.

Hubmann et al. [14] use a real-time method for computing
solutions to intersection scenarios with multiple vehicles
with unclear intentions. They use the TAPIR algorithm and
consider an action space of only four actions. In a later work
they extend their approach to tackle occlusions [15].

B. Modeling the Motion Planning Problem for the POMDP
Framework

The POMDP framework requires model-based represen-
tations on which to operate. We closely follow the model

presented in [14] with some modifications to work better
with a denser action space.

1) Map data: We refer to a path and its accompanying
data as a route and denote it by ρ. Accompanying data
consists of the curvature κ and the reference velocity v. In
this way, we store every route ρ as a tuple of n points

ρ = (pi)i=1,...,n with pi = (xi, yi, li, κi, vi)
> ∈ R5,

where x and y are Cartesian coordinates and l is the distance
along the path.

2) States, Observations, Actions: We apply path-velocity
decomposition [16] to reduce the complexity and, therefore,
we plan acceleration along a path. The state s of a vehicle k
is given by sk = (lk, vk, ρk). For the ego vehicle the route
ρ is known, hence, we represent its state as s0 = (l0, v0).
For k other vehicles in a traffic scene, we have the combined
state s = (s0, s1, s2, . . . , sk).

Observations o are defined in Cartesian coordinates and
only contain information about k other traffic participants
o = (o1, o2, . . . , ok) with ok = (xk, yk, vk)> ∈ R3.

Actions available to the planner represent different values
of acceleration a. Throughout the rest of this work the avail-
able acceleration values are within the comfortable range
a ∈ [−3 m s−2, 1 m s−2] with equidistant spacing.

3) Transition model: The POMDP model is discretized
in time and the transitions have the timestep Ts = 1.0s. The
vehicles follow a constant acceleration model and the route
does not change. For the ego vehicle the route is predefined
and the acceleration input a0 is simply the action chosen by
the POMDP solver.

For predicting accelerations of other vehicles ak, we use
the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [17]. This model consists
of a free driving term aref,k that allows the vehicle to
smoothly adjust the velocity in case of deviations from its
reference, and an interaction term aint,k for avoiding colli-
sions. We saturate the resulting acceleration value with the
maximum deceleration a− and add Gaussian noise anoise,k ∼
N (0, σ2

a) to cover for modeling errors and uncertainties in
the behavior model.

ak = max(aref,k + aint,k, a
−) + anoise,k.

IDM may yield accelerations resulting in negative velocity
due to time discretization. In such cases, we calculate the
stop position from the motion kinematics.

4) Observation model: The observation model generates
a possible observation from a given state-particle. After the
transformation from path coordinates to Cartesian coordi-
nates, we add observation noise sampled from independent
Gaussian distributions.

5) Reward model: The terms in the reward model resem-
ble those of an ordinary trajectory optimization problem. All
terms are modeled as negative rewards

r = rcoll + rv + rj,lon + ra,lat.
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The collision term rcoll takes only collisions of the ego
vehicle into account

rcoll =

{
0 no collision
ζcoll ego vehicle collides

.

The criterion from [18, p. 223] is applied for the collision
check, which is performed during state transition. The cor-
responding reward therefore is a function of the current state
and the previous one.

We punish the deviation of the ego vehicle velocity from
a predefined reference with an asymmetric loss function

rv =

{
ζv (v0 − vref)2 if v0 ≥ vref
ζv log

(
1 + (v0 − vref)2

)
otherwise

,

with ζv being the cost scaling factor. We apply quadratic
cost if vref is exceeded and Cauchy loss [19] otherwise. The
asymmetric loss function is motivated by the assumption, that
driving slow or standing still might be part of an ordinary
solution to the motion planning problem, whereas driving
with higher speed is only acceptable in extraordinary cases.

The third term in the reward model rj,lon = ζj,lonj0
2

accounts for jerk and considers changes in the longitudinal
acceleration. The last term is the lateral acceleration term
ra,lat = ζa,lat

(
κ v20

)2
.

IV. MULTI-ARMED BANDITS

The general MAB is a sequential decision problem [20],
which proceeds in rounds denoted by t ∈ {1, . . . , T}. At
every round, the agent picks one arm a from some set of
arms A = {a1, a2, . . . , aK}, where K denotes the number of
arms, with the goal of maximizing the rewards it collects over
T rounds. In the stochastic setting, every arm corresponds
to a reward distribution, whose properties are unknown to
the agent. The distributions are assumed to be stationary, i.e.
they do not change over time. The MAB algorithm balances
between the exploration of unknown arms and exploitation
of good arms.

Several approaches have been suggested in the past to deal
with the MAB problem.

A. UCB

Introduced by Auer et al. [3], UCB is optimistic in the
face of uncertainty. Its robustness and practicality have
been proven in numerous applications. In each round t the
algorithm calculates the index

bt(a) = µ̂t(a) + c

√
2 log t

nt(a)
(1)

for every arm and then chooses the arm with the highest
index (cf. Algorithm 1). The first term is the current average
reward of an arm µ̂t(a). The second term is called the con-
fidence radius and is proportional to the upper bound of the
confidence interval of the average reward. The denominator
nt(a) is the number of times arm a has been played and
c ∈ R is the exploration constant trading-off exploitation
and exploration.

Algorithm 1: Upper Confidence Bound (UCB)

if t ≤ K then
Choose arm from {a : nt(a) = 0} at random

else
Choose arm at = arg max

a∈A
bt(a)

A more general case of UCB is the KL-UCB bandit
algorithm. It allows distributions of canonical exponential
family to be set for the reward. If rewards of the arms are
assumed to be Gaussian distributed with equal variance, the
KL-UCB index becomes equal to Equation 1, but with an
exploration constant of c =

√
σ2.

B. UCB-V

Audibert et al. enhanced UCB by including the estimated
reward variances σ̂2

t (a) [21]. In contrast to UCB, the vari-
ances of the rewards are not assumed to be equal. The index
is given as

bt(a) = µ̂t(a) +

√
2σ̂2

t (a) log t

nt(a)
+

3c log t

nt(a)
. (2)

UCB-V still has the exploration constant in the third term, but
with growing nt(a) the exploration constant loses influence
and the estimated variances are more strongly considered. To
be precise, the second term has

√
nt(a) times the weight of

the third term.

C. POSLB

The Pareto Optimal Sampling for Lipschitz Bandits
(POSLB) algorithm assumes the expected rewards to be
Lipschitz continuous and thereby improves the efficiency of
sampling by guiding the bandit faster to more rewarding
arms [22, p. 21]. Although Lipschitz continuity in the reward
function values is assumed, the set of arms is still discrete.
The expected reward function over arms is assumed to obey

|µ(a)− µ(a′)| ≤ L |a− a′|

for any pair of arms (a, a′) and a Lipschitz constant L.
The POSLB algorithm for Kullback-Leibler divergence of
Gaussian distributed rewards is given in Algorithm 2. The
algorithm identifies the currently best arm a∗t and calcu-
lates the KL-UCB index bt(a

∗
t ). The intermediate values(

λt(a, a1), . . . , λt(a, aK)
)

can be understood as the most
confusing estimated reward vector, which would make the
suboptimal arm a the optimal one. The Lipschitz assumption
is integrated into the bandit via the confusing rewards and
is adjusted by L. POSLB looks at the differences between
the most confusing rewards and the actual estimated rewards
and favors arms where the sum of the differences, weighted
by their visit counts, is small.

The algorithm runs with an increased complexity of
O(|A|2) compared to UCB.
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Algorithm 2: POSLB

if t ≤ K then
Choose arm from {a : nt(a) = 0} at random

else
a∗t = arg max

a∈A
µ̂t(a)

ft(a) =
∑
a′∈A

nt(a
′)
(
µ̂t(a

′)− λt(a, a′)
)2

(2σ2)−1 if a 6= a∗t

nt(a)
(
µ̂t(a)− bt(a∗t )

)2
(2σ2)−1 if a = a∗t

with
λt(a, a

′) = max
(
bt(a

∗
t )− L |a− a′| , µ̂t(a′)

)
Choose arm at = arg max

a∈A
log t− ft(a)

D. POSLB-V

While POSLB is able to consider the Lipschitz continuity
of the reward function, it does not make use of estimated
variances. Simply replacing the variance parameter σ2 in the
POSLB algorithm by the estimated variances σ̂2(a) leads to
poor results. Instead, it is advisable to shift from exploration
constant to estimated variances over time, like it is done in
UCB-V.

Equating the KL-UCB and UCB-V indices and solving
for the variance parameter leads to

σ2
t (a) = σ2 =

nt(a)

2 log t

(√
2σ̂2

t (a) log t

nt(a)
+

3c log t

nt(a)

)2

.

We then use the estimated variances and Lipschitz assump-
tion together and and call it POSLB-V.

The augmented variance σ2
t (a) is then used in POSLB to

calculate bt(a∗t ) and ft(a), instead of the fixed σ2. Otherwise,
the algorithm stays unchanged.

E. Continuous bandits

All bandits above need to discretize the continuous action
space. However, there are several bandit algorithms that
can handle continuous action spaces [23]–[25]. Other MABs
additionally assume that the returns of the arms are Lipschitz
continuous [26]–[29]. An overview is provided in [20, p. 40].
In every round they choose a new arm from the action space,
never sampling the same action twice. This prohibits the
usage of these bandits within the POMCP algorithm, which
needs to build a belief tree. The bandit in [30] can deal
with a large amount of discrete actions, but cannot easily
be utilized in a belief tree. None of these approaches is
compatible with real-time POMCP and, therefore, are not
investigated further.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

We adapt the POMCP algorithm [1] by modifying the
simulation, rollout, and backup phases.

In the simulation phase of POMCP, we compare
the MABs presented in the previous sections for choosing
actions.

In the rollout phase we perform constant velocity
rollouts for their minimal computational time.

We modify the backup phase in several ways. We use
incremental statistics [31] to calculate the mean and the
variance of Q-values

Qn = Qn−1 + η(n)
(
Q̂−Qn−1

)
, (3)

σ2
n =

(
1− η(n)

)(
σ2
n−1 + η(n)

(
Q̂−Qn−1

)2)
. (4)

We alter the learning rate η(n) = 1
nω by choosing a

polynomial learning rate ω < 1 instead of a linear rate
where ω = 1. As pointed out in [32], setting ω = 0.77
has superior convergence properties. We use the maximum
of Q-values as an estimate of the belief nodes value

V (h) = max
a∈A

Q(h, a).

The belief tree of the POMDP solver works only with
discrete observations. Therefore, we discretize the continuous
observation space in a data stream clustering manner: A list
of cluster centers is maintained and every new observation is
compared to the entries in this list. If the Euclidean distance
between observation and a cluster center is within a given
threshold, the observation is assigned to the first matching
cluster encountered in the ordered list. Otherwise, a new
cluster center is inserted at the end of the list.

VI. EVALUATION

We used two simple traffic scenarios "straight driving"
and "traversing curves" for initial testing and development.
For evaluation, we use two complex traffic scenes in which
interaction with other participants are required (cf. Fig. 1).
As the solution depends on the initial belief, we sample the
state-particles of the initial belief from the same probability
distribution. We assume that the distributions of position,
velocity and route are independent.

1

(a) Collision scene.

1

2

(b) Intersection scene.

Fig. 1: Traffic scenes used in the evaluations.

Collisions pose a counter-example to the underlying as-
sumption in this work: they introduce an abrupt change in
the reward and hence pose the most challenging problem.
In the collision scenario SColl we simulate the case of an
imminent collision. In the intersection scene, the ego vehicle
has to identify whether the other vehicles are on collision
paths and avoid collisions. We define two scenarios based on
this scene: the SI-Lo scenario and the SI-Hi scenario, which
pose low and high probabilities of collision, respectively. The
parameters of the scenarios are provided in APPENDIX.
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A. Q-value Function Analysis

If the transition model and reward function of the ego
vehicle are Lipschitz continuous, the resulting Q-value func-
tion of an MDP is guaranteed to be Lipschitz continuous
as well [33]. To expand the result to POMDPs, intuitively
the observation function needs to be Lipschitz continuous
as well. This is not the case in our model, as the reward
includes the binary collision term, rendering the Q-value
function discontinuous. We argue, however, that the noise,
which is present in the transition and observation model, has
a smoothing effect on these discontinuities.

In order to empirically analyze the continuity of Q-value
function, we accurately evaluate it in the root node of
the belief tree. We set up equidistant actions with ∆a =
0.05 m s−2 and thereby cover the action space densely. Then,
the Q-values of these actions are evaluated by conducting a
simulation run for each of the actions with 106 particles.
During a single run, the action in the root node is kept fixed,
whereas in the following belief nodes UCB is used to select
among five available actions.

To highlight the discontinuity in the reward, we evaluate
SColl without uncertainties (cf. Fig. 2). If the agent chooses
an action between −2.0 m s−2 and −0.2 m s−2 a collision
cannot be prevented. The step-like patterns emerge due to
discretized values of braking actions in subsequent timesteps.

−3 −2 −1 0 1

−1

−0.5

0
·104

acceleration (m/s2)

Q
-v

al
ue Collision term only

All terms

Fig. 2: Q-value profile of SColl without uncertainty.

Coarse and more accurate approximations of the Q-value
profiles of SColl are presented in Fig. 3. The coarse one is
approximated with 104 particles, whereas the more accurate
one is obtained by sampling 107 particles with 17 actions,
and doubled resolution of the observation discretization. The
Q-value profile converges to a continuous function. From the
more accurate simulation, it can be seen that the variance
is reduced. However, as a result of reduced smoothing, the
variance between successive actions tend to be higher than
the rest at discontinuities. This points out that the Lipschitz
assumption loses its validity for huge amount of samples
under low uncertainty.

The Q-value profile of SI-Lo and SI-Hi are presented in
Fig. 4. Both are very smooth and have the same underlying
shape, whereas the overall level of Q-values is less and
the variances are higher in SI-Hi, as a result of the higher
collision probability.

The continuity evaluation illustrates that the uncertainties

−3 −2 −1 0 1

-6

-5

-4

·103

acceleration (m/s2)

Q
-v

al
ue

5 actions, coarse, 104 particles
17 actions, fine, 107 particles

Fig. 3: Approximations of the Q-value profile of SColl.

−3 −2 −1 0 1

−6

−4

·103

acceleration (m/s2)
Q

-v
al

ue

SI-Lo
SI-Hi

Fig. 4: Approximated Q-value profiles of the intersection
scenarios sampled with 104 particles.

partially smooth the discontinuities. Increasing the number of
available actions increases the smoothness of the profile, as
well. Notice that we model uncertainties in the longitudinal
direction only. Considering the lateral position uncertainty
would further smooth the Q-values.

B. Convergence Analysis

A standard metric to benchmark convergence is to identify
the optimal action after a predefined number of samples n.
We use the mean absolute error (MAE) between the current
best action a∗n and the optimal action a∗ as a performance
measure.

We calculate a∗ by sampling 107 particles while employ-
ing UCB bandit. The observed Q-values still have stochastic
nature and hence, we perform Gaussian process regression
to eliminate the noise of the Q-values and to recover the
underlying function. As the profile of the Q-values is suf-
ficiently smooth, we use a squared exponential kernel with
length scale and noise level as hyperparameters. We estimate
the optimal action for every scenario and number of available
actions by evaluating the mean of the fitted Gaussian process
at the locations of the available actions. The results are given
in TABLE I in APPENDIX.

To perform a reliable analysis, we calculate the MAE over
multiple simulation runs m

MAEn =
1

m

m−1∑
i=0

∣∣a∗i,n − a∗∣∣ ,
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where m = 100 and 2 · 104 episodes. Given the ground truth,
we determine a∗n as

a∗n = arg max
a∈A

Qn(h0, a).

The optimal Lipschitz constant required for POSLB is
not known in advance. Overestimating and underestimating
lead to suboptimal performance. We use the mean of the
fitted Gaussian process and empirically select the Lipschitz
constant L = 2000 for these scenarios (cf. TABLE II in
APPENDIX).

Fig. 5 presents the convergence results for SColl. From
the figures, it is clear that for a low number of available
actions all of the bandits have comparable convergence
properties. However, as the number of actions increases,
POSLB and POSLB-V show superior performance. In the
case of 33 actions, the UCB bandits have twice the MAE
compared to Lipschitz bandits after 2 · 104 episodes. The
variants considering variances perform comparably. Another
obvious result is that none of them can reach zero MAE.
The value they reach is equal to the action discretization
∆a, as expected. Even though not presented, the results for
17 actions lay between those for 9 and 33.

The results for 9 and 33 actions of SI-Lo are given in
Figure 6. The results for SI-Hi are very similar to those
of SColl (cf. Fig. 5), as expected. Strikingly, the POSLB
bandit shows the slowest convergence in the case of 33
actions, and POSLB-V performs best. The poor performance
of POSLB is caused by misleading rollouts which point
to a different area of the action space to be optimal. The
Lipschitz assumption causes the bandit to select actions in
that area. By selecting actions with higher variances more
often, POSLB-V compensates the drawbacks resulting from
such misleading rollouts. SI-Lo resembles such a narrow case
in which the consideration of variances is advantageous.

C. Discussion

The results of the convergence analysis present the average
over m = 100 runs. We analyze the standard deviation of
MAE (σMAE) for individual runs of different bandits. The
results indicate that the σMAE values are comparable, whereas
POSLB bandits have slightly smaller σMAE then their UCB
counterparts. The results for 9 actions in SColl are presented
in TABLE III in APPENDIX as an arbitrary example.

Tree depth of a solution is an important indicator of the
quality: deeper trees consider longer horizons and are more
accurate. In Fig. 7 we compare the tree depth for UCB and
POSLB bandits for SColl with the same number of particles.
The bars in the figure represent the number of created nodes,
and the color scales represent the number of visits for each
level of the tree. It is clear that UCB has a greater branching
factor compared to POSLB, resulting in shallower trees. In
our experiments, other scenarios have verified this result.

Although the Lipschitz bandits have an increased computa-
tional complexity over UCB, we observed in our experiments
that their runtime is never longer than 10% longer. This
applies to the most demanding case of 33 actions. On
average, POSLB is 5% slower.
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(a) 5 actions.
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(b) 9 actions.
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(c) 33 actions.

Fig. 5: Mean absolute error for SColl, for different numbers of
actions.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present two important results. As a first
result, we empirically show that the uncertainty in the tran-
sition and observation models of the POMDP formulation
have a smoothing effect on the discontinuities in the Q-
value function, eventually allowing for a Lipschitz continuity
assumption.

We further show that the planning problem can be solved
with fewer samples by utilizing the continuity of Q-values.
By replacing the standard multi-armed bandit (UCB) with
one that assumes Lipschitz continuity (POSLB), considerable
performance improvements are achieved for higher numbers
of actions, especially in the early stages of sampling.

A further contribution is the POSLB-V bandit that is
derived from the POSLB bandit. Motivated from UCB-V,
it considers the variance of Q-values during the action se-
lection. Experiments have shown that considering variances
can be advantageous, in cases where the rollout policy might
be misleading.

Real-time capability constraints have limited the use of
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(a) SI-Hi, 9 actions.
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(b) SI-Hi, 33 actions.
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(c) SI-Lo, 9 actions.
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(d) SI-Lo, 33 actions.

Fig. 6: Mean absolute error for the intersection scenarios for different number of actions.
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Fig. 7: Tree depth of UCB (left) and POSLB (right) bandits
in SColl for the same number of episodes.

existing POMDPs to decision making problems with fewer
actions. With this work, we are able to accelerate the speed of
POMDPs with a novel tree expansion technique that exploits
the Q-value structure of our problem. This enables the use
of POMDPs for problems where multiple actions need to be
considered, such as in motion planning.

APPENDIX

TABLE I: Optimal action a∗ (m s−2).

|A| Straight Curve SColl SI-Lo SI-Hi

5 0.0 −1.0 1.0 −1.0 −1.0
9 0.0 −1.5 1.0 −1.0 −1.5

17 0.0 −1.5 1.0 −1.0 −1.25
33 0.0 −1.0 0.875 −0.875 −1.125

TABLE II: Estimated Lipschitz constant L (s2 m−1).

|A| Straight Curve SColl SI-Lo SI-Hi

5 1247 1847 1003 1241 573
9 1271 2157 1981 1345 728

17 1336 2280 2742 1453 787
33 1370 2246 1260 1432 1033

Bandit Number of Episodes

100 101 102 103 104 2 · 104 105

UCB 0.57 0.57 0.81 0.55 0.29 0.23 0.07
UCB-V 0.52 0.52 0.66 0.53 0.32 0.21 0.09
POSLB 0.49 0.49 0.90 0.55 0.25 0.18 0.00
POSLB-V 0.65 0.65 0.77 0.57 0.21 0.17 0.07

TABLE III: σMAE for 9 actions of SColl.

TABLE IV: Times until the point-of-conflicts with different
routes for the vehicles presented in the scenarios.

Scenario Vehicle Time-to-Intersection (s)

SColl
ego 2.11
vehicle2 2.71

ego 5.33 5.14 6.81
SI-Lo vehicle1 3.99 4.20 4.78

vehicle2 6.35 6.14 7.89 7.73

ego 2.66 2.28 5.63
SI-Hi vehicle1 2.78 3.23 4.52

vehicle2 3.42 3.05 6.21 5.92
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TABLE V: Parameters used for evaluation.

Parameter Value Unit

ζref 1 -
ζlon 35 -
ζlat 50 -

Ts 1 s
a− −3 m s−2

σa 3 m s−2

tc,min 1 s
tc,max 5 s
lgoal 15 m
lveh 2 m

lidm 2 m
Tidm 1.5 s
acmf 0.73 m s−2

bcmf 1.67 m s−2

σo,pos 0.2 m
σo,vel 1.0 m s−1

dthresh 1 m

ζcoll −10 000 -
ζv −100 -
ζj,lon −100 -
ζa,lat −100 -

ω 0.77 -
γ 0.95 -
c 10 000 -
L 2000 s2 m−1

droll,max 20 -
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Impact of Traffic Lights on Trajectory Forecasting of Human-driven
Vehicles Near Signalized Intersections

Geunseob (GS) Oh, Huei Peng

Abstract— Forecasting trajectories of human-driven vehicles
is a crucial problem in autonomous driving. Trajectory fore-
casting in the urban area is particularly hard due to complex
interactions with cars and pedestrians, and traffic lights (TLs).
Unlike the former that has been widely studied, the impact
of TLs on the trajectory prediction has been rarely discussed.
Our contribution is twofold. First, we identify the potential
impact qualitatively and quantitatively. Second, we present a
novel resolution that is mindful of the impact, inspired by
the fact that human drives differently depending on signal
phase and timing. Central to the proposed approach is Human
Policy Models which model how drivers react to various states
of TLs by mapping a sequence of states of vehicles and
TLs to a subsequent action of the vehicle. We then combine
the Human Policy Models with a known transition function
(system dynamics) to conduct a sequential prediction; thus our
approach is viewed as Behavior Cloning. One novelty of our
approach is the use of vehicle-to-infrastructure communications
to obtain the future states of TLs. We demonstrate the impact
of TL and the proposed approach using an ablation study for
longitudinal trajectory forecasting tasks on real-world driving
data recorded near a signalized intersection. Finally, we propose
probabilistic (generative) Human Policy Models which provide
probabilistic contexts and capture competing policies, e.g., pass
or stop in the yellow-light dilemma zone.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous driving has been more successful in highway
than in urban city mainly due to the simplicity of its driving
environment; absence of traffic signals, and more stable
interactions with other vehicles. Realizing fully autonomous
vehicles in urban driving environments is more challenging
for the opposite reasons.

One of the major differences between urban city and
highway driving is traffic lights (TLs). In urban areas,
especially in the vicinity of TLs exemplified by signalized
corridors or intersections, the motions of vehicles are mainly
governed by traffic signals. People obey the traffic signals
and properly respond to implicit rules imposed by traffic
lights. Examples of the implicit traffic rules include stopping
for a traffic light in a red phase, maintaining a proper speed in
a green phase in a free-flow situation. This is why predicting
how human drivers respond to traffic signals is the key
to the trajectory forecasting in urban area. The decision-
making, path planning, and control synthesis all benefit from
more accurate trajectory forecasting, ultimately leading to
successful autonomous driving.

Recent studies in trajectory forecasting utilize generative
models (e.g., variational autoencoders (VAE) [1] or gener-

Geunseob (GS) Oh and Huei Peng are with the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109 USA, Email :
{gsoh, hpeng}@umich.edu

Fig. 1. (a) The trajectory forecasting problem near a traffic light for the
vehicles with through moves is depicted. Given a sequence of past states
of a host vehicle (HV) and contexts (states of TLs, its front vehicle (FV)),
our goal is to forecast HV’s states under various states of TLs. (b) Three
example scenarios of the problem are described. The full list of the scenarios
is described in Table. I. We define ‘scenario G’ as a forecasting problem
when the prediction window starts on a green light and ends on the same
green light. ’Scenario GYR’ represents a forecasting problem where the
window spans over a set of green, yellow, and red lights.

ative adversarial networks (GAN) [2], [3]) or convolutional
& recurrent neural-nets models [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
The existing works mainly focus on accurate modeling
of the interactions among vehicles [1], [4], [5], [6], [10],
and/or pedestrians [2], [7], [8], [9]. Despite the important
role of TLs in the vehicle motions, efforts to understand
the dynamics between TLs and vehicle trajectories and to
quantify the impacts of TLs on the trajectories have barely
been made in the trajectory forecasting literature.

The less recognized impact of TLs in the vehicle trajectory
forecasting is elaborated in Fig. 2. Specifically, Fig. 2 depicts
an example which shows how the states of TLs affect vehicle
trajectories and how uncertainties in the states of TLs can
cause high prediction errors. Even for models that account
for the uncertainties in the future phase (it can either be
red or green) and output probabilistic predictions for the
two possibilities (either the phase remains red, or the phase
shifts to green), the uncertainty question still is not resolved:
precisely when will the phase change?

On the other hand, there have been efforts to model
the dynamic impact of TLs in the transportation research
community. However, there is no comprehensive model that
describes behavior of human drivers near traffic signals.
A few papers have studied specific instances of the dy-
namics but limited to a few simple scenarios; [11], [12],
[13] developed models for vehicles approaching a signalized
intersection (SI) and making complete stops in red light. [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17] proposed models for vehicles departing
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Fig. 2. A motivational example from our real-world dataset is depicted
to demonstrate how uncertainty in the states of TLs makes the trajectory
forecasting difficult. The sample is a 7s long RG scenario, where the first
2s is the observed history and the last 5s is the future. The goal is to predict
longitudinal position and speed of a vehicle for t = 0s : 5s. We define 0m
as the position of the vehicle at t = 0s. The distance to TL is then 13m.
(a) Given the history of the vehicle’s position, speed, and the red phase
observed at t = 0s, a reasonable prediction under uncertain traffic phase at
t > 0s that an existing method would make is to predict the vehicle to stay
put (pink dotted line). (b) However, in reality, the phase shifted to green at
t = 0.35s and the vehicle sped away as depicted as black line, resulting in
large prediction errors in both position and speed.

from a SI from zero-speed in green phase. These models
are either limited to specific instances of the problem, or
are not forecasting algorithms since they require parameters
like total deceleration time, final speed, which can only
be measured after a trip is complete. [18], [19] presented
prediction algorithms for the vehicles in highway and in
car-following scenarios [20] based on car models proposed
in [21], [22]. These models, however, do not describe how
human drivers react to the traffic signals.

In order to leverage rich information that comes from the
dynamics between TLs and human drivers and to apply it to
the trajectory forecasting problem, we simply utilize vehicle-
to-infrastructure (V2I) communications. By leveraging V2I
communication, one can access the future profile of the TLs
ahead of time, which resolves the aforementioned uncertainty
problem inherent to any prediction task near traffic lights.

Based on this simple but novel idea, we investigate how
the access to the future profile of the TLs can improve the
accuracy of the trajectory forecasts.

In this paper, we tackle a trajectory forecasting problem
described in Fig. 1. In order to solely focus on the impact
of TLs, the forecasting task is simplified to a longitudinal
trajectory forecasting with a front vehicle (FV) near a TL.
This setting assumes that the impact of rear & side vehicles is
minimal and no vehicle cuts into the lane that HV is located.

Our solution approach consists of two models which map
a sequence of states of a HV, its FV and the corresponding
states of a TL to the subsequent action (longitudinal acceler-
ation) that the HV takes. We name the models Human Policy
Models to highlight that the models return an action given
a state. Since the models are learned to mimic drivers, the
proposed approach can be viewed as imitation learning, or
precisely behavior cloning, as we work with real data (i.e.,
no access to environment) and assume that inputs are i.i.d.

The first model is deterministic human policy model
which returns the most-probable action and is designed using
RNN-based network. The second model is probabilistic
(generative) human policy model which outputs distribution
parameters and is able to generate trajectories by sampling
from the distribution and is designed using a RNN-based
mixture density network (MDN) [23]. Then, we utilize
these models to forecast longitudinal trajectories of the HV
sequentially over a time span using the system dynamics
(trasition function). For the training, validation, and testing,
we used 502,253 sequences excerpted from naturalistic (non-
obstructive, uncontrolled) trips from 50 distinct cars over 2
years at a signalized intersection in Ann Arbor, MI.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II elaborates on the proposed human policy models.
Section III describes the framework is used to obtain the
forecast trajectories. Section IV presents results using an
ablation study. Finally, Section V offers concluding remarks.

II. HUMAN POLICY MODEL

A. Problem Description

The problem of longitudinal trajectory forecasting under
various phases and timings of TLs (Fig. 1) is challenging due
to the stochastic reactions of human drivers. For example,
a driver may prefer late hard-braking approaching to a
red light, while others may prefer soft-braking. Also, the
reactions of drivers at steady phases (i.e., green (G), yellow
(Y), red (R)) are different from those at phase transitions
(GY, YR, RG). Another example is the decision making in
yellow light dilemma zone [24], where a driver arrives at
a TL at a high speed. There usually exists two competing
decisions; a driver could either engage in a hard-braking to
stop before the TL or pass through the TL.

In this sense, we break down the problem to six distinct
scenarios depicted in Fig. 1(b) and Table. I. The idea behind
this categorization is our belief that humans react differently
to various phases of TLs, resulting in unique trajectories. In
this regard, we argue that a comprehensive model should be
validated against all the 6 scenarios.
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B. Related Works

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing works
in machine learning community addressed this particular
forecasting problem (see Section I). In traditional transporta-
tion community, a few papers have discussed acceleration
models or speed profiles near traffic signals. [13], [15], [16],
[17] proposed polynomial speed & acceleration models for
vehicles departing from a SI from zero-speed in G phase.
[11], [12], [13] developed deceleration models for vehicles
make complete stops at a TL in R phase. However, these
models studied very specific instances of the problem, thus
do not qualify as comprehensive model. We classified the
available studies in Table. I.

TABLE I
Six distinct scenarios of the prediction problem

Scenario Available Studies
in Transportation Community

G
D0 (departure

from zero-speed)
ATL Newzealand(1990), Bham(2002),

Day(2013), Modified IDM(2018)

General None

Y None

R
A0 (arrival to
zero-speed)

Bennett(1995), Wang(2005), Modified
IDM(2018)

General None

GY None

YR None

RG None

We believe that a general model which captures the behav-
ior of human drivers in all scenarios described in Table. I is
crucial to accurate forecasting of human vehicles near TLs.
To the best of our knowledge, such model does not exist.

C. Proposed Model

The key behind modeling a driver’s reaction to TL is
feature selection and model design so that the reaction to
TL is well captured in corresponding state space. We first
introduce the model, define the state, and move on to the
explanation of the intuition behind the selections.

Human Policy Models are functions that map a sequence
of past states of a HV (XHV

t−τ:t := [dt−τ:t ,vt−τ:t ]) and a context
vector (Ct := [XFV

t ,XT L
t ,TODt ]) to a subsequent longitudinal

acceleration of HV (aHV
t ). dt and vt each indicates the

distance to the traffic light and speed at time t. Ct includes
state of the FV at time t (XFV

t := [FVt ,rt , ṙt ]) where FVt is
a binary flag which represents the presence of a FV, and
rt , ṙt indicate positions and speed relative to the HV. The
state of the corresponding TL at time t (XT L

t := [Pt ,Tt ]) is
defined as phase (G,Y,R) as Pt and timing (i.e., time elapsed
in the current phase) of TLs as Tt . TODt is the time of
day at time t. The intuitions behind the selection of the
input features (Xt := [XHV

t−τ:t ,X
FV
t ,XT L

t ,TODt ]) are as follows.

Distance to traffic light (dt ), Speed (vt ) each represents
the longitudinal distance of a HV to the TL that the HV is

approaching or departing from and the longitudinal speed of
the HV. They are essential in forecasting vehicle trajectories
near TLs. For example, a HV approaching a TL in red phase
travels slowly when it is close to the TL, whereas it can travel
fast when it is far away from the TL. dx > 0 means that the
HV is approaching the TL, and dx < 0 indicates that it’s
departing from the TL. We assume vx >= 0.
Range and range-rate (rt , ṙt ) represent the longitudinal
position and speed of the FV relative to those of the HV.
We assume rx > 0, meaning that the FV is always ahead of
the HV. Note, rear & side vehicles are not considered due
to the dataset availability. However, one can trivially extend
our model to include them.
Phase and timing of traffic light (Pt ,Tt ) represents the
phase of a TL (G,Y,R) that a HV is subject to and the time
elapsed since the last phase change (Tt >= 0). Tt accounts
for transient behaviors of human drivers at phase shifts. For
example, a vehicle approaching a TL in a red phase with a
small Tt , meaning that the phase just shifted to red, may not
be traveling slowly whereas a vehicle approaching a TL with
a large Tt is likely to travel slowly or fully stopped.
Time of day (TOD) represents the time of day as elapsed
hours since midnight (0 ≤ TOD < 24). TOD=12 indicates
noon. Macroscopic traffic characteristics including traffic
speed differ considerably depending on TOD as evidenced
in studies including [25]. The selection of TOD is an
attempt to incorporate the macroscopic trend of the traffic.

Due to stochastic and complex nature of human decision
making in driving, a simple analytical model such as a
polynomial or a physics-based model may not represent the
nominal or probabilistic behaviors of human-drivers near
traffic signals well. This is why we opt for data-driven
approach.

D. Dataset

The real-world driving data utilized in this work are from
Safety Pilot Model Deployment (SPMD), a large-scale con-
nected vehicle study conducted in Ann Arbor, MI [26]. The
vehicles were equipped with data loggers which collected
10Hz GPS signals including coordinates, speeds, and heading
angles as well as 10Hz front vehicles data such as relative
positions and speeds. While SPMD database does not include
any vision data (e.g., lidar, camera, or radar) nor the access to
all vehicles in the scene, it provides detailed TL profiles that
were obtained using V2I communication devices installed at
signalized intersections (SIs) and information about vehicles
in front of HV. To the best of our knowledge, no dataset is
publicly available that provides the detailed TL data. Hence,
we leverage SPMD for its unique access to the TL profiles.

In this work, we extracted 502,253 observations (samples)
from 50 distinct SPMD vehicles collected over a span of
27 months (Mar 2015 - July 2017) near the Plymouth Rd
& Huron Pkwy intersection. Each observation was synchro-
nized with the traffic signal states of the SI. In order to
reduce the noise in XHV

t ,XFV
t ,aHV

t , a least-square polynomial
smoothing filter was used [27].
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Fig. 3. The proposed policy models are described. (a) a deterministic policy
( fd : [XHV

t−τ:t ,Ct ]→ aHV
t ), (b) a probabilistic policy ( fp : [XHV

t−τ:t ,Ct ]→ Zt ).

E. Implementation Details

Both the deterministic ( fd) and probabilistic ( fp) human
policy models were implemented in Tensorflow-Keras. Each
model consists of a double-stacked LSTM which takes XHV

t−τ:t
followed by a concatenation with the context vector Ct =
[XFV

t ,XT L
t ,TODt ]. The concatenated tensor is then fed into

a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for the deterministic model
or a MDN for the probabilistic model. The MLP layer
outputs aHV

t whereas the MDN layer outputs the distribution
parameters Zt . As we model MDN using gaussian mixtures,
the MDN layer outputs three sets of the parameters: mixture
weights πk, means µk, variances σ2

k for N components. We
used N = 2 for the yellow light dilemma scenario. Models
were trained using ADAM optimizer.

fd is learned by minimizing a loss function Ld which is a
summation of mean squared error as described below.

Ld :=
T

∑
t=1

(aHV
t − fd(XHV

t−τ:t ,Ct))
2 (1)

fp is obtained by minimizing a loss function Lp which is
a sum of a negative log-likelihood.

Lp :=
T

∑
t=1
−log(p(aHV

t |XHV
t−τ:t ,Ct ;Zt)) (2)

III. TRAJECTORY FORECAST FRAMEWORK

Fig. 4 illustrates the proposed framework that consists of
two parts. The first part is an off-line supervised learning of
the policies. The second part is where we use the learned
policies in sequential prediction setting to obtain XHV

0:T (i.e.,
alternation of one-step predictions of the learned policies
and state transitions). The system dynamics (i.e., transition
function for XHV ) is given as longitudinal vehicle kinematics
with a zero-order hold, as described in Eq. 3 and 4.

vn+1 := vn +an∆ tn,dn+1 := dn +0.5(vn+1 + vn)∆ tn (3)

XHV
n+1 = AnXHV

n +BnaHV
n (4)

where An :=
[

1 ∆ tn
0 1

]
,Bn :=

[
0.5∆ tn

∆ tn

]
,XHV

n =

[
dn
vn

]
.

Fig. 4. The framework is divided into two steps. The first step is the off-
line training of the proposed models. The second step involves propagations
of the policies and state transitions to obtain vehicle trajectories over T .

Defining n = 0 and n = N as the index for t = 0 and t = T ,
the trajectory forecast over the prediction horizon t = [0,T ]
are obtained by propagating Eq. 4 from n = 0 to n = N−1:

XHV
N =

N−1

∏
k=0

AkXHV
0 +

N−1

∏
k=1

AkB0aHV
0 +

N−1

∏
k=2

AkB1aHV
1

+...+AN−1BN−2aHV
N−2 +BN−1aHV

N−1

=
N−1

∏
k=0

AkXHV
0 +

N−1

∏
k=1

AkB0 f (XHV
−nτ+1:0,C0)

+...+BN−1 f (XHV
N−nτ :N−1,CN−1)

:= F(XHV
1:N−1,X

HV
−nτ+1:0,C0:N−1,∆ t0:N−1)

(5)

where f can either be fd or S( fp). S is a function which
returns a sample aHV

t from the pdf. In case of 1D Gaussian,
Zt := [µt ,σ

2
t ] and aHV

t ∼N(µt ,σ
2
t ). τ,nτ each indicates input

sequence length in time and in the number of steps.
As described in Eq. 5, XHV

N is a function (F) of [XHV
1:N−1,

XHV
−nτ+1:0,C0:N−1,∆ t0:N−1]. The second term XHV

−nτ+1:0 is given
and the last term ∆ t0:N−1 can simply be predetermined
based on a required time resolution. Obtaining C0:N−1 at the
prediction time (t = 0) is the main challenge, due to uncer-
tainties in XFV

1:N−1,X
T L
1:N−1. A simple way to get away with

the uncertainties is to design a model to predict trajectories
(XHV

0:T ) conditioned only on the observed states [XFV
−τ:0,X

T L
−τ:0].

An example is a model with many-to-many RNN that takes
a sequence of past states and returns a sequence of future
states; which is a forecasting model that does not utilize the
future states of TLs. Fig. 2 showed how such model can fail.

This is where our novel idea comes into play. We remove
the uncertainties by utilizing the future phases and timings
of TLs obtained via V2I communications. With the access,
XT L

1:N−1 can be attained at the prediction time. The remainder
is then XFV

1:N−1, which is obtained using a variant of fd .
Specifically, we train another human policy model f NoFV

d :
[XHV

N−nτ :N ,C
′
N ] → aHV

N with C′N := [XT L
N ,TODN ] excluding

XFV
N from C (i.e., f NoFV

d does not consider FV). After the off-
line learning of f NoFV

d , we apply the aforementioned iterative
process on FV to obtain XFV

1:N−1 via Eq. 5 with f NoFV
d .
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Fig. 5. For qualitative evaluations, ground-truth and predicted trajectories are depicted for two 5s sample scenarios RG (left), YR (middle), and one 15s
sample scenario GYR (right). Four trajectories of distance to the TL (1st row), speed (2nd row) are shown in each plot and represent ground-truth (black),
predictions XHV

0:5s obtained using fd (Blue), f NoFV
d (Red), f NoT L

d (Pink). The 2s history XHV
−2:0s (i.e., part of inputs to the models) are omitted for the simplicity.

Once XFV
1:N−1,X

T L
1:N−1 are secured, the resulting trajectory

forecast XHV
1:N is obtained via Eq. 5. Since XHV

1:N can simply
be forecast using f NoFV

d , we conduct an ablation study
(elaborated in Section IV) on fd , f NoFV

d and the other
two models ( f NoT L

d , f NoFV T L
d ) which each represents unique

model where XT L and [XFV ,XT L] are excluded from C.
For the probabilistic human policy model, the probability

of the resulting trajectory forecast p(XHV
1:N ) can be estimated

using the chain rule of probability, which factorizes the joint
distribution over N separate conditional probabilities:

p(XHV
1:N |XHV

−nτ+1:0,C0:N−1,∆ t0:N−1) =

N

∏
k=1

p(XHV
k |XHV

1:k−1,X
HV
−nτ+1:0,C0:k−1,∆ t0:k−1)

(6)

As opposed to the deterministic forecasting where the
most-probable trajectory is obtained, a resulting trajectory
is a sample from a probability distribution. While we can
estimate the joint probability density of a trajectory forecast
via Eq. 6, the marginal probability of XHV

t needs to be numer-
ically estimated via sampling since the distribution parameter
Zt is obtained via an arbitrarily complex neural network
and depends on previous predictions XHV

−nτ+1:k−1. Thus, we
utilize Monte Carlo Simulation to obtain the samples (roll-
out trajectories) and kernel density estimation to approximate
the marginal probability density of the samples.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we discuss evaluation results conducted on
the dataset (see Section II-D). In Section IV-A, we present
the impact of XT L qualitatively by comparing the trajectory
forecasts made using the four deterministic policies and that
the utilization of phases and timings of TLs helps forecasting
trajectories more accurately. In Section IV-B, we discuss a set
of metrics to evaluate performance of the forecasts. The abla-
tion study in Section IV-C is designed to evaluate the 4 vari-
ants of our deterministic models ( fd , f NoFV

d , f NoT L
d , f NoFV T L

d )
by quantifying their performance using 3,111 test snippets. In
Section IV-D, we demonstrate how the proposed probabilistic
models can tackle scenarios with competing policies.

A. Impact of XT L on trajectory forecasts

As explained in Section III, we first train 4 distinct deter-
ministic policy models fd , f NoFV

d , f NoT L
d , and f NoFV T L

d . The
superscript specifies the context input C that the model takes
(i.e., CNoFV T L := [TOD],CNoT L := [XFV ,TOD],CNoFV :=
[XT L,TOD], where Cmode is the context input for f mode

d ).
Each model then produces unique trajectory forecasts per
scenario. Three scenarios (RG, YR, GYR) are sampled and
the four models are used to forecast trajectories. In each
sample, four trajectories are depicted to represent ground-
truth and 3 predicted trajectories each from fd , f NoFV

d , f NoT L
d .

The sample on the left of Fig. 5 is similar to the motiva-
tional example in Fig. 2. At t = 0, the driver was at a stop
at a red phase. A reasonable prediction that a model without
XT L

0:5s would make is to forecast the vehicle to stay put.
As expected, f NoT L

d (pink) failed to predict XHV accurately,
whereas the forecasts from the other two models fd , f NoFV

d
which utilize XT L

0:5s are close to the ground-truth.
The middle plot of Fig. 5 is a scenario YR where the driver

was cruising as approaching the TL (vHV
−2:0s = 15). Given

P0 =Y and that the vehicle was cruising, f NoT L
d forecast the

vehicle to maintain the speed, causing the prediction errors
to grow over time. The other two models fd , f NoFV

d which
use XT L

0:5s took account for the phase shift in the future and
accurately forecast how the driver would react to the shift.

On the other hand, the right plot serves as an exemplar
long-term scenario. A 15s scenario that spans a full cycle of
phases (GYR) is illustrated where HV was initially decelerat-
ing while approaching the TL. All models captured temporal
trends in the speed and predicted that HV would continue to
decelerate. f NoT L

d predicted that the vehicle would cross the
intersection, given P0 = G whereas fd , f NoFV

d predicted that
the vehicle would make a stop before the TL considering
the future states of TL. Indeed, the ground-truth is that the
vehicle made a stop before the TL to react to the phase shift.

As demonstrated, the impact of XT L is significant; uncer-
tainties in XT L can cause high prediction errors, especially
for long-term predictions. The results suggest that forecasting
methods may perform poor without knowledge of future XT L,
highlighting why the problem is critical. While information
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Fig. 6. A quantitative evaluation is conducted on the test set and depicted as boxplots for the six scenarios using the evaluation metric ADN. M1, M2,
M3, M4 each represents forecasting models with fd , f NoFV

d , f NoT L
d , f NoFV T L

d . The prediction window is T = 15s for scenario GYR, and T = 5s for others.

of TLs can be transmitted through FV to some extent, such
transmission is ineffective when (1) FV is absent, (2) FV is
present, but, far from HV, or (3) FV is present and close to
HV, however, the phase transition is imminent. The proposed
idea is a solution to the problem: utilization of the future XT L

greatly improves the quality of forecasts near traffic lights.

B. Evaluation metrics

We use the following metrics for the quantitative evalu-
ation: mean absolute error (MAE), time weighted absolute
error (TWAE), absolute deviation at the end of the prediction
window (ADN) defined in Eq. 7, 8, and 9, where X̂HV

k ,XHV
k

represents the kth-step forecast X and ground truth X .

MAE :=
∑

N
k=1 |X̂HV

k −XHV
k |

N
(7)

TWAE :=
∑

N
k=1(tk|X̂HV

k −XHV
k |)

∑
N
k=1 tk

(8)

ADN := |X̂HV
N −XHV

N | (9)

We used ∀k : ∆ tk = 0.2s, τ = 2s (history). For the scenario
with a prediction window tN = 5s, the last index N is 25.

C. Ablation Study

The goal of the ablation study is to quantify the impacts
of XT L on a large testset and to evaluate performance of the
four policies. The result (on ADN) is presented in Fig. 6.
The sample sizes are 688 (G), 1909 (R), 68 (GY), 81 (YR),
362 (RG), 32 (GYR), totalling 3,111 sample snippets. The
detailed results for the ablation study on all three metrics

(MAE, TWAE, ADN) are presented in Table II, III, each for
position and velocity errors. Note, scenario Y is not depicted
due to its short (and inconsistent) prediction horizon; we
observed that the phase Y usually lasts anywhere between
2.5s to 4s. The first 2s are used as inputs, which means the
prediction horizon for the scenario Y is only 0.5s to 2s.

As depicted in Table II, III, the magnitude of error is
as follows: MAE<TWAE<ADN, making ADN the largest
error. As shown in Fig. 6, across all scenarios, the two
models fd , f NoFV

d which utilizes XT L outperform the other
two models f NoT L

d , f NoFV T L
d which don’t take advantage of

the future phases and timings information. Interestingly, the
winner is not fd , but it is f NoFV

d , which performs the best on
all characteristics of boxplot including the 1st, 3rd quartiles,
the median, and the upper limit of the extreme points. Our
interpretation is that the exclusion of XFV from C increases
the prediction accuracy, due to the uncertainty in X̂FV

t>0 as
X̂FV

t>0 are predicted via another human policy model.
The numbers presented in Table II, III agree with the

results from Fig. 6 across all scenarios. f NoFV
d is the winner

for almost all metrics, or at least on par with fd . In summary,
the knowledge of future states of traffic lights significantly
increase the accuracy of trajectory forecasts, as evidenced
in the ablation studies: trajectory forecasts with the winner
model have roughly 1.5-30 times smaller (position) MAE,
TWAE, ADN for T = 5s scenarios (G, R, GY, YR, RG),
and roughly 9-150 times smaller MAE, TWAE, ADN for
T = 15s scenario (GYR), compared to trajectory forecasts via
f NoT L
d , f NoFV T L

d . This discrepancy in the accuracy becomes
bigger as the prediction horizon grows, especially for the
long-term forecasts such as scenario GYR.
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TABLE II
Ablation study on position errors with average MAE, TWAE, ADN. Prediction horizon is 15s for GYR and 5s for others. The lower a metric is the

better. The numbers from the best performing model are marked in bold.

Scenario
MAE(m) TWAE(m) ADN(m)

All NoFV NoTL NoFVTL All NoFV NoTL NoFVTL All NoFV NoTL NoFVTL

G 1.18 0.78 1.35 1.19 1.86 1.21 2.16 1.78 3.28 2.34 4.47 3.51
R 0.16 0.15 0.38 1.79 0.21 0.20 0.56 2.98 0.31 0.28 0.88 6.74

GY 0.53 0.41 1.26 0.82 0.77 0.54 2.06 1.31 1.24 0.84 5.01 2.59
YR 1.18 0.69 0.86 1.01 1.60 0.93 1.32 1.42 2.00 1.27 1.98 2.29
RG 0.17 0.14 0.22 2.28 0.24 0.19 0.31 3.80 0.36 0.28 0.50 8.53

GYR 0.445 0.445 4.11 32.40 0.567 0.568 6.82 51.16 0.694 0.694 14.65 104.81

TABLE III
Ablation study on velocity errors with average MAE, TWAE, ADN. Prediction horizon is 15s for GYR and 5s for others. The lower the better.

Scenario
MAE(m/s) TWAE(m/s) ADN(m/s)

All NoFV NoTL NoFVTL All NoFV NoTL NoFVTL All NoFV NoTL NoFVTL

G 0.70 0.46 0.97 0.75 1.02 0.65 1.41 1.07 1.48 0.94 2.28 1.51
R 0.005 0.005 0.17 1.44 0.007 0.006 0.22 2.29 0.010 0.009 0.29 4.10

GY 0.39 0.15 1.11 0.53 0.54 0.20 1.78 0.79 0.87 0.27 3.08 1.21
YR 0.367 0.374 0.53 1.01 0.47 0.52 0.71 1.42 0.59 0.69 0.89 2.29
RG 0.007 0.005 0.10 1.68 0.010 0.007 0.14 2.63 0.02 0.01 0.22 4.52

GYR 0.015 0.014 1.26 6.78 0.018 0.020 1.86 9.80 0.030 0.029 2.60 14.13

Fig. 7. A sample trip for the yellow light dilemma scenario. The left plot highlights the limitation of the most-probable trajectory. The right plot shows
that the proposed probabilistic models are able to forecast the two competing policies. The trajectories ∀t : p(dt)>= 0.01 are illustrated.

D. Probabilistic Prediction

The outliers observed (indicated as ’+’) in Fig. 6 occur
mostly from edge cases and competing policies. Examples of
the edge cases include a driver approaching a TL in P∀t = R
with high speed and executing a sudden break right before
the TL rather than gradually slowing down as it approaches
the intersection. Another example is that a driver in the
middle of the road in P∀t = G moving much slower than
the average speed of the traffic for unknown reasons. The
outliers occur from competing policies are exemplified by
the yellow light dilemma scenario where a driver can either
cross the intersection or stop before the intersection.

Fig. 7(a) describes a sample trip observed in our dataset
that represents the yellow light dilemma scenario. As shown

in the figure, the most-probable trajectory forecast obtained
via f NoFV

d predicts that the vehicle would make a stop before
the intersection, however, the driver crossed the intersection
even after the phase shifted to red.

This is where the proposed probabilistic models come in
handy. As the probabilistic model is capable of reproducing
multi-modal distributions, it captures the other competing
policy (cross). In addition, it is able to reason uncertainties
of the forecasts as the probabilities of the forecasts can be
estimated via Monte-Carlo simulation. Another advantage is
that we can generate (sample) possible trajectories as the
proposed probabilistic policy outputs both likelihood p(X |Z)
and prior p(Z); i.e., the model is generative.

We argue that the deterministic models are still valuable:
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the solutions are simple, cost-efficient, and easy to interpret.
They can serve as nominal trajectories of human drivers in
situations that can be approximated uni-modal. The nominal
trajectories can be used in a trajectory planning algorithm
which works with deterministic actors or disturbances.

For the scenarios with 5s prediction horizon, the time
to compute a most-probable trajectory forecast is less than
10milliseconds on a single-core personal laptop with i7-
6500U 2.50GHz CPU, and 8GB RAM without utilizing
a parallelization. However, it takes several seconds (5-10s
for 1,000 rollout trajectories) to construct the pdf for the
probabilistic forecasts on the same machine due. One can
significantly reduce the time via parallel computing (GPU).

V. CONCLUSION

Our work is the first attempt in the community to compre-
hensively understand and identify the impact of traffic signals
on trajectory forecasting near TLs. In this regard, we first
introduced the motivational example in Fig. 2 and defined 6
distinct scenarios of the problem. We proposed a novel idea
to solve the scenarios that leverages the future states of
traffic lights obtained via V2I communications. Specifically,
we proposed deterministic and probabilistic human policy
models to simulate state-dependent driver actions near TLs.
In the ablation study, we show that the utilization of future
phases and timings of TLs significantly improves the quality
of trajectory forecasts for all scenarios described in Table. I.

As no dataset is publicly available that has the detailed TL
data, interactions with surrounding vehicles, and the vision
data, our experiments were based on a non-vision dataset
with or without a front vehicle in the scene. Hence, a direct
comparison against state-of-the-art forecasting models [1],
[2], [3], [7], [8] is not made since the models were built on
the vision data and/or with the access to all vehicles adjacent
to the host vehicle (e.g., side or rear cars). Regardless, the
proposed idea and the proposed framework can be leveraged
by any work that concerns vehicle trajectory forecasting near
TLs given the access to V2I communications. As the results
suggest that the utilization of the future TL states could lead
to the significant improvements in the prediction accuracy,
we believe that it is worth building a large-scale dataset with
both the TL and vision data to quantify the influence to the
fullest extent.
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Semantic Grid Map based LiDAR Localization in Highly Dynamic
Urban Scenarios

Chenxi Yang1, Lei He1, Hanyang Zhuang2, Chunxiang Wang1, Ming Yang12

Abstract— Change-over-time objects such as pedestrians and
vehicles remain challenging for scan-to-map pose estimation
using 3D LiDAR in the field of autonomous driving because
they lead to incorrect data association and structural occlusion.
This paper proposes a novel semantic grid map (SGM) and
corresponding algorithms to estimate the pose of observed scans
in such scenarios to improve robustness and accuracy. The algo-
rithms consist of a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to initialize
the pose, and a grid probability model to keep estimating the
pose in real-time. We evaluate our algorithm thoroughly in
two scenarios. The first scenario is an express road with heavy
traffic to prove the performance towards dynamic interferences.
The second scenario is a factory to confirm the compatibility.
Experimental results show that the proposed method achieves
higher accuracy and smoothness than mainstream methods, and
is compatible with static environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

3D-LiDAR-based pose estimation is one of the most
widely used on-line vehicle self-localization methods in the
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signal denied
or disturbed environments for autonomous driving. Data
association from the observed scans to the pre-defined en-
vironmental map (scan-to-map) is the most critical step
for such approaches, and the association reliability mainly
determines the system performance. Dynamic interference
in the observed scans has been a long-term challenge for
data association in two aspects: (1) It provides time-varying
features not present in the map that lead to incorrect data
association; (2) It occludes extensive environmental features
that lead to data association quantity reduction.

In order to suppress such impacts, one approach is to
perceive the presence of incorrect data association during
the pose convergence iteration and thus eliminate dynamic
objects. However, this approach relies on the fact that the
correct data association takes the dominant effect so that the
outliers can be identified based on their significant distance
error. Therefore, it’s time-consuming and relatively unreli-
able. In this study, we focus on another approach, which is
to directly exclude dynamic objects from the observed scans
before data association. Our idea is to ensure the stationary
status of the data association candidates by introducing
semantic features. Such features should be widespread and
generally static in urban environments.

This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (U1764264/61873165).

1Department of Automation, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
Shanghai, 200240; Key Laboratory of System Control and Information
Processing, Ministry of Education of China, Shanghai, 200240
mingyang@sjtu.edu.cn.

2University of Michigan - Shanghai Jiao Tong University Joint Institute,
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, 200240, China.

Fig. 1. The semantic point cloud map (SPCM) used in this study contains
a sparse point cloud with only three kinds of static semantic features, which
are poles, facades, and road surface marks.

Yu et al. [1] propose a semantic alignment method for
city-scale LiDAR data by the data association limited to
six kinds of semantic objects extracted from two dense
point cloud maps. The features include facades, roads, poles,
cars, segments, and lines. Their method achieves higher
alignment accuracy than the mainstream methods. However,
these semantic features (i.e., cars) are not designed to solve
the challenges of dynamic scenarios, and a single scan is
too sparse to extract segments and lines. Their map-to-map
alignment method also faces a considerable gap to meet
the real-time requirement of the vehicle self-localization.
Inspired by their idea, we extract the static semantic features
of poles, facades, and road surface marks using a dense
semantic segmentation method [2]. Fig. 1 shows the semantic
point cloud maps (SPCM) generated in this process.

Comparing to the inter-frame LiDAR-odometry, it is more
accurate and robust to utilize the semantic information in
real-time localization based on pre-defined maps with global
consistency. However, there are several unique challenges
remaining for the scan-to-map localization of this study: (1)
The relative structural loss of the observed scan comparing
with the pre-defined map is much more significant than that
in inter-frame scans of the LiDAR-odometry; (2) Computing
efficiency is highly required to reach real-time performance;
(3) The pose initialization needs to be fast enough to com-
plete initial localization in large scale maps.

In this study, we propose a novel semantic grid map
(SGM) based on the SPCM, in order to improve the scan-
to-map localization by alleviating the aforementioned three
challenges. The semantic categories and the corresponding
probabilities are assigned to each grid. By projecting the
SPCM into SGM, we significantly speed up the calculation
while guaranteeing the robustness towards dynamic inter-
ference. We realize a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to
initialize the pose of the observed scan in the SGM. After
the initialization, we design a grid probability model to keep
track of the vehicle in the SGM. We evaluate our method
on an express road with heavy traffic. In both the pose
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initialization and real-time localization, the proposed SGM
and corresponding algorithms outperform the mainstream
methods in precision and calculation speed. We also apply
our method in a factory with generally static environment to
confirm the compatibility.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. Section III introduces the SGM rep-
resentation. Section IV describes our localization algorithms
in detail. Section V provides the experimental evaluation of
our method. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

LiDAR localization approaches based on pre-defined maps
can be classified according to their data association methods.

Point-based methods represented by Iterative Closest
Points (ICP) [3] directly associate the observed points to
the points on the map and get the result by converging the
point-to-point optimization functions. Normal Distributions
Transform (NDT) [4] transforms localization into a probabil-
ity problem to solve and increases the robustness. Deschaud
[5] proposed the IMLS-SLAM method to solve the data asso-
ciation problem by least-squares optimization and achieved
high accuracy on the KITTI database. However, the point-
based methods generally have poor real-time performances,
therefore not suitable for on-board applications.

Gird-based methods can improve real-time performance
by shrinking the map size. Levinson et al. [6] achieved a
centimeter-level localization accuracy based on the proba-
bilistic grid whereby every cell is represented as its own
Gaussian distribution over remittance values. Wan et al. [7]
proposed a similar method that is widely used in autonomous
driving projects. Yang et al. [8] relieved ICP’s local minima
problem by combining a branch-and-bound (BnB) scheme.
These methods can achieve high localization accuracy with
great calculation speed in low dynamic scenes. However, just
like the point-based methods, once the static correct data
associations don’t take the dominant effect, such methods
will also suffer a severe accuracy loss.

Feature-based methods are currently the mainstream ap-
proach. Such methods extract abstract geometric structures
such as lines and planes [9]. Generalized ICP (GICP) [10]
realizes a plane-to-plane strategy that adopts the covariance
matrices of the local surfaces to match with the point
cloud. The Normal ICP (NICP) [11] assigns local geometric
information of normal and curvature to the points to enrich
the matching dimensions to improve the robustness further.
LiDAR Odometry and Mapping (LOAM) [12], as one of the
state-of-the-art methods, extracts edges and planes with great
accuracy from the relatively sparse point clouds. Shan et al.
[13] proposed a lightweight and ground-optimized LOAM
variant that improved both speed and accuracy. Although
these methods emphasize the structure of the objects, dy-
namic objects such as vehicles can also form local structures
with strong consistency. Therefore, although feature-based
methods are more robust to dynamic interference, they still
cannot overcome the challenges brought by high-dynamic
scenarios.

Descriptor-based methods cluster the point cloud into
blocks and calculate the similarity between the observed
scans and the maps based on the geometric measurement
criteria. Dubé et al. [14] trained a similarity criteria. Lu
et al. [15] designed a deep learning network to learn the
point cloud characteristics and established the corresponding
descriptor. Both these two methods efficiently improved the
global localization performance, however, they have rela-
tively slow calculation speed and poor interpretability.

To the best of our knowledge, the semantic category is one
of the few (if not the only) features that can directly exclude
the dynamic objects from the data association. Compared
with the use of semantic cues in image-to-map registration
tasks[16], LiDAR-based scan-to-map registration is more
challenging due to the sparse information. Pole-like objects
[17], [18], [19] and road surface marks [20], [21], [22] are
often used for data association as their semantics strongly
indicate these objects are static. In specific scenarios, these
methods can eliminate the drawbacks caused by dynamic
objects. But, relying on a single semantic feature will often
result in a localization failure because of the occlusion and
lack of structure. As introduced in the last section, Yu et al.
[1] proposed a semantic alignment method that combined
multiple semantic features to achieve higher localization
accuracy. Parkison et al. [23] proposed a localization method
based on the high-precision semantic segmentation of the
dense point cloud. Chen et al. [24] computed semantic
segmentation results in point-wise labels for the whole scan,
allowing them to build a semantically-enriched map with
labeled surfels. The global semantic segmentation process in
these methods is time-consuming even on high-performance
processors, therefore, it is almost impossible for on-line real-
time applications.

III. SEMANTIC GRID MAP REPRESENTATION

To accurately estimate the vehicle position, sufficient
pose constraints from various directions and elevations are
necessary. However, due to the sparseness of the point cloud,
the static semantics extractable from a single LiDAR scan
is relatively limited. For high-layer and ground semantics,
facades and road surface marks are two robust static ones
widespread in urban scenarios. However, in the middle layer,
where the dynamic interferences are the most severe, it’s
typically challenging to find such features. Our idea is to
strictly limit the static semantics, so as to distinguish them
from the potentially dynamic ones effectively. Therefore, we
choose only pole-like features, which implies that the objects
are tree trunks or telephone poles.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the data structure of the proposed
semantic grid map. Each grid is represented by the category
determined by the semantic feature that has the most points,
and the corresponding probability that is the proportion
within the total points of this grid. Since the wrong data asso-
ciations often occur at the boundaries of different categories
(such as poles at the edges of the facade), the introduction
of probability can weaken such impact. In some rare cases,
SPCM contains some invalid semantic points, such as poles
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Fig. 2. Semantic grid map representation. Each occupied grid contains the
information of the category and the corresponding probability.

formed by reeds. Although such points generally belong to
static objects, it’s obvious that they are not stable in the
long term. What these features have in common is that their
point clouds are more sparse than those intrinsically static
features. Therefore, this paper removes such structures by a
point number threshold.

IV. LOCALIZATION

In this section, we describe our algorithm for the on-
line pose initialization and real-time vehicle self-localization
tasks. We denote the coordinate of the units in the sub-map
M of the SGM as m1, ...,mJ , and the units in the observed
scan S as s1, ..., sK , where J and K are the number of
units respectively. For the initialization task, the original pose
must search a wide range to avoid various local minima.
At the same time, the calculation can take relatively longer
(several seconds is acceptable). Therefore, to keep as much
map detail as possible, the SGM is in 3D formed by cubes.
On the contrary, the localization task can inherit a much
more accurate initial position from the previous frame while
it requires strict real-time performance (typically 100ms), the
SGM is in 2D formed by squares.

A. On-line Pose Initialization

In order to initialize the vehicle pose in GNSS denied
areas, this paper proposes a GMM-based semantic categories
to represent the pose initialization problem. We first generate
a 3D SGM, and characterize each semantic category of this
study as a Gaussian model. This model only focuses on the
horizontal distribution as all of the three semantic categories
in this study are vertically uniformly distributed. We can
regard each cube of the observed scan SK×3 as a mean value
of the GMM, and each cube of the sub-map MJ×3 as the
corresponding Gaussian distributed samples. The response
probability of the GMM can be represented as

P (mj) =
K∑

k=1

P (sk)P (mj |sk) (1)

where P (sk) is each component of the GMM of cube k.
By considering the category probability of mj and a penalty
term for outliers and noise w inspired by [25], we can extend
the expression as

P (mj , Cmj
) = w

1

J

+(1− w)

K∑
k=1

P (Cmj |mj , sk)P (mj |sk)P (sk)
(2)

where Cmj
is the corresponding semantic category of cube

mj . We define the semantic confidence to associate the kth

scan cube to the jth map cube as

P (Cmj
|mj , sk) =

{
max(np,nf ,nr)

N Cmj
= Csk

0 Cmj
6= Csk

(3)

where Csk is the semantic category of cube sk of the scan,
and np, nf , nr are the number of points in each semantic
category of poles, facades, and road surface marks of cube
mj respectively, while N is the total point number in cube
mj . And we have

P (mj |sk) =
1

2π|Σk|
1
2

exp(−1

2
(mj − sk)T Σ−1

i (mj − sk))

(4)
where Σk is the variance of the kth component need to be
solved. The pose initialization can be represented as

T ∗ = arg max
T

P (M,CM ) =
J∏

j=1

P (mj , Cmj
) (5)

where the transformation matrix T is to decide the data
association pairs of mj and sk in Equ. 2. T ∗ is to be found
by maximizing the data association probability.

To solve the Σk and T , we use the expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm, whose solving process can
be found in [25]. The role of semantic categories in this
process is shown in Fig. 3. The three semantic categories are
denoted as circles in blue, yellow, and green. Traditional non-
semantic localization methods like CPD only consider the
geometric distances between the points (or grids) between the
observed scan and the map. Therefore they cannot distinguish
the wrong data association (3(a)) and the correct one (3(b)).

(a) Wrong association. (b) Correct association.

(c) Non-semantic probability. (d) Semantic probability.

Fig. 3. An example of localization initialization using semantic categories
in the probabilistic data association.

Considering the resolution difference between one frame
LiDAR scan and the dense map, which is challenging for
scan-to-map pose estimation, the semantic grid map repre-
sentation can efficiently narrow such gap by down-sampling
the map and enhancing the sparse scan at the same time.
The GMM ensures such a strategy to reach a localization
accuracy exceeding the grid resolution.
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B. Real-time Localization

Probabilistic data association provides an effective frame-
work for solving the impact of incorrect data association on
the localization algorithm. As mentioned at the beginning
of this section, we denote the squares in the 2D SGM as
M = {mj}, and the squares in the observed scan after
gridding as S = {sk}. The associated pairs set between M
and S is denoted as A = {aj,k} where aj,k = (mj , sk). The
residual error is denoted as ς = M − T × S where T is the
transformation matrix. The semantic category is denoted as
C. The localization problem can be represented as

T ∗ = arg max
T

P (ς, C,A|M,S) (6)

Use the Bayes Rule, this product is factored as

P (ς,C,A|M,S)

∝ P (ς|A,M,S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
error

P (C|A,M,S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
label

P (A|M,S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
geometry

(7)

The error term is defined as

P (ς|A,M,S) =
∏

exp(
−‖mj − Tsk‖2

2
) (8)

and the label term is same to Equ. 3.
Eventually, this paper adopts the traditional geometric

association as a protection term. To avoid overemphasizing
the effect of Euclidean registration and thus weakening the
semantic information, this paper uses the k nearest neighbors
(KNN) structure under the uniform distribution to facilitate
the search of the k nearest association category as

p(A|M,S) =

{
1/k knn
0 otherwise

(9)

According to the above association method, this paper
assumes that the errors conform to the Gaussian distribution.
The model needs to solve two unknown variables, one
is data association probability, and the other is the pose
transformation matrix T . The EM algorithm is also used to
solve this problem as elucidated in reference [25].

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

We evaluated our method in two scenarios. The first one
is an express road with heavy traffic to test the performance
under strong dynamic interferences, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
The second one is a factory with a generally static environ-
ment to confirm the compatibility, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The
two vehicle platforms are equipped with a HESAI Pandar-
40P LiDAR and a Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR respectively.
Both platforms have computing resources of the Intel i7-
7567U CPU @3.5GHz with 16GB memory. The calculation
times of our method in the experiments include the semantic
features extraction from the observed scan, which is based
on geometric rules.

In the map generation process, the GNSS positioning
results are used as ground truth data. Then, the SPCM
is generated from the semantically segmented point cloud
consistent with GNSS [2]. Fig. 5 shows a part of the SPCM
of the express road with the three semantic categories.

(a) Express road. (b) Factory.

Fig. 4. The experimental platforms and environments.

Fig. 5. An example of SPCM of the express road. The three semantic
categories (poles-red, facades-white, road surface marks-green) can be easily
identified.

A. On-line Pose Initialization

We randomly selected 100 different poses on the straight
express road to evaluate our method. The SGM is a 3D grid
map that each grid is a cube with a side length of 0.2m. As
the pose initialization is sensitive to both the horizontal offset
and the orientation error, in this experiment the horizontal
offset is set as a uniform distribution up to 50m, and the
orientation error is set to 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦.

We compared our results with Coherent Point Drift (CPD)
[25], which is a widely used method for pose initialization.
The result can be found in Table I. It shows that our method
has a better robustness and overall accuracy especially when
the initial pose is set with the orientation error over 60◦.
We also compared the calculation time of orientation error
at 90◦which is considered as the worst case. The proposed
method takes less than half time than CPD. It proves that
the semantic-category-based method in this paper can speed
up the iteration and reduce the time consumption.

From Table I we can see that CPD generally converge to
the correct heading angle when the orientation error is set
to 90◦on the straight road experiment. We also demonstrate
a special case of the pose initialization at a conjunction of
the express road to further illustrate the effectiveness using
semantic categories under the same orientation setting, as
shown in Fig. 6. The semantic categories of road surface
marks and poles are represented in red and green, and the
observed scan is rendered in white, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
Because the distance between the road surface marks of the
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TABLE I
ACCURACY AND CALCULATION TIME EVALUATIONS FOR THE POSE

INITIALIZATION EXPERIMENT.

Trans.(m) 30◦ 60◦ 90◦

CPD Mean 0.17 0.19 6.42
Max 0.18 0.50 67.3

Our method Mean 0.08 0.18 0.13
Max 0.12 0.24 0.30

Yaw.(◦) 30◦ 60◦ 90◦

CPD Mean 0.18 0.19 3.83
Max 0.20 0.48 6.80

Our method Mean 0.13 0.13 0.11
Max 0.16 0.16 0.18

Calculation time (s) 90◦

CPD Mean 7.25

Our method Mean 3.23

TABLE II
ACCURACY EVALUATIONS FOR THE LOCALIZATION EXPERIMENT ON

THE EXPRESS ROAD.

Lat.(m) Lon.(m) Trans.(m) Yaw.(◦)

Semantic ICP 0.20 0.24 0.31 0.20
Grid Localization 0.11 ≥ 2 ≥ 2 ≥ 2

Poles 0.37 0.33 0.55 1.86
Road marks 0.10 ≥ 2 ≥ 2 0.37

Facades 0.09 - - 0.54
Our method 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.27

observed scan and the poles of the map are geometrically
closer, CPD rotates to the wrong direction from the very
beginning of the iteration, and eventually converged to the
local minimum. On the contrary, the semantic category plays
an important role, and leads the iteration to the correct pose.

B. Real-time Localization

In the 5.2km express road experiment, we compared our
result with the Semantic ICP [23] and a traditional non-
semantic approach of the occupancy grid localization using
weighted point cloud[26]. We also compared our result with
using each one of the three semantic categories separately to
show the effectiveness using multiple semantic features.

Table II shows that our method significantly outperformed
other methods and the stand-alone semantic categories in
terms of transformation accuracy. For the Grid Localization
method and stand-alone road surface marks, the express road
is not a geometrically salient scenario in longitude (also
known as corridor effect). Due to such failure, Gird Local-
ization also failed to achieve reasonable yawing accuracy.
For the same reason, the facades are parallel to the road
direction; therefore, they can’t provide any longitudinal pose
constrain. The comparison of the calculation time proves the
efficiency of this approach, as shown in Table III. Table IV
compares the size of different kind of maps, from where we

(a) Conjunction scene. (b) Initial position.

(c) CPD second iteration. (d) CPD result.

(e) Our method second iter-
ation.

(f) Our method result.

Fig. 6. A special case at the conjunction of the express road that CPD
failed to converge to the correct position.

can see proposed semantic grid map takes up the smallest
storage space.

TABLE III
CALCULATION TIME EVALUATIONS FOR THE LOCALIZATION

EXPERIMENT ON THE EXPRESS ROAD.

Method Mean operation time(ms)

Semantic ICP 150.40
Grid Localization 44.03

Poles 15.14
Road marks 16.34

Facades 14.08
Our method 23.41

In the factory experiment, our method can also achieve a
comparable accuracy to the express road condition, where
the comparison can be found in Table V. The main reason is
that in factory experiment, there are more structural features
which are beneficial for SGM-based localization.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a localization method based on
the semantic grid map (SGM) with poles, facades, and road
surface marks. Such map is small in size and rich in informa-
tion. By introducing the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to
the semantic features, the corresponding pose initialization
method improved the robustness and accuracy while reduced
the calculation time by half comparing to the traditional non-
semantic baseline. In the real-time localization process, this
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TABLE IV
MAP STORAGE SIZE COMPARISON.

Map structure Size(MB/km)

Point cloud map ≥ 1000
Semantic point cloud map 34

Grid map 5.3
Semantic grid map (Ours) 1.1

(a) Translation error. (b) Heading error.

(c) Error histogram. (d) Error boxplot.

Fig. 7. Localization result in the factory environment.

paper introduced grid probability to implement a new data
association strategy with semantic information. Experimental
results show that our proposed method is robust and accurate
in not only dynamic scenarios, but also static environments
which guaranteed the adaptability.
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